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GUS HAIJ.

The Liherating Hnle nf Marxism*

The revolutionary theory, the philosophy called Marxism, has be-
come the single rnost influential body of plitical thought in the history
of man. It has trecome the guiding science for mankind s m,ost deep
going, rnost explosive revolutionary social transf ormation-the transi-
tion from world capitatsm to world socialism. Thus, it is the only
thoory that satisfactorily explains the current social upheavals-the
wars of rrational liberation, the rebellions in our ghetto slums, the
unusual uuest, the tensions and the alienation that are so much a
part of today's reality. Marxism places these events in proper historical
perspective. Marxism is the "uniffed ffeld theory" of social, political
andr economic development of this epoch,

Marxism is the guiding body of thought for over one third of the
world's population. The membership of political parties and mass
movements influenaed by Marxist theory in the Western industrial
capitalist countries and in the underdeveloped lands of Asia, Africa
and Latin America numbers in the tens of millions. Marxism is a body
of thought that cannot be ignored or legislated out of existence. It
is by nolv obvious to most people that whether you want to oppose
Marxism or to understand it, you have to study it.

For long periods the opponents of Marxism in some parts of the
world have prevented an open discussion of its ideas by trabeling
it a "foreign ideology," a "conspiracy." They have created and then
flailed at a caricature of Marxism, at a straw m,an of "Communism."
But victories against straw men only appear to be victories. This tlpe
of "anti-Communism" has now lost much of its effectiveness. Peoplo
simply reiect the idea that half of the worldt population could be
foreign agents or dupes.

Unique Contribution of Communists

Because Marxism is a social science, and. because the Communist
Party is a revolutionary parly basing itself on that social science, we
make a unique contribution to the politioal dialogue. We use Marxism
as a scientiffc tool to probe and to assess our changing e@nomic,
political andr ideological reality. We not only observe phenomena;

- tu"t of a speech delivered at the University of Dakota, May 14, 1968.
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we seek for the laws of developmen! we probe for underlying trends
and processes with a view to changing the reality we observe.

Most political spokesmen-especially during election campaigns-
now speak about the evils of wars, the evils of poverl.), the evfu of
facism. They speak about the escalation of taxes, the rising cost of
living the crisis of the dollar, aid and water pollution, the crisis of
ghetto slums, and the crisis of the small farmer.

They speak about the edls, the effects, which are too obvious to be
denied. But they do not speak about the canses. They do not do so

because to speak about the causes is to speak about the basic con-
,tradictions and defects of the economic and social system. Anrd to speak
about what gives rise to the evils is to speak about placing human
rights above property and proftt rights.

What are some of the unique features of the program and policies
of the Communist Party? We are for correeting the evils, the injustices.
We are for reforms. The members of our Party are active, militant
trade unionists, they are active in movements for Negro freedom, they
are active ffghters for peace.

But when we speak about a radical change, a revolutionary transi-
tion, we are not talking of simply changing a man in the White House,
or of e shift in a tax poliry, or of a new law to relieve the conditions
in the ghettos. We ,r" ftghiurr for all such improvements, bu,t we view
thern as so many repairs on a structure that is decaying. These reforms
temporarily relieve the effects, the evils. But the condition that is the
cause of the problem remains. And as the structure keeps decaying,
ttre patchwork becomes ever more difficult. A new brick here or there,
or some shingles on the roof, does not take care of a crumbling
foundation. Sooner or later the people will be confronted wi,th the
problem of building a new social structure. Reforms and the struggle
for reforms prepare the path and the forces for a radical change. And
that change is necessary, for there is serious instability in the founda-
tions of world capitalism.

C apitali"sm Breeds P ooerty

We are for the anti-poverty programs, but it is clear that while they
may relieve the effects, they do absolutely nothing about the factors
that cause the poverty in the ffrst place. A better Congress can pass
better programs to ffght poverty. But even while these better programs
give temporary relief, the causative factors will continue to crejate
new areas of poverty. Unemployrnent ffgures go up and. down, but
there is a continuous growth of the numbers of perrnanently unem-
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ployed. The ghetto rebellions, the poor people's march now heading
for Washington, dramatically put the ry>otlight on this b[ght.

In some areas ,of the world there is poverty because na.ture has not
provided the soil, the climate, the minerals or other raw materials
necessary as a foundation for a life of abundanoe. We, here in the
United States, however, cannot blame the existence of dire poverty
on the lack of nature's abundrance. We are forced to look for the evil
roots of poverty in the tvay we have managed the abundance of
nature's gifts.

The answer is to be found in the basic nature of capitalism as a
system. Capitalism was never designed as a systern for the distribu-
tion of abundance for all. The motive for production under this
system is not the well-being of all but private profit for a mino,rity.

There is poverty in the coal mining regions because, where ?S years
ago there were more than 500,000 coal miners, today with automated
equipment the same arnount of coal is rnined by less than 180,000
coal miners. Corporation proftts are bigger-but close to 400,000 nr,iners
and their families have been left to drif,t into poverty. Clearly, the
motivation for mining coal was not the interests of the coal miners.
This is a classical example of the precedence of rights of proffts for
the few over the human rights of the many. Under capGtsm the
human elernent is expendable; proffts are not.

- To 
-send 

anti-poveity funds into the coal ftetrds may temporarily
feed the victims but it does not in any way touch the ryite*n of proffis
which is the basic cause of their poverty and misery.

This condition cannot be changed by reforrns. It can be elinr,inated
only through a radical change in the ownership of the coal mines.

[-ith sg$ a change the reason for mining coal will also change.
The welfare of the many will then become the motive. proffts wiil le
expendable; the human element will not.

The Source of U.S. Aggressi,on

The U.S. aggression against Vietnam is not the result of the schem-
ing of sorne evil individuals. The policy is executed by the men in the
White House and the- Fentagon, but the roots of the policy of aggres-
sion go deeper than the whims of individuals. otherwise how can one

"1Pl-al 
the seerning coincidence that three successive u.s. prosid,ents

of 
_di{eren1 parties, different ages, difierent religious baJkgrounds,

and from difierent parts of the country-but all of ore crassjhave to
one degree or another carried out the p.li"y of aggression in viet-
nam? No one can successfully argue thai our self-in[erests as a nation
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are invotvetl in Vietnam. Nor are we there because we are inherently

an aggressive or warlike PeoPle.
To"",rrrd"rstand why ti, f"u"**ent has becorne entangled in the

quagmire of aggresrion in Vietnam, one must go to the root of the

problem.' president Eisenhower, addressing an Annual Conference of Gov-

ernors in 1953, said to those hard-boilod politicians who oould under-

stand a realistic outlook:

You have seen the war in Indochina described variously as an

outsrowth of French colonialism and the Frenah refusal to treat

indi"genous populations decently.-You find it,yet described. as a
*"."b"t*""i tie Co**unists aird the other ekiments in Southeast

Asia, but you have a confused idea where is located Laos or Cam-

bodia or anv of the other countries that are involved'- i;"'dorr'i krro* reallv why we are so concerned with the far-

off southeast corner of Asia. Wny is itl
. . . Now let us assume that we lose Indochina. If Indochina goes,

several things happen right away. The Malay Peninsula, the last

little bit of "land^liargin[ on down there, would be scarcely de-

fersible. The tin and iurigsten we so greatly value frorn that area

would cease comins.
All of that positiJn around there is very ominous to *" United

St"i"r, beca,rsi ffnally if we trost all that, how would the free world
hold tt " ,i"t ernpir6 of Indonesia? . . .

So when the ti.S. votes $400,000,000 to help that war, we are

not voting a giveaway Program. We ar-e votin-g- for.the che-apest

wav we c-an td pr"rrrrt t}e ["crrrrence of sometliing that would be

of ihe most teiible siqniffcance to the U.S.A., our security, our
rxlwer and abilitv to eei certain things we need from the riches of
ih" Irdorr"ria teriitor/ and from Sout[east Asia. (Neu: York Times,

August 5, 1953.)

To these considerations Eisenhower later added "prodigious sup-

plies of rubber and rice." In his speech he urged the governors not

L *ooy about "confusing" politioal arguments but to get down to

cold cash.

Eisenhower,s $4ffi million has now grown to $100 billion spent by

u.s. imperialism on these operations. In 1965, Secretaly of state Rusk

told a group of Congressmen what President ]ohnson meant by tho

"great stakes in the balance" in Vietnam:

With its archipelagos, Southeast fuia contains rich natural re-

souries and som6 20d million people. Geographically, it has-geat
strategic importance . . . mord ls'at stakelhan presetoing the in'

I
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dependenta of the peoples of Southeast Asia and preventing the
vast resources of that area from being swallowed by those hosUle
to freedom. (U.S. State Department, Why Vietnarn, pamphlet,
August 1965. Emphasis added.)

Senator Gale McGee (Dem.-Wyoming), Johnson's leading war
spokesman in the Senate, put it more bluntly: "The Empire in South-
east Asia is the last large resource ,area ou.tside the control of any of
the major powers. . . . I believe that the conditions of the Vietnameso
people and the direction in which their future may be going are at
this stage secondary. ..." (CongressionalRecord,, February 17, 1965.)*

What is primary is U.S. colporate interests. These slrckesmen of
U.S. imperialism reveal a complete disregard for the political rights
of the Vietnamese peopl", in oontradiction to the official claim that
the war is being fought for their freedom. The issue, as Ike said, is
cold cash-oold corporate cash.

Big Businass Sets U.S. Foreign Policy

The foreign policies executed by our government-speciffcally by
the executive branch and the Pentagon-are policies dictated by the top
nr,onopoly corporations of our oountry. They are policie,s motivated
by the single purpose of extracting the maximum proftt from every
corner of the world.

That U.S. banks and coryroratioms invest overseas is not of itself
a crime. But these corporations cannot get the super-proffts they are
after, if they have to sign equitable trade agreements. They can achieve
these extra proffts only if they can use the powers of our government
for their private gain. About 20 years agq U.S. and British oil cor-
porations were seeking special oil rights from the government of
Iran. The government headed by Mossadegh wanted equality and
proceeded to nationalize the oil industry. Througlr the machinatirons
of the C.I.A. that governrnent was overthrown and the oil corporations
had their way. More, the U.S. oil companies, which had previously
been on the outside trying to force their way in, now emerged with
a 40 per cent interest in Iranian oil. At the time, Washington denied
the charge of intervention, but years later they boasted ab,out it.

In 1954 a democratic government in Guatemala refused the United
Fruit Cornpany special privileges. The C.I.A. organized an invasion.

=Et foregoing statements, starting with that of Pnesident Eisenhower,
are cited by Victor Perlo in his pamphlet The Vietnam Profiteers, New Out-
look Publishers, New York, 1966. They are taken from that source.
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The government was overtluown. United Fruit Company got its
privileges. Years later Allen Dulles boasted about the role of the C.I.A.
in the overthrow of that elected government. One could go on and on.

In some cases these oorporations use onr government s ffnancial
resources. In other cases, they use the rnilitary and paramilitary forces
of our countr;r. This is a policy of imperialism. This is a policy of
irnperialist military aggresson. It is a crime in which the resources of
our people, the lives of our youth, are used to enslave other peoples

,in the interest of private corporate proffts.

I Our national interests are not se*id by zuch policies. In fac! they

lsacrifice our national interests-sell them down the river of corporate

lproffts. The people pay for the policy of aggression conducted solely
'to enrich the bankbooks of private corporations. Imperialism is a
corporate p"li"y. The slogan "Yankee Go Home" is dirested not against
Americans but against U.S. coqrorations and military forees. Thus,
we join all Americans who oppose the policy of aggression, but our
reasons for so doing go deeper into the causes.

We are for sending the bird man of Texas back home. This rnay
end the criminal war against Vietnam. But that act alone will not end
the pressures for the overall policy of imperialist aggression. These
pressures, these dictates by big business, will continue on our goventr-
ment, ,as long as there is a ffnancial-industrial complex that places its
private greed above the interests of our nation, above the exercise
of the dght of self-determination by all peoples, above the interests
of world peace. Thus the danger of other Viebrams, as prornised by
the Humpty Dumpty of Minnesota, will oontinue. The steps toward
de-escalation and the Paris Conference, to have meaning must end
in the withdrawal of all U.S. troops and in an independent coalition
government in South Vietnam-a government representing the main
political currents.

As long as there are policies of imperialist aggression there will
be anti-imperialist movements and struggles. W'ars of national libera-
tion are wars against foreign corporate enslavement. The wars of
liberation of today are the 1776's of the oppressed nations of the world.

The pressures for policies of foreign aggressi,on can be lessened
and somewhat controlled within the present system, but they can be
removed only by the revolutionary aet of transferring the ownership
of these coqporations to the publie dornain, This wiL remooe the
sou.rce of policies of im.perialist aggression for oll ti,mes.

Racism-A Weapon of Reacti,on

The nation has been shocked and incensed over the murder of

I
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Dr. Martin Luther King. There is sornething very deep and meaning-
ful in the protes! anger, concern and mourning expressed by the mil-
lions of Americans. To black America, Dr. Martin Luther King was
a symbol of its courageous struggle for freedom and equality. To
millions of white Americans the murder of Dr. King was a shock
that vividly brought horne the brutal nature of racism, the deep shame
of tolerating it, and the realization that racisrn can destroy us as a
people. These are sincere and honest reactions. On these sentiments
a better America can be built.

But these have also been days of shameless hypocrisy. Now that
Dr. King is dea4 he is respectable. Now he is accepted into society.
Many, including leading newspapers, who denounced Dr. King as

a villain when he was alive, now clairn him as a hero. They all talked
about the so-called "sickness" that plagues our society. Some even
express oplrcsition to racism. But they speak about it in abstract terms

-as if racism is a flu germ.
Yes, racism is a sickness. Yes, white Americans are infuenced by

racism. Yes, Dr. King's killer was racism. But it is a sic}ness with a
diabolical purpose. It is a sickness that is deliberately injected into
the bloodstream of our society. No one is born a racist. Racism has
always been and remains ,a weapon of reaction. A minority can rule
in opposition to the best self-interests of the majority only by creat-
ing divisions, only by creating inequalities, only by creating artiffcial
antagonisms between peoples.

Racism is an insEument for extracting proffts. The South remains
a low wage area and a high profft,area because racism has dividedr the
ranks of its poor people. The Rockefellers, the Fords and the LBJ's
glibly speak about "white racism." Their purpose is to hide the real
roots of racism and to preserve it. What y,ou see on their faces are
not tears of mourning but tears of the crocodile. As you lnow, the
crocodile sheds its tears after it has devoured its victim.

For exarnple, if Governor Rockefeller were sincere about his profes-
sion, if he were sincere about eliminating racism, he would call to.
gether the Rockefeller family. He would say: "We must do something
about this siclness of racisrn. There are millions of people working in
our family.owned industries. Our plant managers have used and are
using racism. We must now put an end to racist practices in hiring
and upgrading in the oil, mining chemical, automobile, steel, rubber,
rnachine building, electrical and other industries that we own or con-
trol."

He would continue: "W'e are now going to hire and upgrade Ne-
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groes, Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Americans and Indians on the basis of
equality. To make this possible we are going to qut workloads to six

ho.rrs u day for all of our workers without a cut in take-home pay.

We are going to retire all workers at 55 years of age with full wages.

And we are going to provide for two-month vacations to all of the

workers in our plants. This would put an end to unemployment, then

to end the inequality, we are going to hire the minorities on a prefer-
red basis until we reach a level of equality."

If big business were to take such steps, the back of iim crow would
be broken. The roots ,of racism would wither. The big corporations

would not make the super-proffts they make now, but even then they
would still make huge proffts. But this is just what they will not do.

They are ready to shed crooodile tears about racism, but not one cent

of their proffts. They speak about the sickness of "society" to hide
the real source of the siclrtess-capitalism. They speak of all white
Americans being racists. But they are the masters of the econornic

system that controls the lives of all workers-Negro and white. They
are the masters of a system that creates slums, that produces poverty
and racism.

If the 20 million black Americans were not discriminated against
in our econornic system, the slums would not be slums. They are slurns

because the people are poor. And they are poor because of the discrim-
ination in hiring and upgrading by the big corporations in the ffrst
place. This is ,the root of the problem. Sooner or later the struggle
must be directed here. When that happens the crocodiles will dry
their tears and begin to show their teeth. It is cheap to talk about
racism as a "sickness." It is even cheap to pass nerv civil rights laws.

The real test lies in breaking down the bars of discrimination in in-
dustry.

All white Americans must reiect the influence of racism. As is true
of war, racism is likewise not in the best self-interests of our people
or our nation.

Radicalism-A Rising M ass Phenonl.enon

We live in competitive times. The competition between the two
world systems of capitalism and socialism has, of course, added a new
dimension to world cornpetition. The race between the U.S.A. and the
Soviet Union to Iand a man on the moon demonstrates how wasteful
competition can be.

But that which, rnore than anything else, is nerv in the U.S.A. is
the fact that now there is competition in being a radical, a revolu-

I

i

I

I
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tionary, Until a few years ago we Communists had the radical-revo-
lutionary beat to ourselves. Now the airways and byr,vays ,are crowded
with radicals and revolutionaries of many types. It is reaching the
point where you are nobody unless you are some kind of a radical.
If not a political radical, then you have to be a radical in dress, in
haircuts or in sex. To be able to make the scene one must at least be
alienated from something or somebody. The radical next door is re-
placing the Joneses next droor. Even people with big rnoney talk
about alienation*but of course, not about alienation from their
rictrres.

We welcome all radicalism in politics. We believe this competition
is good for our country.

Talking about revolution has become very competitive. But as we
know, not all who talk about heaven go there. And revolutionary talk
does not_necessarily a revo utionary make. However, this competition
is symbolic of the fundamental, the almost revolutionary change that
has taken place in popular concepts during the last few yeari. It is
a oontinuation of some of these political and ideological processes
that will also place socialism on the order of the day in the United
States.

Mass concepts have shifted. Radicalism has become a mass concept.
We Communists are against the war in Vietnam. But so are the

majority of the American people.
We Communists have been, and are, against racism. But so are in-

creasing millions of other Americans.
we are for a struggle against poverty. But this also is not rimited

to us.

we are for socialism. But there are hundreds of thousands of non-
communist Americans who are also for socialism, in one forrn or
another.

we see the very grave danger of the aggression in vietnam escarat-
ing into a world nuclear catastrophe. But here again, we see eye to
eye with most Americans.

As you can see, it is difficult to be difierent nowadays.
some 85 yea,' ago, when we ffrst raised the idea that workers should

receive unemployment b,eneffts when they are laid off, it was called a'C9pT"l", con-spiracy." The leaders of the AFL said it was a plan
to "subsidize idleness." They said it was degrading. But now 

-this

Communist initiative is an accepted concept of our life.

_ A number of- years ago I was released from the federal prison in
Leavenworth after serving an eight-year sentence for the dharge of
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thinkingabout the things I am talking to you about here' Now Marx-

ir* i, f"-g debated ir-tt " 
market piacg of ideas. The sale of Marx-

irt Uoot, his beco*e big business' At'd b"li"ue me' Marxism is being

Jir"rrr"a in buildings Uiitt Uy taxpayers' money' It is being discussed

by taxpayers.

Reforms anil Rersolution

ourPartyhasmanysimilaritieswithotherLeftandradicalEloupu.
But in mcny ways *L ur" difierent' For us, the popular struggles for

;"i;;t"*/r"r, toth the nec€ssary defense ]gainst the evils.of cap-

italism and the process that will lead to the door of the socialist revo-

lution. we are iot just .,angry mert'' in general. It is not enough just

;;;; ,;gty about it " "uiti 
bf "'pit"lit*' 

It is not enough to be a

radical in general.

Before Bln Franklin's time electricity was known' But it was not

electric pooer.It was not power because it did not have direction, it
was not harnassed. It did 

^not have the capacity to rnove other ele-

rnents.
Abstract radicalism often tends to be like the pre-FranHin elec-

"t"tr. 
It lacks direction. It is not harnassed' There are- sparks' there

is motion, but it is not turned into a sustained political Plwer'
Marxism, because it is a science, has the unique capacity to turn

radicalism into a sustained, directed revolutionary force-into a political

Power.' A, " 
Marxist party, we get the directiorr of our radicalism from a

knowledge of ihe Lasic laws of capitalist development. ldarxism

Uro.rgt t Tog"th". the subiective, oonscious activity of a- revolutionary

movement with the obiective Processes propelled by laws of social

development. Because of thir *" *" often recognized as the "respon-

,it1" ilft" or the efiective, meaningful section of radicalism'

For us, the transition from capitalism to socialism is not an abstrac-

tion. The American people will arrive at socialism on the basis of their

o*o 
"rp"ri*r"e. 

fhe si'gners of the Declaration of Independence did

not cre'ate the Americin Revolution. They gave it leadership; they

,Ln""t"d the social processes and the forces that made the Revolution.

once its time had irived, no force could have blocked it.

Obiective Processes, determined by laws of development' prepare

the forces foi a revolutionary transition. Until its tirne has o"me, no

foroe can hatch a revolution in an incub'ator' And conversely' when

its time has come no force can prevent it'---Th;;, 
social revolutions are io,t the products of conqpiracies. They
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cannot take place against the will of the rnajority. social revolutions
are not foreign imports. Revolution cannot be imported or exported.
Ideas can and do cross national boundaries. But asivith seeds oi grain,
if the soil is not right, ideas will not sprout.

History is witness that every social system prepares the soil for the
system that follows. capitalism is no exceptio". tL evils are preparing
the soil for the system of socialism to follow.

History also bears witness that the form of this new social structure
will not be a transplant. u.s. socialism wiil be molded by our experi-
ence as a nation, as a people. our socialism will be molded by our
experiences with the constitution and the Bill of Rights. rt will reflect
our experiences with a multiple-party system. It wi[ reflect our trade
union experience.

And when socialism comes onto the agenda, r am convinced that the
m,ajorrity of you in this hall tonight wil[ not only be for it but will be
advocating it-and helping to make it work.

Throughout the civilized worrd the teachings of Marx evoke
the utmost hostilitv and hatred of a[ bourgeois science (boli
official and liberal) which regards Marxism as a kind. of .,pu*ri_
cious sect." And no other attitude is expected, for therl can
be no "impartial" sociar_science in a society based on class strug-
gle. In one way or another ail, officiar and liberar science d,ef eiEs
wage slavery, whereas Marxism has declared relenfless *r" o,
wage slavery. To expect science to be impartial in a wage_slave
society is as silly and naive as to expect impartiarity r"oi, -rr-ufaeturers on the question whether workers, .,,rgu" shoulJ be
increased by decreasing the profits of capital.

But this is not all. The history of philosophy and the history
of social science show with perfect clarity that there is nothing
resembling "sectarianisrn" in Marxism, in the sense of its beini
a hidebound, petrified doctrine, a doctrine which arose awag 1roil,
the highroad of development of world civilization. on the 

"oitru*y,the genius of Marx consists precisely in the fact that he furnished
answers to questions the foremost minds of mankind had already
raised. His teachings arose as the direct and immediate continui
ti,on of the teachings of the greatest representatives of philosophy,
political economy and Socialism. - V. I. Lenin: ,,The Three
Sources and Three Components of Marxism.r,
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The Wisconsin Primaries

on April 2nd the whole world watched wiscorxin. under close

scrutinyiy the American news media, political analysts, foreign cor-

,urporr8*rit and the international comrnunity,-t" W"-*lsin voters

pa-iticipated in the ffrst open primary test of the Administration's
^policiei 

in Vietnam and at home. Many saw in,the Wisconsin primary

the ffrst state-wide "referendum" on the Vietnam war, offering the

voters in the person of Lyndon Baines Johnson and Eugene McCarthy

the opporturity to rejectihe government's policy of escalating tragedy

in Southeast Asia.
The primary results, however, came in-early-48 hours earlyl So

great w:as the sweep of support for the little-known, undramatic Sen-

itor Eugene McCaithy, so-&thusiastically was the opportunity seized

to give ioice to the peace sentiment in the state, and so obvious had

it decome that McCarthy would swamP Johnson by as much as two-

to-one, that on the Sunday night before the Tuesday primary Lyndon

B. Johnson dropped out of the race. The war adrninistration, plagued

by spreading defections in the regular Democratic P{T-maghines in
sev"ial state-s, could not afiord a stunning defeat at the hands of the

Wisconsin voters. Whether LBJ's retreat was tactical or not, it was a

public admission that defeat was imminent in Wisconsin. Johnson's
ittempt to appear "above partisanship," and his dramatically re-

worked San Antonio "Peace overture," did not hide the fact that he

was about to be dumped in Wisconsin. The primary campaign and

the results allow only this conclusion, despite administration attempts

to oontort their meaning.

The April2nd Results

McCarthy received 57 per cent of the Democratic vote to ]ohnson's
85 per cent. (If you count the last rninute rvrite-in votes for Kpnnedy,

which would have gone to McCarthy, it was 62 per cent to 85 per

cent.) McCarthy won eight of ten congressional districts, TL of 72

oounties and 52 of 60 national convention delegates.

These impressive ffgures have even greater meaning when it is

realized that McCarthy started almost unlrrown, and generally dis-
counted as a serious challenge, while the Johnson camp brought in
the Vice President, one-half of the cabinet, and conducted a television
and newspaper blitz for the sitting president. (Nixon also conducted

t2
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an extremely vigorous and expensive media campaign, but McCarthy's

vote topped Nixon's, and placed Johnson as a P'oor third. )

Johnson's Sunday night melodrama also lessened the number of
Republican voters who had planned to cross over to the Democratic

"olrr*r, 
to vote for McCarthy in order to embarass LBJ. This purely

partisan maneuver was drol4red after Sunday night. But there was a
distirct eross-over atyway, but of a difierent kind. In traditional
Republican strongholds throughout the state MoCarthy topped the

vote. Thousands of independent Republicans chose to reject the hawk

position of both Johnson and Nixon in support of McCarthy's oPen

peace-oriented stand. In some areas, the cross-over was over 20 P".
cent-a cross-over fought by Nixon and the Republican machine-
and was clearly an incontestable vote for peace.

MoCarthy drew so,me of his most vigorous support in the traili-
tionally Rep,ublican small towns, suburbs and, rural farming oom-

munities. This acoounts for his sweep of the state, with the exception
of Milwaukee. This was predictable, in part, by the expressions of
support MeCarthy received from Republican newsPaPers, as in
Waukesha and Beloit, and the semi-endorsement from Mrs. Warren
Knowles, wife of the Republican governor

McCarthy won by wide rnargins in the most affiuent and normally
conservative suburbs of Milwaukee, where his vote clirnbed in direct
proportion to income levels. Spontaneous groups appeared in numerous
small towns where the campaign was carried forward by farmers, small
businessmen and students from small colleges. Opposition to the Viert-
nam war emerged among all sections of the population. The campaign
offered a vehicle to thousands who had previously remained silent in
their dissent. The primary election expressed the depth of dissent
which grips our nation today.

It should be noted that there was also a peace candidate in the
Republican primary-Harold Stassen. The former Minnesota governor
received less than 6 per cent of the Republican vote in a campaign
conducted openly agiirst both ]ohnson ind Nixon. His poor showing
is directly athibutable to the massive groundswell for McCarthy.
Nixon's B0 per cent vote represents the traditional hardline Repub-
lican strength in the state. Ronald Reagan, whose name also appeared
on the ballot (though he did not campaign), received less than 11

per cent.

The McCarthy Mooement

In discussing the Wisoonsin primaries, we should speak of the Mc-
Carthy movement rather than the McCarthy campaign or organization,
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because herein lies a second important lesson of the primary.
The fact is that a movement of a grass-roots, volunteer army de-

veloped around the peace issue and the candid.ate. The Johnson and
Nixon forces, in ,the respective parties, had control of the machinery,
apparatus and patronage, and had unlimited campaign funds. The
McCarthy movement had no such organizational support. Major in-
dustrialists supportod ]ohnson and Nixon as did the labor officialdom.
With few excepions the politicians supported their leaders or remained
silent. It is a testimony to the breadth of the McCarthy movement
that late in the campaign Congressmen Reuss of Milwaukee and Kas-
tenmeier of Madison ffnally came out in his support. The latent power
in the groundswell was also recognized by an unprecedented number
of Democratic politicians who chose to take a 'hands-ofi" attitude.

Perhaps not since the La Follette Progressive party era and the
"Joe Must Go" movement, has there been such a spontaneous out-
pouring in a carnpaign. Much has been written about the "children's
crusade," the volunteer response of college and high school students
who carried through most of tho canvassing. Little has been said of
the thousands of rvomen organized into independent women's com-
mittees, who worked tirelessly in the canvassing, in phoning, in the
carnpaign headquarters and in other crucial activity. Other grass-
roots support came from middle-class intellectuals, small businessmen
and professionals. Herein lies both the strength and weakness of the
movement in the stste.

While the number of congressional districts and counties won by
McCarthy is impressive, the importance of those he failed to carry
is of equal signiffcance, The two congressional districts he lost were
both in the city of Milwaukee. This, ,the main centcr of working-class
an Negro voters, still supprted Johnson. Whfle the peace sentiment
in both these communites runs high, several errors were oommitted
by the McCarthy forces whictr prevented a better showing in Mil-
waukee.

McCarthy failed to relate the key issue of Vietnam to the other
burning problems facing the ghetto and the decaying urban centers.
He did not relate sufficiently to the daily struggles of the workers
and their unions. His campaign was aimed primarily at college
campuses, intellectuals, liberal white communities, small businessmen,
professionals and the farmers. He carried only two of the nineteen
:ity wards: the 8rd-a liberal white area around the university of
Wisconsin, and the 15th-a middle-class ward on the west side. While
he ran well in the affiuent suburbs, he lost by narrow margins ir
the working-class suburbs which adjoin the city.
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The BlnckVote

The local citizens for M-ccarthy and the iocal stafi had no Negro
members. The black_people who took part in the campaign (ird
they were few in number) came from Illinois or from Mocirtriy's New
York office. with the exception of a last moment, four-hour walk
thro-ugh_ Milwaukee's ghetto, Mccarthy made no personar appearances
in the black community. Not until ve.ry late in the canilLign was
the-re-any real canvassing or leaflet diitribution in the .i*i-,,rrrity,
and then it was carried through entirely by white students who had
been mobilized from around the state and nation.

_ ^l ryr lrst appearance in Milwaukee-at the university-a group of
100 of the renowned NAACP cornmandos came to hear M-ccaithy
and to announce a demonst_ration. They responded we[ to Mccarthy;s
description of the "colonial situation within the United States.,, dut
there were no black faces to be seen on the stage. Mccarthy's failure
to speak to the speciffc needs of the black community and his apparent
lack of interest to make appearances there, led many Negloes to
conclude_ 'they had little stake in his campaign. Furtherriore, he
neglectecl overtures from the leading black- press which was sym-
pathetic to his efforts. His inaction resulted in tue loss of endorse-
ment. The rnaior Negro paper remained neutral and another en-
dorscd LBJ.

Mclalthys campaign staff-predominantly petty-bourgeois and dom-
inated by out-of-state members from his national headquarters-
was permeated by subtle but obvious chauvinism. It appeared that
his campaign s,trategy was based on the promise of a "whii6 backlash,"
because he carefully avoided any direct appeal for brack votes for
fear of alienating-white voters. As a result, despite the strong anti-war
sentirnent in Milwaukee's black community, little enthuiiasm de-
veloped for McCarthy.

The pro-]ohnson forces exploited this fact to the utmost and, in
tlre 

_ff_na! 
days of the campaign, distributed an unsigned leafet in

the black community calling for a "No Vote" for president-a provi-
sion contained in the new primary law. The number using thii elec-
toral alternative was signiffcantly higher here than in any-other area.
It is important to note also that the number of write-in votes for
Kennedy was higher in the three wards where the bulk of Mirwaukee's
Negro_population live than i1 any other place in the state. Johnson
carried the black community by nearly tvvo to one.

Two conclusions might be drawn from this situation. Firs! it is
clear that there is a low level of understanding within the Mccarthy
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movement of the urgent need to take on the issue of racism. They do

not understand the inter-relationship between the war in Vietnam

and racism at home, and seem to have no perspeotive of leading a

ffght in ,the white community on this issue. Second, MoCarthy will
*uk" litl" progress in future races unless he alters the cornposition

of his staff and the strategy of his campaign with respect to the black

community. No candidate can seriously challenge the power elite

for any cffice today, and reasonably expect to compete, unless he

takes on the crisis of racism in America from the very start.

The Working-Class Vota

The failure of the McCarthy movoment to address itself to tho

demands of the black cornmunity was equalled by its lack of per-

spectives for the working-class areas of Wisconsin. While McCarthy

c-arried other industrial areas-Racine, Green Bay and Kenosha-

there was no serious concentrauon in traditional Democratic working-

class strongholds, such as Milwaukee's 4th congressional district. At

best, only token campaigning took place thcre. Piant gate distribu-

tions were carried through only in the latter stages of the campaign,

and much of 'the rnaterial had no labor orientation. McCarthy made

his one personal sppearance on the streets of the Polish-German

"om-rrity 
on the last week-end before the primary. At no time

during fhe campaign in Milwaukee-the nation's largest machine

induslry producei-did McCart\ aPPear at a plant gate. IIis only

,pp"urrr"" before a labor body was,an 
-address 

to the Arnalgamated

Ciott i"g Workers Union-again, only during the last days of the

campaign.
It'i*if"* exceptions the labor leadership went down the line with

Meany. 'fhe few-labor figures who supported McCarthy rec-eived no

assistance and an atternpt to form a latror committee got little en-

couragement from the campaign stafi'
It ii a tribute to the anti-war sentirnent of the Milwaukee workers

that despite this failing and despite COPE's,endor_sement of Johnson,
42 per ient of the Dernocratic vote in the 4th distrist went to
McCarthy.

As in the case of the black community, the future of the McCarthy

campaign hinges on a change in this area as well. Unless active

leadership is sought in the labor rnovement and lvorking-class com-

munities, the McCarthy carnpaign will be seriously impaired. As one

trade unionist explained: "McCarthy would have done better, except

that the rank and ffle just was not familiar with his views on rnost

issues . . . he needed more exposure and personal appearances."
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Other Weaknesses

Another, though lesser, weakness was to be found in &e character
of the organization rvhich guided the campaign. Thousands of people
flowed into Wisconsin to assist in the effort. Additional thousands

volunteered in the state. Such a massive outpouring would be difficult
to organize under any circumstance. Some of the leaders attempted
to exclude, from positiors of responsibility, people of radical per-
suasions, leading figures from the anti-war movement and others.
This was further complicated by the displacement of a number of
local leaders, who had initiated the movernent imrnediately after
the New Hampshire primar)r, by members from the national staff.

ft soon became obvious that strangers to the state were in no
position to give clirection to local efforts because they were not
acquainted with the peculiariaties of each community and neighbor-
hood. There were also some, if few in nurnber, who saw in McCarthy's
campaign the means of Iaying the foundations for a new liberal
machine and attempted to run his raoe along the patterns of machine
politics.

But the McCarthy movement was bigger and broader than was
possible ito control. It was a mass movement which even eclipsed
the candidate. Despite its weaknesses, and there were many, the
campaign represented something new in Wisconsin politics and has
changed the complexion of politics in the state.

The McCarthy movemenit in Wisconsin gew out of an urgent need:
to prevent the cuuntry from being faced with a choice of a Johnson
or Nixon thereby taking the question of peace out of the hands of
the people. The NlcCarthy movement, and the response it secured,
exposed this threat, put the peace question in the center of the stage,

contributed toward dumping an inanmbent president and moved
American politics toward greater independence. It thus helped to
raise the understanding among many of the need for courses of action
independent of the main political machines. The future for McCarthy,
and the rnovement which has arisen around him, will depend on
whether the shortcumings and failures in Wisconsin are overcome.

The Madison Anti-War Refercndum.

While major attention was centered on the presidential primar/,
no complete estimate can be made of the results without dealing
with the crucial referendum against the war in Vietnam placed before
the voters of Madison, the state capital and the home of the University
of Wisconsin. fu an issue-oriented campaign, devoid of personalities
and parties, this referendum reflected the depth of dissent on the
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Vietnam issue even more clearly than the presidential primary.
On April 2nd the citizens of Madison voted on an anti-war referen-

dum similar to that held in Dearborn, San Francisco and Cambridge.
The referendum stated: "It is the policy of the people of Madison
that there be an immediate cease ftre and the withdrawal of United
States troops from Vietnam, so that the Vietnamese people can
determine their own destiny." The campaign to place the referendum
on the ballot and secure a large "Yes" vote was the rnost serious
grass-roots eflort wa.ged in that city since the 1948 Progressive party
campaign.

The work for the referendum was initiated in Arrgust, 1967, when
an anti-rvar group suggested placing a strongly-worcled referendum
on the April ballot as a concrete rneans of organizing the anti-war
activity in the city. TIie Madison Citizens for a Vote on Vietnam
(MCW) was formed in mid-September. Trvo weeks later some of
the same people organized the Concerned Wisconsin Democrats to
launch lvhat was to be at that time a "Vote No" campaign against

Johnson in the primary. Since there was considerable overlapping,
it was agreed that the two organizations would work closely together.

To qualify the referendum on the baliot it was necessary to obtain
6,700 notarized signatules of eligible voters on petitions to be pre-
sented to the City Council by December 22, 1967. In the process of
gathering signatures contacts were established in 16 out of the 22
wards in the city and well-functioning groups were established in
nine of the wards. Approximately S50 people-the great maiority
coming from the r:ommunity, but with some help from University
students-canvassed 40 per cent of the city's 50,000 dwelling units.
About 9,000 signatur-es, or 20 per cent of the electorate, were obtained,
with everyone signing a statement that they not only wanted the
measure on the ballot but intended to vote for it on April 2nd.

Yet certain ideological weaknesses became apparant during this
initial phase of the campaign. The approach of the executive com-
mittee was essentially middle class and elitist. It exercised tight
control on all decisions with a general absence of democratic par-
ticipation by the canvassers and ward rvorkers. It had no real sense

of building an organization from the trottom up. As a result many
people were lost to the organization once they had completed a
speciffc tssk. Furthermore, the leadership did not see the relation-
ship behveen thorough educational work-rvhich results in well-
informed and committed ward workers-and their over-riding concern
to get a large vote. N{any depended on manipulative politics to do
the job. They did not understand that a large "Yes" vote required
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serious educational worl< at all levels and the involvement of the
ward people in exercising control over the organization.

To remedy the situation, the referendum oommittee was reorganized
in ]anuary of this year, with the establishment of a Policy Committee
including the original sponsors and all ward chairmen. An Executive
Committec of four r.vas authorized to make the necessary day-to-day
decisions. However, structural deficiencies remained. The entire ward
organization was, in efiect, represented by one person on the lead-
ing body, and the ward chairmen still did not exercise adequate
control over the leadership.

The organization faced a serious political problem when Eugene
McCarthv declared himself as a candidate for the presidency. The
Concerned Democrats, which had done a good deal of the referendum
canvassing work, immediately reconstituted themselves into a McCarthy
for President organization. From that time on, there was a constant
pull into Democratic party politics. As a result, from January until
the April 2nd primary, the relations between lhe McCarthy organiza-
tio'n and the MCW deteriorated.

The McCarthy forces suggested that the refelendum be dropped
since it was no longer important. The Referendum Committee main-
tained that the anti-war referendum would test the anti.war senti-
ment, not just opposition to Johnson, and would provide an oppor-
tunity for people to express themselves on this key issue apart frorn
personalities.

The conflict rvas especially sharp at the top levels, while most ward
workers continued to- be active in both campaigns. The McCarthy
organization, however, put pressure on ward workers to drop the
referendum aciivity. It is significant that most of the ward workers
stayed with the referendum all the way through and were not taken
in by the argument that the referendum was too radical and that
McCarthy was "realistic."

However, within the referendum organization, there were internal
disputes rvhich prevented it from launching an effective educational
campaign. A split occrured between those lvho believed that the
organizaiion shoulcl call for immediate, unilateral withdrawal, and
those who viewed rvithdrawal as secondary and up to the poli,tical
leaders of the United States. This conflict flared up ,nvhenever cam-
paign material was to be issued. It should be noted that the referendum
did not call for immediate withdrawal. In the context of the cam-
paign people did not differentiate between general withdrawal versus
immediate withdrarval, but voted with the idea of stopping the killing
and getting out of Vietnam.

t
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The attitude of the McCarthy organization towards the referendum
only heightened this conflict. While Congressman Kastenmeier and
Harold Stassen endorsed a "Yes" vote, McCarthy specifically refused
to take this stand. In a speech before 15,000 in the Madison Coliseum
he made three references to his belief that imrnediate withdrawal
would "end the war but lose the peace." The Right-wing in the city,
the Nixon camp ,and a "Vote No" organization composed of veterans
groups and others, published an efiective pieoe of literature with
McCarthys picture on the front page and his statement against
immediaie withdrarval, calling for a "No" vote. McCarthy refused to
repudiate this use of his name.

During the second phase of the campaign, the Referendum Or-
garuzing Comrnittee assurned the task of creating organizations in
the weaker wards and in those areas where there was no organization
at all. By the end of the campaign 20 out of 22 wards had been
organized, and contacts were made in the working-class areas of the
city that were untouched by other political groups before this time.
The MCVV canvassed all working-class wards with encouraging re-
sults. Some of the hostility was broken down and, rnost important,
the possibility of moving in a non-elitist, democratic and class-based
direction became more of a reality.

The outcome of the referendum vote reveals both the strengths
and weaknesses of the campaign. The referendum polled 48.7 per
cent of thc total vote in the city, fie highest that any such referendum
polled in other cities. In general, the highest vote was recorded in
the University and student wards (76 and 78 per cent in the two
student rvards). In the working-class areas, the lowest "Yes" vote
was 30.5 per cent rvhere there was no organization. In others, the
vote ranged from a low of 88.9 p* cent to a high of 49.7 per cent
(in a Negro precinct which is part of the 14th ward). The lorvest
vote was 24.6 per cent in a lower middle-class ward. In 15 precincts
(3 working class, 7 student and 5 middle class) the referendum re-
ceived more tfian 45 per cent.

McCarthy reeeived 50.16 per cent of the total vote in Madison
(69.6 per cent of the Democratic vote) rvhile the referendum polled
4 .7 per eent of the vote. The difference reflects th groater appeal of
the anti-Johnson movement over the issue-oriented anti-war drive,
The conhroversy around the referendum and the attack made against
it, accounts for the discrepancy in the two votes. Yet, the referendum
did extremely well by oomparison.

For the city as a whole the referendum raised. an issue for the
voters to decide. In so doing it caused more controversy and debate
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than this city has witnessed in many years. Moreover, many people
had the experience of grass-roots organizing based on people instead
of rnoney, and on issues instead of candidates.

The Mayoralty Campai,gn in Mihtvukee

To fully understand the results of the April 2nd primaries, it is
necessaxy ,to examine the outcome of the municipal races held at
the same time as the plesidential primaries. Perhaps the rnost eomplex
and important of these took place in Milwaukee, where the issue oI
racism dominated almost every oontest.

A crucial race was that of Attorney David Walther's challenge to
incumbent Mayor Henry Maier. Maier, a machine Democrat who
supported LBJ do'om the line, had roadblocked repeated efiorts to
pass an open housing law, dernagogically cotrnterposing the alterna-
tive of state or federal action. Walther, former chairrnan of the ACLU,
placed his clrallenge to the mayor squarely on the issues. The out-
come was strikingly onesided, an B-to-l victory for the mayor.

To understand the results, it is necessary to examine closely the
campaign itself. NIaier had won himself a 'hero's" role by calling
in the National Guand, and imposing a s,trict curfew in last summer's
rebellion in Milwaukeds ghetto. As a result he was championed by
every racist ,and reactionary group in the city. The substance of his
campaign was a public relations effort based on extensive newspaper,
radio and TV advertisement, demagogically extolling the "progress"
made under his administration. He carefully avoided contact with
other candidates; never debated the issues; and ran his campaign
in much the way as did LBj, as ;the sitting rnayor "busy with the
business ol the city." On the eve of the primary, Maier appointed a
prorninent Negro to his staff, who campaigned on his behalf.

Walther, on the other hand, opened his drive on the fair housing
issue, antl early in the campaign identiffed himself with McCarthy
and ,the Vietnam dissent forces. In the course of the race he issued
position papers on the problems facing the city, from the race issue
to public transportation. He spoke extansively before civic, fraternal
and other organizations and even took his carnpaign aggressively onto
the public buses to discuss t}re issues with the voters.

Why, then, such a one-sided defeat?
Walther's poor lshowing can be attributed to several factors of

varying importance. Prior to the oampaign he was not widely lnown
outside liberal, middle-class circles. Due to the magnetism of the
McCarthy campaign, Walther's, as well as other local races, lacked
adequate funds and manpower to rnake their campaigns efiective.
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What is more, the McCarthy stafi insisted that their manpower not
be shared with any local candidates. They re{used to allow any of
their campaign rnateriai to be distributed iointly with other candi-
dates and forced local campaigns to develop completely independent
campaign workers and sources of funds. Potential Walther suPPorters
were thus drawn away from the rnayoralty race. Walther, in turn,
erred by only occasionally acknowledging his support of McCarthy
and voicing his opposition to the war selectively, instead of making
it a central point of his effort.

The single, most important element in the city race was that of
racism. While McCarthy ran well in all areas of the crty, Walther
ran poorly. White chauvinism and open racism made the key differ-
ence. But this is complicated by the fact that Walther did not carry
a single ward in the inner city where most of Milwaukee's black
people live. In general, voter turnout in the black community was
much belcw this year's record march to the polls. Many felt, as we
indicated earlier, that they h,ad been "frozen out" of the presidential
race. At the same time some Negroes (though not a large number)
felt that Maier's quick response to the 1967 rebellion prevented worse
destruction and bloodshed. Above all, it was evident that there was
considerable political disunity. Organizations were divided in efforts
at voter registration and education. Some goups paid little attention
to the elections feeling that this was no longer an effective arena of
struggle. Thus, no coordinated political drive took place in most areas

of the black community.

Black Representation

In contrast with the clearly racist overtones of the mayoralty race
were the gains for Negro representation in and near Milwaukee.
Attorney Orville Pitts was elected to the Common Council over a

white incumbent joining Vel Phillips, a Negro incumbent who won
easily in her rnajority black ward. Pitts was elected in ,an area which
has a Negro population of 40 per cent. This area also elected a Negro
to ,the County Board of Supervisors, maintaining the Negro represen-
tation on the board at two. The neighboring city of Waukesha, with
only 10 Negro families, elected a Negro to the school board. For
the ffrst time, the industrial city of Racine eleoted a Negro to the
city council.

In the upper midd'le class suburb of Wauwatosa, scene of National
Guard mobilization when the NAACP Youth Council marched there
for open housing, the white mayor was re-elected over the opposition
of an openly racist candidate. There, too, a Bircher was defeated by
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a housewife in an aldermanic race on the issue of open housing. In
Milwaukee, an open reactionary, ]ohn Tadych, mnning for County
Supervisor in the 12th fistrict, who based much of his campaign
against open housing, was defeated.

One general observation on 'the local campaigns in the Milwaukee
area clearly shows that there was little coordination and cooperration

between candidates who basically supported the same objectives. In
the face of the ffnancial and manpower drain created by the presiden-
tial race, such cooperation could have made a significant difference
in some of the closer sontests.

Conclusi,on

In estimating the results of the April 2nd primaries in Wisoonsin
it is clear that the predominant issue was the war in Vietnam. The
mass movernent which emerged ,around the McCarthy candidacy
was outside the framework of traditional two-party politics in &e
state. Sucrh motion and oornmitmen't on the part of tens of thousands

bodes well for future potential of independent, rnass political action.
The election results and the various campaigns must be seen as

a positive landmark in the struggle for independent politics. But any
serious activist in this struggle must see the ominous threat presented
by racism in the body politics of the state. It must be the continuing
responsibility of whites to accept this challenge and to mount a

persistent onslaught against this menace which distorts the struggle
for progress in our country. Only in the context of such a struggle
can meaningful advance to real independence, peace and economic
progress be achieved.

People always were and always will be the stupid victims

of deceit and self-deceit in politics until they learn to discover the

interests of some class or other behind all moral, religious, po it-
ical and social phrases, declarations and promises . . .

V. I. Lenin: "The Three Sources and Three Components of
Marxism."
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Mndern Prohlems of

Hevolutionary Struggle*

During the Leipzig Fair a staff member of the journal Marxistische
Bl,aetter met with Professor Josef Schleifstein, one of the publishers
of the collected works on Frunz Mehring and an authority on the
labor movement and Marxism, and interviewed him on sorne problems
connected with the opposition in the Federal Republic of Germany
(FRG).

Question: We would like to hear your views on some problems
now being discussed among socialists in the FRG and above all in
the student movement. The debate is particularly lively around the
subject of social change. You must have heard about skeptical pro-
nouncements regarding the role of the working class. As far as I
can understand the essence of the problem, tho argumentation is this:
The actions of the working-class movement have brought about an
improvement in the living standard of the workey himself. The co-
existence of socialism and capitalism has oompelled the latter to
satisfy the vital material requirements of the workers, which is made
possible by the present-day productive forces. Controlling, at the
same time, the mass media for shaping public opinion, one can
manipulate the political consciorxness of the worker masses and
integrate them into the existing system. Ttrrus, it is further claimed,
the working class has ceased being the vehicle of cardinal change.
It is in'teresting that the presence of the working class and its exploi
tation are not denied, but, as Habermas wrote in Theory and, Practbe,
the workers are not the addressee of revolution today. Marcuse said
in Yugoslavia in 1964: Why should the worker be vitally interested
in a revolution directed against the system which provides him, with-
in the frarnework of the system, with a house of his own, a car, a TV
set and, natur'ally, a sufficient supply of food and clothing?

Answert You have touched upon a wide range of problems, and
within the limits of this talk I can only answer in broad terms.
Perhaps I should begin by saying that putting the question in this
way is very important, for the relationship between the working

* Reprinted from the Inf ormation Bulletin of tt,e World, Marxist Retsiew,
No 3, 1968.
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class and socialism, the movement now getting under way, {or in-
stance, aniong the students, will determine, in my mind, whethor
this movement will become an influential force. The objective basis
for this formulation of the question is furnished by social development
in the last fffteen to twenty years, the scientidc and technological
revolution and the resultant eoonomig social and spiritual chaiges
in the-highly developed capitalist countries; the imp--act of the very
fact of the existence of socialism and its successes in the capitalist
world; the uneven, difficult and often retarded development 

-of 
ttre

socialist working-class rrovement in some big capitalist Jountries, and
a number of other factors. No one rnore or less versed in history will
be surprised by the_ emergence, on this ground, of pessimistic and
even nihilistic attitudes.

__By the- 
_way, the qoints_of_departure for the analysis made by

Herbert Marcuse and kindred authors, who deny a'revolutionary
potential of the modern working class in the capitalist countries ( or
appraise it so pessimistically as to practically reduce it ,to naughi),
contain many elemerrts against which no Marxist will argue. But
sinee their very analysis of the social phenomena and prolesses of
model capitalism is highly biased and abounds in forced generaliza-
tions, their conclusions too are, to my mind, utterly 

"oorru"Irr.Question: Could you enlarge on this point?
Anstoer: Now, the gist of the matter is whether the working class

in the western countries is still a revolution ary force, wheiher it
possess€s a revolutionary potential, and rvhether ifie classical Marxist
understanding o_f the historical role of the working class is valid. today.

E_ssentially, all views stated by Marcuse and fus predecessors pro-
ceed from ,the assumption that the revolutionary poientialities of the
yot"g class are roote$ only in material ,rrd., kiy in an exceedingly
low Iiving standard; that the workers cease beirig the .'addressoe;'

of revolution when their living standard presupposes possession of
a TV se! a refrigerator, even a car an:d, a house of orre,, dwn. Marcuse
and others doubt that in such circumstances a revolution can beqome
a vital need for the workers. They link the "vitar need" of revolu-
tiolary sccial change rvith merely extreme social impoverishment.

Basic to these views is not o,nly a debasement *a *tg"rizatton
of Marx's thesis on relative impoverishment, but also a too iptimistic
appraisal of the eoonornic developrnent of modern capitaliim, and
to a considerable degree a jaiJur_e to oomp,rehend historieal develop-
ment. To be sure, the much higher producti,zity of labor, the trade
union stnrggles of the workers and the influence of the socialist world
have bro*ght about a rise in living standards, a reduction of working
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"comical revolutionary expectations." But history bore out the correct-
ness of the Marxists, who had never lost sight of the perspective o[
socialist development. In this connection we m'ust not forget &at in
those times, when the socialist revoluti,on had not yet won in a single
country, in the long decades of outwardly slow development, it was
much more difficult for socialists to retain their revolutionary con-
sistency and identity than today, when the exceptionally fast accelera-
tion of the historical process is evident to all.

Questiont You know, of course, that Marcuse and others refer in
this connection to the problem of manipulation of consciousness?

Answert As regards the political brainwashing of broad sections
of the working class, no Marxist ignores the tremendous difficulties
and, in a eertain sense, the qualitatively new conditions which hamper
the rise of socialist oonssiousness in some highly developed capitalist
countries. But in this case too, any exaggeration and rendering abso-
lute is harmful. Firstly, it would be utterlv unjustified from the
historical viewpoint to suppose that in the past the brain-washing
to which the masses were subjected by the school, the army and
the church made it easier for socialists to win over the workers for
revolutionary ideas. This task is always exceedingly difficult, and
the magnitude and depth of the revolutionarv labor movernent have
always ,tlepended not only on the socio-economic position of the
workers, but also on nany lrclitical, his'torical and national factors.
Many of the mistaken conclusions regarding the m,odern working-class
movement are due to an entirely one-sided generalization of phe-
nornena in the United States, where a traditional mass political
working-class rnovement is non-existent. Sufice it to cast a glance
at France and Italy to see the trernendous differences in the past
and present development in individual capitalist countries.

Certainly, the "outlets" to socialist, revolutionary consciousness
today are not what they were before. It is not easy to ffnd these
new outlets, to analyze the roads that lead man's consciousness from
phenornena of imrnediaite concern to him to the understanding of
his social position as a whole, i.e., to socialist consciousness. However,
considering that state-monopoly capitalism is altogether incapable
of guaranteeing to the workers social security, a position worthy of
man in the sphere uf production and in social life, the desire to change
his position will arise in him over and over again. At ffrst his mind
will be inevitably premcrrpied with the need to secure improve-
ments and changes within the framework of the existing system,
and only when socialists succeed in proving in these "minor" battles
that they are the rvorthiest champions of the workers' in'terests, will

time and an improvement in social position' But the proponents

of such views faii to notice other contradictions that are advancing

to the foreground in modern capitalist reality, contra&ctions-which

not only ob"iectivelv demand revolutionary changes t*Iil] Marcuse

himself'admitt;, but will subjectively oPen new "outlets" 'to revo-

lutionary consciousness.

Incidentally, extremes converge in this case again' Herbert Marcuse

(his answers to Kursbuch show that he is clever enough not to

curry con"lrrsions to extreme trivialities ) and, to a still greater degree.

his foltrowers represent, speaking precisely, a belated-echo of the

capitalist and fright Social-Oemocratic apologia -whict have long

sin^ce been pointing to the rel,atively rapid growth oi tJre capitalist

economy after Woltd War II, the postwar 'boom and the weakness

of the revolutionar.y part of the working-class novement in such

countries as the Unitei States, Britain and the FRG as proof of the
,.expiry,'o{ all revolutionary possibilities and pers_pectives in.the west.

Quistion, In recent yeari the economic and social climate has

"hirrg"d 
even in the country of the 

-"economic 
miracle." A whole

g"rr"r".tlo., of workers who have until now-seen capitalism only in

Ionditions of full employment is now compelled to change its notion

of this society. Every day brings them fresh Pr-oof thal insecurity,

loss of employment, reduced hours or a sudden drop in jncomes are

by rro meair Lygorr" thingl. More and rnore factory and office-workers

are faced with-antlsocia'l consequences of automation used in the

capitalist way. Does not this have political implicationl?

A^*ur, Neither these economic phenornena, the barbarity of the

war in vietnam, nor the general irrationality and inhumanity of the

capitalist system spontan;ously breed -socialist 
consciousness. The

a;akening of the ivorker masues to the need for caldinal social

change will depend primarily or, th-" socialists in the respective_ coun-

tries. But thai has ul*ayr been the case. It would be an obvious

mistake and an extreme sim-plification of the historical process to

consider that formerly it was easier to ffnd the "addressee" of revolu-

tion or to activate irim. Twenty-three years passed from the ffrst

independent revolutionary actions gt t_h" Paris workers in June 1B4B

till the ffrst bold attempt to establish working-class Power in the

period of the Paris Comrnune in 1871, and 94-yuTt passed from the

i*i, Co**une till the big rnass strikes of the Russian workers in

the bourgeois-democratic revolutio. r of 1905'

In thoie decades the liberal bomrgeoisie of all Europe and, follow-

ing it, the Social-Democratic opportunists, used to scofi, morre or

les"s wittingl/, at the socialists' 
-'naive bete'f in the future" and
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the workers tornorrow, after having reaclred in their practical experi-
ence the conffnes of the existing system, realize the need for deep-
going socialist transformations and go along with Marxists.

Questiant The nratter concerns the problems of revolution. Many
people in our country, young intellectuals in particular, talk much
about revolution. Their argumentation is, roughly, this: the Corn-
munists in Wes,tern Europe act today as revisionists. Marcuse asserted
in Yugoslavia that the Communist parties of France and Italy have
"gone social-democratic." It was said at the last congress of the
Socialist Union of Students in Frankfirrt-am-Main that the Communist
Party of Germany, too, if it existed legally, would integrate itself
"into the system." Thus, objections are made to references to the
strength of the Communist parties of France and Italy. Evidently,
they stern from a certain notion of revoiution on the basis of which
the struggle for peace, democracy, a voice in management, etc., can be
measured and qualiffed as revisionist.

An$)er, I }now these views, but if their exponents are right why
then are the reactionaries in the FRG so keen on emergency legisla-
tion? Why are they so stubborn in defending the ban on the tradi-
tional Communist Party?

A closer look reveals that what we are talking about is an otrd

misunderstanding which cannot be blarned on young people who
are only beginning to come across socialist ideas and trends. But it
can be blamed on those theorists who preach false views to them.
In the FRG the climate for such sermons is particularly favorable,
for these young people have never known a Marxist party aoting
before the public at large. Part of the answer to this question is con-
tained in what we dealt with above: what does the working-class
movement do in those historical periods rvhen it is not d,irec.tly rcvolu-
tionary tasks which are on the order of the day but much more
difficult, more prosaic tasks of moulding consciousness, of organizing
struggle lor social and political reforms?

Those who have some knowledge of history know that there has
never been a successful revolution without this persevering everyday
"petty wo,rli' whicrh often lasts for decades. All these views stem
from an utterly undialeotical understanding of the relationship be-
tween democracy end socialism, reform and revolution. The latter
two are no! to a Marxist, mutually exclusive opposites, but two inter-
connected mutually complementary aspects of the development of
class stmggle and the revolutionary movement. Reformism and re-
visionism arise, not from the struggle for reforms, but from content-
ment with reforms within the frarnework of the capitalist system,
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from the refusal to set a revolutionary socialist aim. Marcuse's conten-
tion ;that the West Eurcpean Comrmrnist parties have "gone social-
democratic" sounds very "revolutionary," but for him and for others
this is only one of the pretexts for denying the presence of any
revolutionary lntential in the working-class rnovement in the capitalist
countries. Concealed behind this is the notion that revolution is
always and in all circumstances arrned struggle and that it can be
'rnadd' at any time.

The rnodern "radicals" repeat all the "Leftist" mistakes of the
period following World War I, mistakes which Lenin called an
infantlle disorder of "Leftism" in the world Communist movement.
But today these mistakes cannot be used as a justiffcation any longer,
for the rvorking-class rnovement lras behind itself a half-century of
developrnent. There is no need to repeat all the old mistakes which,
o'n the historical plane, were often carried to an absurdity. That is

what one feels like saying to those young people who, undoubtedly
with the best of intentions, storm against "traditionalism" in the
working-class movement.

To be sure, socio.economic conditions will, in the ffnal oount, be
determining in relation to the need for a socialist upheaval in capi-
talist society. But +"his social need ftnds expression in many political,
democratic, peaceful, national and cultural aims and all these ques-
tions can-given deffnite historical prerequisites-form outlets for the
revolutionary consciousness of the working people. Dernands which
today appear to be, or are, immanent in the system can tomorrow
blow up the frontiers of the capi,talist system. The notion of "pure"
social revolution is an empty abstraction which has nothing in common
with real history.

The Russian October Revolution of 1917, this most profound revo-
lution in world histoy, was suc.cessful because there merged in it
highly dil'erse interests and aspirations-socialist, Peace, peasant,
dernocratic-which found in the Bolsheviks an experienced, far-sighted
and organized guiding force. Lenin, the greatest teacher of revolution
history has ever known, often ridiculed those socialists who expected
"p*"" socialist revolution. Lenin wrote: "So one army lines up in
one place and says, 'We are for socialism,' and another, somewhere
else says, 'We are for imperialism,' and that wiU be a social
revolution. . .

"Whoever expects a 'purel social revolution will neoer live to see

it. Such a person pays lip-service to revolution without understanding
what revolution is . . .

"The scrialist revolution in Europe canrwt be anything other than
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an outburst of mass struggle on the part of all and sundry oppressed
and discontented elements. Inevitably, sections of the petty bourgeoisie
and of the backward workers will participate in it-without such par-
ticipation, rnass struggle is i,mpossible, vuitho:ut it no revolution is
possible-end just as inevitably will they bring into the movement
their prejudices, their reactionary fantasies, tlieir wealrresses and
errors. Bul obiectirsely they will attack capital . . ." (CohectedWorlcs,
Yol. 22, pp. 355-56.)

Questiont One often comes across such thoughts in Lenins works.
Ansuser: Rightl Many statements similar in essence to this one

can be cited. In his "'Left-Wing' Conrmunism" Lenin spoke very
sharply against these sentiments of revolutionary impatience accord-
ing to which any activity in parliament or in reformist-led trade
unions already is betrayal of revolution. Lenin showed also that on
the other hand, these Left-sectarian views repeated the orre-sided
views of Right-wing opportunism. He stressed on many occasions
that the working class and the labor movement, unless they wage
a determined ffght for democracy, would never be able to prepare
for the socialist revolution.

But those who ioday, when there exist weapons of mass destruc-
tion threatening rvhole nations rvith extermination, do not realize
that the struggle to prevent a world war or, let us say, for the peaceful
coexistence of the trvo German states is a pre-erninently revolutiondry
matter, for its outcome will decide whether many peoples will ever
corne to socialism-these people are in all cases revolutionary phrase-
mongers. Those who fail to realize-after the fascist dictatorship and
in the face of dangerous reacti,onary and neo-nazi trerads in the FRG
*that the struggle for democracy, even for the most elementary
bourgeois-democratic rights, is a concrete revolutionary task, are
ignorant even of the fundamentals of scientific socialism. Enthusiasm
over the revo utionary struggle in Latin America or Asia is a good
thing, but he who r.r,,ants 'to display solidarity in practice must strive
for struggle against imperialist reaction in his own country-and do
so by forming an alliance with the working masses and not enclosing
himself in the intellectual "elite." The "Leftist" noise should not con-
fuse Marxists and socialists.

Question: The polemic concerns also a thild complex of questions

-the role of the Soviet Union, the socialist system. Speaking in Yugo-
slavia in 1964, Marcuse said that the coexistence of the two systems
deforms socialism and transforms capitalism. In this connection men-
tion is often rnade of the theory of convergence, according to which
capitalism and socialism are gnowing increasingly alike. At the same
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time, Marcuse rvrites, the fear of atomic catastrophe interferes with
the struggle against the forces which generete this danger. Others
accuse the socialist countries of having left Vietnam tragically alone.
It is not enough to u,ish victory to the victim of aggression, ,they

declare. It is necessgry "to share the fate of the victim of aggression."
True, the socialist countries would be thus faced with the risk of
a world rvar, but so would the United States, which is already groan-
ing from the consequences of its aggression in Vietnam. Several
Vietnams are needed, lhey maintain, even a "rvorldwide Vietnam."

Ansuer: On ,this question, too, much rnore can be said than the
limits of an interview allow. On the first point of this set of problems,
it should be said that the coexistence of socialism and capitalism has

been a fact since the October Revolution of 1917. The Russian so-

cialists coutrd not search for an ideal world in which they could
accomplish their objectives in a "chemically puri' form. It stands
to reason that this coexistence imposes on socialism many problems
which would be non-existent in an all-socialist world. Imperialism
compels the socialist countries to spend meens for the sake of self-
defense and the preservation of world peace, rvhich, naturally, cannot
but slow down economic and cultural progrers. Military expenditures
are alien to the very nature of the socialist system.

But what can the socialist countries do? They are not alone in
the world. Marxists have always been against the export of revolution.
The struggle for a ner,v society is for every people its own affair.
The October Socialist Revolution of 1917 triumphed fifty years ago.
Such is also the age of the accusation l.hat inevitable compromises,
diplomacy, negotiations and moreover, ;temporary alliances, with im-
perialist countries "deform" socialism. Lenin was accused of this back
at the time of the Peace Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, and the "Left"
proclaimed in all seriousness that the Russian revolution should
"perish heroically''rather than conclude such a humiliating, predatory
peace with the German imperialists. But the compromises whicb
Lenin won saved the Russian revolution and generally made socialist
development possible.

In the context of present-day conditions, we can say this: it is
true the successes of socialism after World War II, the formation
of the world socialist system, have had a stable impact on the capitalist
system, on the political strategy and tactics of the ruling classes.

Illustrati:rg this fact would call for the elucidation of a whole com-
plex of other problems. But all these changes could not-and herein
lies Marcuse's mistake which he, highly characteristically, shares
again with bourgeois economists and sociologists-"transform" capital-
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ism. The contradictions of capitalism have not been removed, they
manifest themselves in difierent forms; moreover, they are even
becoming deeper.

Questiont Could you dwell in more detail, in this connection, on
the 'theory of convergence"P

Answert Although the thesis that the economic c,ompetitiron with
the capitalism of highly developed countries "deforms" socialism,
that bo,th systems are to a certain degree becoming similar to each
other, is a favorite means for glossing over the incurable ills of the
capitalist system, it should not be repeated bv people who call them-
selves socialists. Social relationships, political power, relations of
production, ownership of the means of production, the purpose of
production-all these fundamentally differ despite all their technical
and organizational similarity and even identity. Not only can Socialism
accomplish the scientiffc and technolo$cal revolution in tha socialist
spirit, for the gooC of the working people, without unemployment
and crisis upheavals, through rationally planned training and retrain-
ing and prognostie structural planning on a nationwide scale. It
can avoid indisputable objective dangers connected with the growing
role of technology which only seemingly can acquire independence
vis-i-vis objective human relationships. Socialism has all the pre-
requisites for solving spiritual and ethical problems in such a way
as to make the eonquered forces of nature serye as a means for the
further humanization of socie$ and all its rnembers.

Question: What do you think of the thesis that the policy of co-
existence e,nsures the continued existence of a system from which
the danger of nuclear war emanates?

Ansuert Concerning the assertion that feal of atomic catastrophe
impedes the struggle against those who generate this danger, I
would only say this: this and similar assertions by Marcuse and
others reduce;the struggle against the aggressive forces of imperialism
to the Soviet Union's eonfrontation with the biggest imperialist
power, the Unitecl States. Everything is rnade dependent on the
position of the Soviet Uuion, or, more precisely, on the Soviet Union
is heaped responsibility for all the tro,-rbles and diffculties of the
anti-imperialist movernents in the world. This is a very convenient
method, of course. Leaving aside those who have always existed and
who were always ready to wage their revolutionary battles to the last
Soviet soldier-the exponents of such vievrs too easily forget that the
struggle against the imperialist aggressors is a conunon task of all
anti-imperialist forces and that the greatest responsibility rests with
the peace-loving people of those countries from which aggression and

I
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war danger emanate.
Most of those who hold forth so noisily on the "caution" and

even "treachery" of. the imaginary Soviet "revisiorrists" very readily
hush up facts which are very well known but unpleasant to them.
Any more or less reaiistioally-minded prson knows that socialist
Cuba--.at the very threshold of the United States-can exist only
thanks to the existence of the Soviet Union. Cuba could not, if only
economically, survive for a single day without the aid of the Soviet
Union and other socialist countries. But such elementary facts of
life are oI no interest to the "revolutionary" world strategists. For
theirs is the world of the revolutionary phrase.

The same applies to the acctrrsation that the Soviet Uni,on and its
socialist allies have abandoned Vietnam. These critics oould learn
even from the bourgoois press what a great and constantly growing
role Soviet woapons play in the struggle against the barbarous U.S.
aggression. In numerous statements, lelding statesmen of the DRV
and leaders of the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam have
stressed the indispensability and vast inrportance of Soviet aid and
expressed their warmest gr,atitude for it. Incidentally, it is also well
known to these critics that the Viebramese leader,s have not yet
accepted the prooosals to send volunteers from the socialist ooun-
tries no matter from what side these proposals have come. But it is

clear to every one that aid can be given only in those forms which
the combatant himself ffnds suitable. Great harm has been done to
the anti-imperialist struggle and especially to the ffght against the
U.S. aggression by the Chinese leaders' rejection of any ioint action
with the Soviet Union in sul4rort of Vietnam. Otherwise the destructive
U.S. escalation would have been impossible. What is interesting,
however, is that rnany of the "revolutionary" critios address them-
selves, let us say, not to Mao Tse-trrng and his leading group
(who supported alliance with Chiang Kai-shek in the past but today
reiect unity of action with the Soviet Uni,on), but to the Soviet Union,
which has repeatedly stressed its readiness for ioint action.

There have always been, and will be, arnateur ,strategists zealously
playing in such situations with "military solutions" which would
greatly increase the risk of the outbreak of a world r,var. But who
would benefft from this after all? The Vietnamese people? By all
forecasts, they would become the ffrst victims of a nuclear clash.

Questionz And lvhat is your opinion of the slogan of "several
Vietnams"?

Answer; This demand has no address. Although it sounds very
revolutionary, evervthing boils down, in fact, to a desire to pre-
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scribe certain forms and methods of struggle for the revolutionary
movements and forces in other countries. But no one has been
given this right. The choice of forms and methods is the affair of
the revolutionaries and socialists in each country who should know
the eonditions of their struggle better than anyone else. Likewise,
no one has the right to recommend to the Soviet Union to "prepare
for the big risk"-no one who himself does not shoulder at least a
tiny fraction of the responsibility for universal peace, for the des-
tinies of all sociaiist countries whioh is borne by the Soviet Union.
Now, this is an unprecedented ins,olence! It is precisely from those
countries whose governments perpetuate aggression and create the
war danger that "revolutionary" advice is given to the Soviet Union

-to the peoples of the country which lost 20 million lives in the war
against German fascism. Would it not be more proper in the im-
perialist countries to do everything possible to end the aggression?
The responsibility of genuine revolutionaries and socialists lies in
their own countries. Those who really want to fulffll their duty as

socialists should do their utmost in their own countries to ensure ef-
fective solidarity rvith the Vietnamese people.

lnteroieuser: This is perhaps the modern formulation of Karl Lieb-
knecht's rvell-known dictum that the chief enemy is in one's own im-
perialist country.

YOU CAN IIELP

In a letter from Dr. Cheddi Jagan of the Guyana People's
Progressive Party, he writes, in part, as follows:

"f have been in receipt of Political Affai.rs for many years.
I wish to congratulate you for the excellent work which you are
doing.

"It is a great pity that because of the high cost, made more
prohibitive by our unfavorable exchange rate (91 US - g2 Guy-
ana), more of our leading comrades and activists cannot be
regular subscribers. Is it likely that there can be a special price
for Guyana?"

We are anxious to oblige Dr. Jagan by sending to his party
a number of gift subscriptions. Will you help make this possible
by contributing what you can. Send in a dollar, two, or five-and
indicate you want it applied to these gift subscriptions.

HENBERT APTIIEKEB

[orruptinn, Inc.

James Boyds Abooe the Lara (New American Library, New York,
1968, 337 pp., $5.95) is one of the most signiffcant exPosures of the rot
characterizing ruling-class circles and their institutions in the United
States to appear in a decade. Its author was for many years a chief
assistant to Thomas J. Dodd, United States Senator (Dem. ) from
Connecticut; he was the leader among Dodd's stafi members who-
becoming fed-up with the cormption, hypocrisy, venality and prosti-
tution of trust and position which marked the Senator's course-
heroically undertook to make it public and force its termination. This
book details the criminality and chronicles the heartbreaking, and in
the final analysis, unsuccessful effort at disclosure and puriftcation.

Boyd shows how the press*from the Nau lork Times and Nau,s-

week to tJne Neus York Daily Neu.rs and Time-either refused coverage

to the sensational disclosure altogether, or printed thern in garbled,
partial form and did that only after deliberate delays consuming weeks
or even months; he shows, also, that the same course was pursued by
the great radio and television networks. He makes clear that the FBI
hounded the exposers rather than the exposed; that from the beginning
the Senate Investigating Committee-not appointed until almost four
months after the damning facts became common knowledge in official
circles-labored to limit the nature of the inquiry and sought*as did
the FBI-to punish not the betrayer but rather the righteous. The
author hirnself writes:

Our gravest disclosures were hidden from view. We were at
length driven into recurring unemployment, blacklisted from gov-
,ernment service, and officially denounced by the U.S. Senate . . .

'intimidating other public employees who might one day have
followed our lead.

Senator Dodd, though sornewhat defated, still sits in a chair
of might, still commands a vast government payroll, still wields the
rnanifold powers of a committee chairman, still heads up investi-
gations into lawbreaking fl] and into the state of our national secur-
ity, still has a voice in the making of our laws, choosing our judges
and infuencing our foreign policy. The corrosive customs and
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venerable deceits of the Senate itself, which Dodd so learned to
rnaster, remain unchanged.

Indeed, as we shall note in some detail later, these customs and
deceits have been institutionalized in the codes of ethics adopted in
March and April, 1968 by the House and the Senate.

Dodd, a former FBI agent ( and as a U.S. Senator, that Agency's
"pnze exhibit"), got his political start during the McCarthy era on
the basis of Communist-baiting. In the Senate, it was Dodd who en-

gineered, together with liberals like Norman Cousins, the witch-hunt
against SANE; and it was Dodd, as chairman of the Senate Internal
Security Subcommittee, who smeared and insulted the peace advocates,

Cyrus Eaton and the multiple-Nobel Prize winner, Linus Pauling.
No Senator has a rnore d,astardly anti-labor reoord than Dodd; his
anti-Comnrunism earned him the joint support of the Right-wing
Young Arrrericans for Freedom (YAF) and of the liberal ADA, of
William tsuckley and of Norman Cousins. fu for Dodd's own oonduot,
even in terms of the "rules of the game" among thieves, it has been
despicable; thus, Boyd reveals that in the Senatorial campaign of
19&t Dodd placed one of his own informers high in the inner oircles
of his Republican opponent.

Dodd received scores of thousands of dollars frnm Right-wing and
"patriotii' organizations for leotures on the "Red danger"-at $2,000
a lecture. He was paid thousands of dollars for a projected book on
"subversives in America" that some one else was suplrcsed to write;
but, above all, it was the greatest corporations in such industries as

drugs, insurance, motion pictures, armamentq that bought and paid
for his services-prestigious iobs, killing investigations, Pmmoting
desired legislation, obtaining lucradve contr'acts, etc.
His friends and supporters included people like ludge Irving Kauf-

man-fie sentencer of the Rosenbergs and of Morton Sobell-who
introduced him to "General" Julius Klein, Iobbyist for West German
oorlrcrations; Dodd took a trip, at public exPense, of coursg directly
on behalf of Klein's business interests and told the Senate he was
investigating a "soviet terrorist organization"l Another buddy was

]ulian G. Sourwine, chief counsel of the Senate Internal Socurity Sub-
oommittee; their ffnancial connections are on the record but unex-
plained.

Dodd's leading stafi members saw with 'their own eyes that "the
democratic process was being daily undermined by infuence peddlers,
ftxers, and bribers, whose activities were encouraged and protected
by the ethical laxity and the collusive secretiveness of Congress."
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They realized that "the collapse of Dodd investigations" into the

malpractices of various corryorations were directly traceable '-to per-

sons and interests that had later turned uP on various contributions
lists."

Dodd's defense was, at once, to scream that Cornmunists were plot-

ting against him; and the vast majorrty of the communicatiors media,

his own colleagues and such organizations as the American Le$on
and the Knights of Columbus joined in defending him. The main point

was, however, as Boyd writes: "senators would be hostile to any

committee which began looking into those practices which has become

comrnonplace in the Capitol"-or, as his defense counsel in the Senate

-I-rrg of Louisiana, shouted, "Half of t}e Senate couldn t have sur-

vived such an investigation!"

Hence, the investigating committee-chaired by Stennis of Missis-

sippi-deliberately excluded the main charges and ffnally moved only
to inquire into direct rnisappropriation of funds ostensibly marked

for political purposes into the private cofiers of Dodd' In this, after

much maneuvering, Dodd ffnally stiputrated the acsuracy of 116 state-

rnents of fact, thus admitting that a total of almost $250,000 had in
this way been stolen. With this stipulation, the hearings were a farce;

with this stipulation there had been guaranteed an "abrupt termina-
tion of the case." Such termination, as Boyd states, "defeated every

purpose for which we had so long waged the battle." Absolutely side-

it"pp"d and unconsidered by the investigation were the really
damaging facts showing that Dodd has systematically accepted mo'ney

from coryrorations in industries under investigation by his committees;
that he had promoted government contracts and legislation for such

oorporations; that he had recommended for federal positions men

who lrad paid for such recommendations; and that many members

of his Senate and committee stafis-while paid by public funds-in
fact workbd solely for the personal aggrandizernent of Senator Dodd.
This also meant, of course, that the officers and executives of these

aomrpt and comrpting corporations were never even questioned, Iet
alone indicted or tried.

The rezult.was nothing but a verbal censure of Dodd; arrd a more

strongly" worded censure of those forrner mem-bers of his staff who had
had the honesty and patriotism to expose him.

Boyd does not fail to point out the glaring contrast to the Ho'use's

proceedihgs at the same time against C,ongressrnan Powell of Harlem.
For Powell there was, as Boyd writes, "swift, insensitive treatrnent";
for Powell, the Celler comrnittee recomrnended a ffne of $4!@0 and
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forfeiture of seniority as well as censure and even these were not
enough for the racist House, which promptly expelled him. The allega-
tions agairst Powell were in-ffnitely less serious than against Dodd
and involved about one-fffth the money that Dodd oonfessed to steal-
ing; but with Dodd there was nothing but censure. Dodd's seniority
is intact, his Committee appointments (and they are very important)
remain; and he sits with his gg colleagues-all Honorable Men.

Robert Sherrill, the chief Washington correspondent, for The Na-
tion, in his just-published Gothic Politics in the Deep South (New
York, 1968, Grossman, $6.95), refers to the Honorable ones from that
region as "nattily dressed deliverymen for the private interests"-
among whom he mentions in particular the American Medical Asso-
ciation, the du Ponts and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. Sherrill
does not limit his focus to the Senate-thus, he notes that Governor
Faubus of Arkansas, on a $10,000 yearly salary has somehow managed
to acquire a private home that costs $250,000. Boyds book shows
that this rot is by no means sectional; it is national and it is class. It
is the political image of state monopoly capitalism; the rnaiority of
the "statesmen" serving that system are as putrid as the system itself;
beyond tha! language cannot go.

As I stated above, in March and in April separate codes of "ethics"
were adopted by the House and the Senate. Rep. Edna Kelly of Brook-
Iyn was a member of the House committee drafting the code and upon
its passage she delivered a speech lauding it; what Edna-"shoot-to-
kill"-Kelly trauds, one may assume is good for nothing. The assumption
here is correct; both codes-and especially that of t[e Senate-in fact
institutionalize the conuption whioh is rampant. While several Sen-
ators expressed their misgivings only one had the guts to vote against
it-the venerable Republican frorn Vermont, George Aiken. He said:
'J yon't be a party to putting a fraud on the public by making them
think we are purifying ourselves when we actually are making it
worse." The system is foul at the core; self-puriffcation is impossible
for transformation is required.

In the birth period of this monopoly system, ,the poet Whitman, in
DemocraticVifias, already anno,unced that government was "sahrrated
in cormption," and he Inew that the heart of oorruption was Big
Business-that "all-devouring wordr": "lll1e depravity of the business
classes of our country is not less than has beeniupposed, but inffnitely
greater." Engels, in his Sociali,sm: Iltopian and. Scientifc, commenting
upon the change from feudalism to capitalism, noted that "Oppres-

(Continued on page 87.)
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The Secnnil nraft Is Better

But Not Good Enough

The new draft is an improve-
ment over the first, but I am far
from satisfied with it. I would
have preferred a longer period of
gestation in which certain basic
questions had been submitted for
thorough discussion in the partY
and then a new draft written. I
think the document is weakest
where it should be strongest-
in its overall programmatic thrust

-particularly 
those areas of pro-

gram that have to do with the
path ahead.

What, in my opinion, are some
major weaknesses?

1. The Issue of Soci.ali,sm

The draft correctly shows that
monopoly capitalism is a direct
ou,tgrowth of pre-monopoly com-
petitive capitalism, and is an in-
evitable stage of development. But
this basic analysis is not adhered
to consistently. Instead, the draft
continuously drifts ofl into treat-
ing monopoly as if it were an ab-
normal tumor-like growth on the
body of capitalism and not the
very heart of the system. This is
not stated in so many wo'rds, but
it is the distinct impression left.

This is particularly so wherever
the draft discusses the class and

social forces objectively arrayed
against monopoly. To cite iust
a few exarnples: In Chapter I,
starting with page 10, under the
heading, "Monopoly Against the
People," we find formulations such
as: "Monopoly exacts tribute from
the entire nationr" "MonoPolY
casts its shadow over the future
of the younger generationr" "Mo-
nopoly also fosters and PerPetu-
ates segregation and discrimina-
tion," "Monopoly demeans the pro-
fessions," "Monopoly turns [cul'
ture] into channels of Profit," etc.

All this is very true. But the
same can be said about caPitalism
as a system. And it should be
said, not once or twice, but as the
central theme of our prograrn. To
place the question in the waY the
draft does is to weaken its indict-
ment of capitalism and its imPact
as a program for socialism.

By artificially treating: monop-
oly as separate from caPitalism
we tend to establish stages of
struggle that are too sharPlY de-
lineated, as if the fight is first
against monopoly and onlY then
against capitalism. To fight mo-
nopoly is to fight caPitalism and
vice versa.

Our indictment should be of
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capitalism as a system. We should
expose the monopolists and the
monster corporations and organ-
ize specific struggles against them,
but as part of the struggle against
the system as a whole. Only then
can we create solid class and so-
cialist conseiousness and show
that socialism is the only real an-
swer to this damnable system.

It is not only necessary to do
this, but easier and more convinc-
ing than the treatment of mo-
nopoly as a thing in itself. For
it is the criminality and irration-
ality of the system, its built-in
exploitation, racism, and imperial-
ism, that must be exposed for all
to see. There is no better time
to do this than now. Already
tens of thousands condemn the
system. Socialism may not be on
the immediate order of the day,
but it is an immediate issue of
mass proportions. The time is
fast approaching when hundreds
of thousands and even millions
will be marching under socialist
banners.

2. The Anti-Monnpoly Coaliti,on

For a number of years now we
have been operating on the as-
sumption that the next stage of
struggle would be of an anti-mo-
nopoly character and would neces-
sarily culminate in a mighty anti-
monopoly political coalition. l,
personally, was one of the first to
project this view. I now think
it is a bit too pat and mechanis-
tic and tends to freeze our think-
ing along hard and fast lines. Sure,
the fight against the monopolies
will mount, but is it correct to
place this in the narro\ry frame-
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work of a separate stage of strug-
gle?

In the United States in par.
ticular, because of the exceeding-
ly high concentration of capital,
a political movement which has
as its ayowed and actual purpose
the clipping of the wings of mo-
nopoly, is a movement fairly close
to being socialist. In the U.S. it
is unthinkable to effectively curb
corporate power without resorting
to socialist measures.

It seems to me more realistic,
therefore, to look to what is hap-
pening as a clue to the character
of the period we are in and the
struggles that are unfolding. And
if we do that, I believe our pro-
gram will be less abstract and
more directly meaningful.

The draft correqtly explains
that in this period of the crisis
of the world capitalism system,
monopoly capital tends more and
more to merge with the govern-
mental apparatus, forming a type
of monopoly state capitalism, or
as some call it, a corpo,rate state
or monopoly state. This need
arises from the fact that the sys-
tem can no longer function with-
out greater and greater direet
state intervention and manipula-
tion of the economy and total life
of the country.

This is particularly true of the
United States, whose immense
productive capacity and high Ievel
of technology-% of all the world's
computers are estimated as being
in the U.S.-create for it a erisis
in many ways more acute and
profound than for any other im-
perialist state.

The draft program also indi-
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cates that it is this grave crisis
of the system which drives U.S.
imperialism to seek outward ex-
pansion and has brought with it
a terrifying increase in the role
and influenee of the military upon
the economy, the government, and
all aspects of Ameriean life. From
this a new kind of contradietion
has arisen-between the interests
of the corlrcrate-military power
on the one hand and the vital ma-
terial and democratic needs of
the people on the other.

The unfolding struggles of the
period are a direct response to
all this. Their essential charac-
ter is democratic. Their general
slogans: freedom, peace, democ-
racy. And in the slogans freedom
and demoeracy are also embodied
the demand for economic well-be-
ing and an end to poverty, with-
out which freedom and democracy
are hollow-sounding words.

But if we can refer to the
struggles of today as being essen-
tially democratic in character,
there is an important distinction
between them and the struggle
for democracy in the period of the
fight against fascism and post-war
MeCarthyism. Then, the strug-
gles were Iargely defensive in na.
ture. The peoples, demands called
for a defense of bourgeois legal-
ity from those who would destroy
it from the Right, and more spe-
cifically, a defense of the Bill of
Rights. The democratic move.
ment of thattime insisted that the
governing potrers live up to the
rules of their own game.

Of course, f know, that this dicl
not characterize all thd struggles
of that period. I also realize that

1t
there is a certain defensive aspect
to the struggle,s of today: against
the military draft and the war,
against the wholesale coruption
of American life, against authori-
tarian rule, against higher prices
and higher taxes, against, police
brutality, against school regimen.
tation, and particularly against
racism and the threat of mass re-
pression.

What is significant, however, is
that the forms and essenoe of the
struggles of today are no longer
mainly defensive. They bear more
and more the aspects of a great
counter-offensive. It is no longer
merely a matter of demanding
a living up to the rules of the
game. Today there is a direct
challenge to the rules themselves
and their legitimacy. There is an
insistence that the people have a
voice in making the rules before
they be asked to obey them.

Thus we are witnessing the be-
ginnings of a democratic upsurge
of profound meaning and even
revolutionary potential. Its ob-
jective is to challenge power all
along the Iine and to begin mak-
ing inroads into it. The very idea
that power has been usurped and
that the people are powerless has
itself become a power capable of
moving large masses of people.
It is expressed in the demand for
black power,. brown power, red(Indian) power, poor peoples,
rlower, community control of po-
lice, schools and administrative
bodies, student-faculty power, etc.

This movement is bound to
spread to Iayers of the population
not yet affected. Every sharp
confrontation, every partial gain
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won, only emphasizes to new cate-
gories of the poPulation their own

essential powerlessness and the
need to put forth their own sPecial

demands. We are at the begin-
nings of a vast awakening of oItr

minority peoPles in the country
and a great offensive against ra-
cism and for national liberation.

The organized sections of the
workers do feel a sense of greater
power due to their organized
strength. But in their ranks, too,

there is a growing dissatisfaction
and there is bound to arise the

consciousness that theY also are

basically without Power. And
when this occurs the whole strug-
gle of the Powerless will take on

a new dimension.
If this estimate is correct and

the content of the struggle is es-

sentially democratic, then our
program must give sPecial atten-

lion to the ways in which this
struggle can develoP most mean-

ingfully and to its demands and

slogans.
This requires a greater recog-

nition that new times Produce
ever new forms of struggle and

that these are ever changing' We

have alreadY witnessed many new

forms of struggle arising from
the complexitY of the situation
and the inabilitY to break through
by purelY legalistic and Parlia-
mentary forms. Thus, recognrz-

ing the hoPelessness of getting

Congress now to rePeal the mili-
tary draft, a Powerful movement

of draft resistance has arisen' Its
objective is no less than to Para-
lyie and, make inoPerative the
whole militarY draft machinerY'

It seems to me that our Program
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does not give sufficient weight to
these new "illegitimate" forms of
struggle. We have been often
slow in recognizing that the rul-
ing class will not heed aPPeals
and protestations, no matter how
compelling the need behind them,
unless it is confronted with a cri-
sis that can no longer be ignored.

3. The Issue of Decentrali,zati,on

It is time that the party take
a good look at its traditional Po-
sition on the centralization and
decentralization of po\ryer. Ever
since the Civil War, Marxists have
tended to support stronger federal
power. In the period of Recon-
struction it was certainly correct
to support federal militarY oc-

cupation of the South directed
against the former slave-holding
class. Also, because of the way
state constitutions were written,
giving greater weight in state leg-
islative bodies to the agrarian
interests, the struggle for Pro-
gressive social legislation could
get further by a coordinated na-
tional effort than on a state bY

state basis. Furthermore, because

the Presidency is chosen bY na-
tional ballot, the President was
frequently more suscePtible to
mass pressure than were legisla-
tive bodies. All these were valid
reasons for exerting maximum
pressure on Washington.

Even today---+r esPeciallY todaY

-because 
of the tremendous con-

centration of resources in the
hands of the federal administra-
tion, particularly of taxing Pow-
ers, it is extremely difrcult to win
any meaningful material gains for
the people without demanding
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from Washington a complete redi-
rection of national priorities.

But this very development poses
certain questions. The federal
government cannot be considered
the custodian of the popular will
even to the slightest degree. And
the ability to further influence
federal policy depends greatly on
a struggle for structural reforms
that begin to win increasing de-
grees of power for the people
themselves-starting with where
they live, where they work, where
they go to school.

This approaeh has nothing in
common with the reactionary de-
mand for "States Rights." The
rapid urbanization of the eountry
has made state political structures
no more relevant to today's needs
than the horse and buggy. And
while one may have sentimental
attachment for the old gray mare,
one doen't let it block traffic.

It is the needs of the urban
complexes, and within them the
needs of the inner-city, that to-
day come to the fore. And outside
of the urban areas it is the needs
of the smaller communities, es-
pecially the areas of rural pover-
ty, that stand out. In respect to
these urban and rural communi-
ties it is tremendously important
to advocate the kind of structural
governmental reforms that bring
the administration of government
under the direct scrutiny, inter-
vention and control of the people.

We should be the first to divest
ourselves of bourgeois legalisms
and recognize that state, city or
county subdivisions are not sae-
rosanct and impossible of chal-
lenge, change, or further subdivi-
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sion. The crisis of our eities and
especially that of our ghettos ean-
not be met in the old way. If
Harlem, for example, is a commu-
nity of a special kind, as it is,
then it is just and necessary to
think of such a rearrangement of
things, regardless of what present
political boundaries have to be
altered and bureaucracies upset,
to guarantee it the right, to be a
community in the fullest possible
sense of the word.

In stressing the importance of
the concept of decentralization, I
am mindful of the dangers of a
one-sided approach to the question.
The ruling class is not averse to
giving the shadow of power to
communities, so long as the sub-
stance of power is in its hands.
This is why the Ford Foundation
has been assigned the specific
job of finding the ways to coopt
the local movements for commu-
nity co'ntrol.

But this should not frighten us
away from the issue of community
control, nor from the movements
in its behalf. These movements
express the growing consciousness
of people that real power rests
elsewhere but should belong to
them. What we need is a clear
programmatic position which
helps prevent the cooption of these
movements and makes clear that
no degree of local control can put
an end to the system of exploita-
tion and oppression. The domi-
nant power in the land, and in
eaeh community, is in the hands
of the giant industrial and finan-
eial corporations. OnIy a nation-
w,ide political movement wliich
consciously aims at toppling cor-
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porate power and replacing it with
peoples' power can end exPloita-
tion and oppression.

4. The Two-Partg SYstem

The new draft Places greater
stress on the need for an ultimate
breakaway from the two-PartY
system. But even this draft tends
to hedge on the question. It speaks

of a new popular PartY as being
sornething we are for sometime
in the future, when conditions are

ripe, when the working class and

black people have come around
to that point of view. But it does

not make clear what is necessary
to help ripen conditions; it does

not make this a goal to be worked
for and fought fot now.

The draft refers to the working
class and black PeoPle as within
the "orbit" of the two-PartY sYs-

tem, and says that as long as this
is true "'this orbit remains a vital
arena of struggle for political in-
dependence," I question this. First,
I would question whether the
great mass of working PeoPle are

really planets rotating around the
sun of the two-PartY sYstem. I
would say that theY vote the lines
of these parties, ParticularlY the
Democratic Party. This is PartlY
out of habit, Partly due to the fact
that it is the onlY thing that makes

sense to them. Second, I would
question whether this kind of vot-
ing constitutes "a vital arena of
struggle," and '1for political inde-
pendence," no less. The fact is
that the workers and black Peo-
ple are not in the Reforrn Clubs

of New York, or the CDC Clubs

of California, or the nationwi"de

McCarthy movbment. But even if
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they were, I do not believe we helP

win them away from the Demo-
cratic Party by calling it a vital
arena of struggle.

I think we tend to exaggerate
what is gained by pressure from
within the Democratic Party. I
think that it is very important to
influence these parties and their
eandidates and that this ean be
done. But I believe that they can
be influenced far more by an in-
depe,ndent movement and struggle
outside of the "orbit" of these
parties than by politiking within
them. Even in the days of the
Roosevelt New Deal, the impor-
tant gains won by the workers
were the consequenee of mighty
struggles and independent organi-
zations. It was not in the main
due to pressure from within the
Demoeratic Party itself. In fact,
it was these .independent mass
struggles that turned Roosevelt
around more than once.

It is extremely important that
our party take a clear and un-
equivocal position on this question.
It is important because of the on-
going nature of the crisis con-
fronting the country and the ina-
bility of liberal reforrn to resolve
it. It is also important because
there is a terrible need at this
time to conduct a successful ideo-
Iogical struggle to pull together
the forces of the growing radical
movement-the peace, liberation,
and youth forees-into one na-
tional political movement around
a common program of struggle.
Unless this happens, the local
movements will not long be able
to sustain themselves on their own
steam alone, and will either fall
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apart or become coopted.
Years ago, when the party

threw out the slogan of "indus-
trial unionism," we did not
hedge it in with all sorts of quali-
fying conditions. We went out
and fought for this idea. We an-
swered arguments of those who
said it couldn't be done. We an-
swered the fears and prejudices
of craf't workers. We exposed
the official labor leadershiP. We
began to organiz'e, at first onlY
weak handfuls. Many attemPts
failed. But we kept at it. It was
a goal to be realized. It was
realized.

I have no illusions that the
building of a new popular PartY
will be easy. To the contrary. But
I do believe that unless we begin
now to undermine the illusions in
the two-party system and first of
all the illusions in the Democratic
Party, we shall have failed in our
responsibilities. The opportuni-
tiee for undermining illusions in
the Democratic Party are going to
grow rapidly. But these oppor-
tunities must be grasPed or theY
may well be lost.

5. The Labor Moaement

The new draft correctlY charac-
terizes the top leadershiP of the
AFLCIO as bankruPt ancl sharPlY
attacks the official labor ideologY
of "class partnershiP." This is
gooal. It is a marked imProve-
ment over the way this was dealt
with in the first draft. It is also
positive that the new draft Puts
stress on the imPortance of the
rank-and-file movements now
springing up in various unions.

My criticism of this section of
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the draft is that it does not pro-
vide a deeper analysis of the sit-
uation within the labor movement
and the institutional structural
obstacles to basic change. There
is now in sections of the labor
movement considerable talk about
"revitalization." lVhat is our
program for doing this? Or do
we think that objeetive events
alone will accomplish ,this?

Without a more basic critique
of the situation in the labor move-
ment and without bringing forth
the kind of program that must
be fought for, even the periodic
spontaneous upheavals in one un-
ion or another soon subside and
things retum to "normal." And
this will repeat itself time and
time again until there is a con-
sciou* force motivated by a com-
mon program aimed at revitalizing
and democratizing the labor move-
ment and putting it back on the
path of class struggle policies.

I think we tend to underesti-
mate the scope and magnitude of
the problem. How should unions
deal with the problem of techno-
logical change? Today they safe-
guard the interests of the work-
ers on the job but ignore the need
to protect the interests of the
succeeding generation. Yet how
is this problem to be met?

What about the general charae-
ter of the economic demands for
this period? What about the cor-
poration practice of boosting
prices every time a concession is
made to its workers?-and is this
of no concern to the union and
something it can do nothing
about?

What about the stress on na-
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tional contracts and the ignoring
of the piled up shop grievances
and increased rate of exploitation
on the job? How are the work-
ers in a plant going to regain
their right to act without first
waiting for approval from nation-
al leadership-an approval which
may never corne? What about a
challenge to company prerogatives
to run the plant as it sees flt?
What about the right of unions to
inspect company books?

How are the unions to be made
truly democratic and what do we
consider to be the criteria of rank
and file democracy? What about
the trend to weaken the shop
steward system so that it is in-
capable of standing up to com-
pany and union officialdorn pres-
sures? What about the many lo-
cal unions that now hold local
membership meetings only a few
times a year? What about the
practice of using union treasuries
and pension funds for stock in-
vestment purposes and what effect
does this have on union leadership
and on the union itself?

What about the question of ra-
cisrn and tokenism in respect to
minority hiring, upgrading and
positions in elected leadership?
What about the role of govern-
ment boards and cornPanYJabor
compulsory arbitration set-ups,
and how do these affect the inde-
pendent action and militancy of
the rank and fiIe? What about the
problem of organizing the unor-
ganized, and especially the South,
and can labor fulfill this task if
it operates in the same bureau-
cratic way in which this effort
was tried in recent years? How
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are the unions to retain and
strengthen national organization
and solidarity and at the same
time leave room for local initia-
tive and local autonomy on mat-
ters directly affecting the work-
ers of the local? What is to be
done to break labor away from the
path of political class collabora-
tion and how is the demand for
"worker power" to take its place
alongside the other demands for
power being made today?

These are only some questions
that must be dealt with and an-
swered programatically. I do not
pretend to have all the answers.
Nor do I propose that all these
be answered in the draft program.
But it seems to me that the draft
does not even indicate an aware:
ness that a basic program is neces-
sary. Without such a program,
class conscious workers are not
motivated in their trade union ac-
tivities by an overall estimate and
strategie and tactical goals. They
cannot therefore create the con-
sci.ous Left force in the unions
capable of taking advantage of
the changing times and improved
opportunities for basic change.

6. The Issue of Blaclc
Li,berati,on

I think this section of the draft
is exceedingly weak and displays
a failure to grasp the full revo-
lutionary significance of the de-
velopments in the black liberation
movement. The main reason for
this, in my opinion, is the failure
to come to grips with the slogan
of "black power" and the meaning
of black nationalism.

Throughout the section in the
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program dealing with black lib-
eration there are references to the
black people "as part of the na-
tion," and as being from "earliest
times" "a component part of it."
But the fact is that the black
people were never permittecl to be-
come a part of the nation and
therefore developed, not only as

a separate racial minority, but
as an oppressed national minority.

When the program insists that
anyone who does not see the Per-
spective of "winning the freedom
struggle within the frarnework
of the American nation," onlY

"fosters despair, adventurist ex-
pedients and utopian schemes," it
only betrays a lack of comprehen-
sion of the nature of the prob-
lem. If the program is arguing
against separatism in the form of
a separate black rePublic, that is
one thing. But even here, we
must recognize the ri,ght of any
people to decide their own destiny,
and if a national minoritY feels
that there is no way in which its
rights can be safeguarded bY re-
maining together with the major-
ity nation, then even comPlete
separation cannot be dismissetl
offhand.

Secondly, we must recognize
that the only way to avoid that
kind of complete separation is to
provide the means bY which the
black people can enjoY full rights
as a minority PeoPle, which in
turn, means the right to have their
own communities where theY want
them and the risht also not to
live in such eommunities. And
in both cases under conditions of
complete freedorn antl equality.

We must stand unalterablY in
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favor of the right to self-determi-
nation. We must understand in
all its seriousness, that unless
rad.ical, economic and social re-
forms are instituted, and unless
there is a greater response from
white masses to the demand of the
black people for freedom and
equality, then solutions of a kind
unthought of today may well
arise. And if the turn in the
country is toward black repres-
sion, i.e., if racism takes over
completely, then the gap between
blacks and whites will grow even
wider and with it the danger of
racial conflict and the idea of
complete separation.

Were this to happen it would
set back the class struggle in
America for a long period, for a
racist victory could only mean
a breakup of all forms of class
black and white solidarity. That
is why the white masses and first
of all the white workers must be
alerted to the significance of the
fight for black freedom in thei,r
own i,nterests.

It is important for us to recog-
nize that when we concluded that
the chang:e of racial composition
in the black belt of the South, and
the large-scale migration of blacks
to the North, had resolved the is-
sue of self-determination, we were
mistaken. We did not foresee that
this issue would arise again and
this time in the North itself.

We had assumed that with the
increasing proletarianizalion of
the black people in the urban cen-
ters of the North, that racial and
national conseiousness would sub-
side aud be replaced with class
eonsciousness. Things didn't work

I
l:
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out that simply. An important
reason for this, although not the
only one, is that the technologi-
cal revolution in industry since
World War II, plus the war econ-
omy, have all deepened the split
in the ranks of the workers be-
tween those somewhat better off
and those cruelly underprivileged
and doubly exploited. Thus there
arose the "other America"-the
America of joblessness, poverty,
and hopelessness.

The black people are not the
only ones in the "other America,"
but a larger percentage of blacks
are in this category than any
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other segrnent of the population.
It is this which provides an eco-
nomic material basis for the rise
of the slogan "black power," and
the growing feeling among blacks
that they constitute a colony with-
in the ghettos of our cities; occu-
pied by "foreign" police and bit-
terly exploited and oppressed.*.**

These are a few aspects of the
program that I feel need fuller
discussion. I also think that the
draft as a whole is too wordy,
repetitious and general. It needs
a complete rewriting.
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so far as it is part of consumer
goods) part of the consumption
of the masses. Chrome plate, gim-
micks and gadgets are not, in
short, part of, the "problem of
plenty," whatever other kind of
problem they may be.

I think it is wrong to say that
"competitive capitalism gave vray
to monopoly capitalism" (l-g),
which implies that monopoly cap-
italism is not "competitive." To
what end, then, the "rising flood
of advertising" (1-8) ?

The creation of a vast area of
so-called administered (mon-
opoly) prices has led to the com-
pletely unawarranted conclusion
that since price competition has
been abolished or sharply curtailed
in these sectors of the economy,
all competition has been abolished
in them.

That is not the situation. As
Iong as there are separate cap-
itals there will be competition.
What needs to be examined is the
forms which this competition
takes where it does not express
itself mainly in price competition.
No capitalist who is about his
wits thinks that cornpetition has
been abolished. He would not last
long if he did believe it.

The draft adopts the traditional
statement that under imperialism
"export of capital assumes pri-
macy over the export of goods." I
believe there is a danger of in-
ferring from this teleseoped for-
mula that the export of capital
is not an export of goods, or bet-
ter, of commodities. There is no
export of capital that is not in the
last analysis an export of com-
moditiec or services (transport,
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insurance, etc.).
The export of commodities be-

comes, under certain circum-
stances, the export of capital, for
instance when they represent a
surplus over the imported com-
modities and become available for
the exploitation of wage Iabor or,
in the ease of state loans, for other
forms of exploitation.

The export of capital is always
the export of eommodities or ser-
vices. That is why, at the bottom
of the balance of payments dilem-
ma of the U.S. and Great Britain
(and, by ricochet, of the rest of
the capitalist world) is the export
and import of commodities and
services. And that is why, when
the chips are down, it is only the
universal commodity, gold, that
counts for real.

The draft says:

. the operation crf capitalism
creates, of necessity, a ilnass arrny
of unemployment and poverty. To
monopoly capitalism there is a de-
cided a.d,vantage in consigning hlac,k
Arnericans to this economic pit be-
cause it oan employ racist preju-
dices to keep them there. (tII-20).

This begins with the ,,opera-

tion of capitalism" but fails to ex-
plain that these operations are the
ravaging of the rural population
in consequence of the technological
revolution on the land, the crea-
tion of Appalaehian poverty
through either wiping out of jobs
or cutting the bottom from under
agricultural markets, (Appa-
lachia-type poverty may also be
the hangover, as a result of stag-
nation, of prior devastation of one
kind or another.)

Eliminate Looseness and Imprecision

The seeond draft of the New
Program of the Communist Party
is a considerable advance over the
first. It requires further impove-
ment, however. There are still
spots afflicted by loose writing,
imprecision and agitation instead
of precise historic or economic
analysis. Further, it is not yet a
unified whole.

Poli,ti,cal Dconomy

In exposing the "gap . . be--
tween expanding ability to pro-
duce and restriction of the pur-
chasing power of the masses of
the working people who are the
ultimate eonsumers of the prod-
ucts" (I-6), the second draft
mixes up quite disparate elements.
It lumps together 1) "useless

chrome plate," 2) "advertising"
and 3) "military outlays" (1-8).
Our prejudices against "polished
chrome" should not mislead us
into putting it, with "gimmicks
and gadgets," into the same pot
with advertising and military out-
Iays from an economic point of
view.

The money which a worker
spends for the chrome on his car
or on his kitchen equipment is as
much a part of his wages as that
which he spends for the shoes he
wears. It is poles apart from ad-
vertising expenditures or military
outlays. We should not subsume
all kinds of difrerent things under
"waste." In brief, "chrome plate',
is not part of the gap between the
produetion potential and the con-
sumption of the masses but is (in

EBIK BERT
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The point is not that caPitalists
or capitalism employ "racist pre-
judices to keeP" the Negro PeoPle

in poverty. The Point is to des-

cribe how this unemPloYment and
poverty are created and recreated.
Even the customary "automation"
explanation needs to be examined
in terms of specific employments,
job categories.

In general, the Placing of res-
ponsibility for the Plight of the
Negro peoPle on "state-monoPolY
capitalism" substitutes an agita-
tlonal attaek for a Marxist anal-
ysis. SpecificallY, it fails to deal

accurately with the nature of the
changes that have been and are
taking place in the South. These

have to do, in the first Place, with
the changes on the land, changes

which involve, immediatelY, not
monopoly caPital but caPitalist
landowners. The fact that mon-

opoly capital is involved at a sec-

ond remove should not induce us

to skip an analYsis of the imme-
diate situation.

The draft Points out that "half
of the Negro PeoPle remain in the
South, millions of them still on

the land . . ." (IIl-22). It is in
terms of this situation that the
source of unemPloYment and Po-

verty should be examined in Part,
not in relation to monoPolY caP-

italism in general.

The World'ng Class

The draft says that the workers
and the caPitalists comPrise the

"two basic economic classes in our
society, lhe erqloited and the ex-

ploiters." (I-5. MY emPhasis-
P.S.) Sot elsewhere it saYs that
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everybody else is exploited by the
capitalists.

The draft deals loosely with the
historic role of the working class.
It speaks, for example, of "the
working class anl, its oJ,li,es" as
the "principal engines of social
progress. . . in the assault against
monopoly power." (III-34. MY
emphasis-E.B.) Thus it disre-
gards the singular, unique and
unshared historic role of the
working class.

But elsewhere the draft speaks
eorrectly of the "special position
of the working class in the com-
bat with monopoly." (III-9.)

George Meong

Responsibility for the pro-
monopoly position of the dominant
sector of the AFL-CIO hierarchy
is placed at the door of George
Meany, specifically the "George
Meany administration" (III-5),
the "Meany-type leadership" (III-
5), the "Meany-type officialdom"
(III-6), the "Meany-type officials"
(III-8), the "'class partnership'
advocates within the labor official-
dom" (III-12).

While ascribing responsibility
to the Meany clique the draft
does not indicate the social role
of this clique. Specifically, it does
not view the Meany elique as an
historical phenomenon, having an-

teeedents in Samuel GomPers,
William Green and others, or as

an international Phenomenon,
having its predecessors in German
Social Democracy (i.e., of the time
of World War I) or its like-minded
contemporaries in the West Ger-
man Right Social Democrats, the
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Right-wing British Laborites and
others.

Lenin pointed out that J. A.
Hobson, in t902, in his Im-
perialisrn, had noted the role of
"Fabian imperialists" l that "to-
day" (1916), the "leaders of the
so-called'Social-Democratic' Party
of Germany are . . . justly called
'social-imperialists', that is, social-
ists in words and imperialists in
deeds."

The point is obviously not that
Meany et al should be labeled as
"Fabian imperialists" or "social
imperialists." It is necessary to
define the social role of the Right
within the working-class move-
ment; the label is a concise expres-
sion of their social role. The defi-
nition of that role is incomplete if
it is not historical and inter-
national.

The term "Right-wing social
democracyr" for example, is used
elsewhere in the draft, but in a
context where it appears to be
identified as a "Left current"
(VI-5). A couple of sentences
later, the draft talks of "The re-
formist outlook which sees re-
forms as ends in themselves
(rooted mainly in Right-wing so-

cial democracy and the exponents
of 'class partnership') " (VI-s).
We shall return to this later.

The Negro People

The . section on "The Negro
People" says, concerning the situa-
tion in which the Negro people
live: "the co,nditons remain"
(III-16). That is true if it means
that the "conditions remain" hor-
rible. It is inadequate, however,
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in view of the fact that condi-
tions in the South, and in conse-
quence, in the rest of the nation,
are changing at breakneck pace.
There has been a vast population
uprooting in the rural areas of
the South (it was estimated a
few years ago rthat 1,000 Negroes
per month were leaving the South
for Watts). "Changing" does
not mean changing for the better.
(It has been estimated that the
condition of one half of those
who leave the South is worse dur-
ing the first year of resettling
than it was before.)

A major sector of the eruptive
economie change occurring in the
nation as a whole are those in
the South and, within the South,
among the rural population and
among the Negro people. Gener-
ally, we do not appreciate the mag-
nitude of the econornic changes
that are going on about us.

While, as the draft says, the
"blighted regions" are "spread
aeross the land" (I-7), the great-
est intensity of blight is in the
South.

The draft identifies "civil
rights" as "legalistic forms" (III-
20). It restricts the phrase to
legislative enactment and admin-
istrative rulings in contrast to
effected rights. It speaks, for ex-
ample of the "civil rights phase"
of the "freedom movement,"
which was carried on by a "civil
rights coalition" and which has
been followed by a "nel phase
of the battle that involved a more
radical confrontation with mo-
nopoly and more militant forms
of struggle" (III-23). Similarly,
the draft says that "civil rights"
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cost the liberal representatives of
monopoly nothing, but that "what
was now demanded"-presumably
not civil rights-"would cost
them much" (III-23).

Would it not be more accurate
to describe this earlier phase of
the eivil rights struggle as the
"legislative" phase?

The draft implies, at one point,
that the Negro people's "struggle
for freedom," for "their rightful
plaee in the full life of the na-
tion" means the struggle for
"equal status with the white mem-
bers" of the nation (III-27). But
it is not clear what relation this
"struggle for freedom" bears to
the struggle for "civil rights."

On the one hand, the draf't ap-
pears to imply that the "struggle
for freedom" is a struggle for
bourgeois - democratic rights. It
says elsewhere that "only social-
ism . can bring about fulfill-
ment of Negro aspirations for
freedom" (III-30). Does this
mean, as it aPPears to saY, 'that
effective civil rights, bourgeois
democratic rights, cannot or will
not be won short of socialism?
Or does it mean that even effec-
tive civil rights, effective bour-
geois democratic rights, are rights
within the framework of capital-
ism and, hence, crippled of neces-

sity for both Negro and white?
Or, that "what [the millionsl want
can only be secured bY revolution-
ary transformation of the sYs-

tem" (III-29; III-30) ?

Historg

The draft denounces the historY
of U.S. eapitalism in moral
terms. Thus: "American caPital-
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ist development is a story of con-
quest, plunder, corruption and
ruthlessness" (I-9). It enumer-
ates the seizure of land, chattel
slavery, etc. The conclusion is that
"out of such sordid exploits grew
the power and the wealth of
American capitalism" (I-9). But
omitted from this history is the
exploitation of free labor. W'e
should not substitute outrage for
analysis.

As explained elsewhere in the
draft the basis of capitalism, U.S.
and all others, is the exploitation
of wage labor, whatever the
methods of primitive accumula-
tion (plundering the public do-
main, enslavement, etc.).

The "looting" theory of history
occurs also in respect to the un-
der-developed countries. The draft
says that "the foundations for
the comparative prosperity of the
advaneed capitalist eountries were
fashioned with (the) blood and
marrow" of the colonies, "with
the wealth that was looted from
them" (II-8, 11-9).

But earlier there was a different
analysis:

. . the monopoly stage of capi-
talism . . . is characterized by the
aecumulation in the hands of the
monopolies of huge piles of surplus
capital which they seek to invest
abroad for the purpose of gaining
control o"f raw rnaterials and extract,
ing superprofits from the exploita-
tion of extremely low-paid workers
in less-developed countries (I-17).

If we examine the situation
concretely, in respect to the "com-
parative pros,perity" of one "ad-
vanced" capitalist country, Eng-
land, we find that its prosperity
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was based on:
The expropriation of great

masses of British tillers of the
soil, and the destruction of their
domestic handicraft system.

The destruction of masses of
British workers, men, women and
children in British factories.

The enslavement of millions of
Africans and their shipment to
the U.S. for cotton growing.

The destruction of masses of
peoples in Asia by the export of
British textiles.
. There is no reason to resort to
looee agitation. A sober and ac-
curate analysis of the history of
capitalism offers sufficient proof
of its cancerous soul.

"In the twenties and thirties
we pioneerrd . . . in the fight for
industrial unionism" (rf:6). Does
this read out of the historical rec-
ord the efforts of Deleon, of the
Synd,icalist League of North
America, of the Left-wing Social-
ists ?

"The parties of Marxism-Len-
inism have attracted some of the
finest minds and noblest spirits
of our time" (V-7). Among those
enumerated, not one is a Russian,
not one who is or was a citizen
of any socialist countrY' excePt
Bertolt Brecht, and he was not
a member of the Socialist UnitY
Party, though he supported it.

That "ringing call" of a "cen-
tury ago": "Workingmen of all
countries, unite!" was not sPoken

by Marx alone, as the draft would
lead one to believe, but bY Marx
and Engels.

The State

The draft quotes Franklin D.
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Roosevelt on the threat of "con-
centrated power" to "our demo-
cratic government" (I-13).

It has been traditional in Marx-
ism to say that under capitalism
the State is a capitalist state,
serving the interests of the capi-
talists. In this vein it speaks of
the "inherently undemocratic na-
ture of our social system" (III-
42).

The statement that "actual prac-
tice . . . increasingly tends to ex-
clude the mass of people from the
vital decision-making process that
affects their lives" (III-47) tends
to suggest that a,t some time or
other in the U.S. the mass of the
people had a considerable part
in "vital decision-making." This is
suggested also in the statement of
a "renewal . . . of democracy" in
the U.S. (IV-l). Hovr is this
Ioose talk about "vital decision-
making" and "renewal of democ-
racy" to be reconciled with the
Marxist view of the capitalist
state?

The draft says, on the one
hand, that monopoly has now
t'achieved mastery" over t'our

democratic government" (I-13).
It'talks, on the other hand, of the
"Negro citizens exercising politt
cal poweC' where they are 'the
many,' and possessing a just share
of it where they are 'the few.'"
(III-LT). What does "political
power" mean? The draft implies,
on the one hand, that it means
state power ("possessing a just
share of it"). On the other hand
it implies that it means simply the
potential strength of the Negro
people ("exercising political pow-
er").
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The draft uses the term ,,pow-

er" in two different senses. On
the one hand, as a description of
state power: "power resides in bu-
reaucratic handg" (III-4S). On
the other hand, as an attribute of
capital: "the power that decides
what employment is available',
(III-43); or as "monopoly pow-
er" (III-43).

The Left

The discussion of our "ideologi-
eal differences" with others on the
Left moves directly into murky
waters. The draft says: "Some
of the major ideological differ-
ences that separate these Left cur-
rents and place them in conflict
with our own views are: L. The
continuing prevalence in some
circles, particularly in those of
Right-wing social democracy, both
old and new, of 'anti-Commu-
nism' " (VI-5). Literally, that
says, "Right-wing social democ-
racy, both old and new" is a "Left
current."
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The discussion continues: ,,2.

The reformist outlook which sees
reforms as ends in themselves
(rooted mainly in Right-wing so-
cial democracy and the exponents
of 'class partnership' ', (yl-b).
Literally, that says, the ..reform-
ist outlook" is a "Left trend.',

One must ask, further, what
kind of Leftists are those who sub.
scribe to "anti-communism,,t,,the
principal ideological instrument
of U.S. imperialism," who seek to
"sltpyress Cornmunism', (VI-b.
Emphasis in the original) ? Or,
what kind of a Left sector is that
which embraces "class partner-
ship" (VI-5) ?

The dra t properly pillories in
quotation marks ("Irefts,,) the
practitioners of "revolutionary
bombast" and "adventurism" and
provocative actions, of "so-calleal
'ultra Leftism' " (VI-16). It should
do no less for the purveyors of
"Right-wing social democracy,'
and the practitioners of "class
partnership."

IACK K.

State Monopoly [apitalism ard the

Anti-Monopoly [nalition

The growth of monopoly domi-
nation over the society has been
accomplished by the development
of a new relationship between eco-
nomic power and governmental
power.

When it was young and healthy,
the bourgeoisie raised the slogan

"That government governs best
which governs least.', lVhat they
meant, of course, was that in their
view the only legitimate function
of government was the protection
of property-bourgeois property-
from the propertyless. They went
so far as to hold that only the
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propertied should have a voice in
government on the grounds that
the only purpose the proPertYless
could have in seeking Power was
to attack private ProPertY. This
is, of course, quite correst. To
struggle for legislation for an 8-
hour day or for the rights of trade
unions is, independent of the mo-
tives of those who struggle, an
attaek on the right of the capi-
talist to do with his ProPertY as

he will.
The second aspect of the slogan

was the contention that the caPi-
talist neither needed nor desired
any favors from the government,
except to be left alone. To be

sure, this princiPle was honored
most often in the breach. Its ex-

istence, however, was significant
in that it rePresented the self-
confidence of a Young' vital' anrl
growing capitalism.

MonoPolg Ca$tal, T oilag

For monoPolY capital todaY,
even the principle has become out-
moded.

-soeialization 
of Procluction

has reached such ProPortions that
the new space age enterPrises
more ancl more require investment
and operation on a scale exceeding

the capacities of even the most
gigantie corporations. Witness
Telestar and the tleveloPment of
commercial aircraft.

-:-Overproduction, based on a

fantastically developing technol-
ogy, has becorne so acute that the
government must buY uP surPlus
production at Premium Prices.

-The 
free market economy

unaler monopoly capitalism reached
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the end of its tether by 1929.
Since then an enormous machin-
ery has been set up by the gov-
ernment to regulate the market
and to counteract the drive toward
crisis inherent in monopoly capi-
tal. These measures include the
regulation of money and credit,
of interest rates and of stock
transactions.

---The changing character of
production requires workers with
advanced education and technical
training. The cost of this train-
ing is not, however, borne bY the
giant corporations, who eould not
meet these costs and still maintain
adequate profits. So these costs

have been socialized, through the
government. This is the basic
reason for the fantastic expansion
of higher edueation, from junior
colleges to universities, and goes

a long way in exPlaining the con-
tent of that edueation.

-As a result of a complex of
historical and eeonomic reasons:
to fight socialism, to Protect for-
eign investments, to Prevent co-

lonial revolution, to secure the do-

mestic economy, there has devel-
oped the military-industrial com-
plex which is resPonsible for the
spending of some $60 to $80 bit-
lion a year.

-The 
government has become

very active in the regulation of
the most diverse spheres of the
economy including the relations
between labor and caPital.

New Role of Tanati,on

The consequences of these Pro-
cesses, which can be dated from
the New DeaI, has been to add an-
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other dimension to the role of the
state in this monopoly-dominated
society. The state no longer
simply guarantees the existence of
private property, it also guaran-
tees the working of the economy.

To accomplish this task requires
an enormous amount of money.
This rnoney is accumulated
through taxes. But the amount
of money involved is so vast ($120
billion per year in federal taxes
alone) that the nature of taxation
has been qualitatively trans-
formed. The average American
family pays close to one third of
its income in taxes of various
kinds. This is no longer simply
taxation. This is exploitation of
a new kind, but exploitation nev-
ertheless.

The basic nature of exploita-
tion in capitalist society is ex-
ploitation at the point of produc-
tion, the extraction of surplus
value. But monopoly capital does
not find this source of profft suffi-
cient to meet the needs of mo-
nopoly operation and capital in-
vestment in an age of automated
technology. Superexploitation of
colonial peoples is not sufficient.
So the monopolies turn once again
upon the masses in their own
country and invoke the state ap-
paratus to appropriate vast mon-
eys from them through taxes.

In the past, classes and strata
other than the working class may
have been exploited or oppressed
but that was not characteristic of
the existence of capitalism. Only
the working elass had a direct eco-
nomic stake in'ievolutionizing the
relations of production.

The qualitative transformation
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of the nature of taxation had pro-
duced another dimension of ex-
ploitation in the society, parallel
to the new dimension in the role
of the state. The benefits of this
exploitation through taxation do
not go uniformly to all sections of
the capitalist class. On the con-
trary, only monopolg capital so
benefits, and at the expense of all
non-monopoly sections of the popu-
latlon, with the disproportionate
share of the burden falling on
the working class and the middle
classes, including the "new work-
ing elass."

To express it in a slogan: It
used to be that the rich robbed
the poor and the government was
here to protect the rich. Now, in
addition, the government robs
everyone, from the po,or to the
not-so-rich, in order to give to the
very rich.

It is this new kind of exploita-
tion that casts the class struggle
into the political arena and forms
the economic basis for an anti-
monopoly coalition. Just as the
Iogic of class struggle at the point
of production leads to social revo-
Iution, the struggle over the de-
gree of taxation, the burden of
ta:ration, the uses to which the
tax monies are to be put, also has
a logic which leads to social revo-
Iution.

Let it be clear that exploitation
at the point of production is basic
to, and chataeterizes, capitalism
in all its stages and phases. What
is being discussed. here is a new
form of exploitation which arises
froin the conscious attempt of mo.
nopoly capital to invoke the state
apparatus as a means of resolving
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the contradictions inherent in capi-
talism.

Struggle Against State
M onopolg C a,pi,td,i,arn

But why does the struggle
against this form of exploitation
have revolutionary, rather than
simply reformlst implications?

The phenomenon that most
characterizes state monopoly capi-
talism in the U.S. is the rnilitary-
industrial complex. The 980 bil-
Iion a year that goes directly to
the Defense Department plus ad-
ditional funds for foreign aid,
etc., are necessury to the economic
stability of monopoly capital. Yet
it is precisely the military-indus-
trial complex that is the most glar-
ing manifestation of the irration-
ality of this system. It does not
take very long to convince even the
average man that the problems of
the ghettq unemployment, edu-
cation, etc., cannot be resolved un-
Iess these funds are redirected.
But the political and economic im-
plications of the full realization of
this demand is the dismantling
of state monopoly capitalism in
this country.

Hence the struggle is a revolu-
tionary one, and those classes and
strata of American society that
have everything to gain and noth-
ing to lose by the realization of
these demands are cast in the his-
toric role of revolutionary strug-
gle. This includes not only the
industrial working class, but also
the white collar, professional, and
technical sections of the working
class, the entire Negro people, and
the youth. This is not to imply
that the industrial working class
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has lost its special historic role.
What it does mean is that state
monopoly capitalism brings into
beiug revolutionary forces that go
well beyond the industrial work
ing class.
Alongside of, and dialectically re-

lated to the process of concentra-
tion and socialization of produc-
tion that leads to the eeonomic
basis of state monopoly capitalism
there is a parallel process of de-
velopment in the governmental
superstructure.

From the outset, the framers of
the Constitution were interested
in establishing a government
which would (under the circum-
stances of a numerically large
bourgeoisie) : 1) protect bourgeois
property; 2) prevent any single
faction of the bourgeoisie from
taking control of the government;
3) make the processes of govern-
ment relatively impervious to
other classes.

In other words, this was to be
a government of the bourgeoisie.
It was on this basis that the three
equal branches of government, and
the system of checks and balances
were worked out. A convenient
shorthand for this is "democracy
for the bourgeoisie."

On the other hand, the Bill of
Rights reflected the demands of
the non-bourgeois classes for poli-
tical freedom and a voice in gov-
ernment. As Madison pointed out,
the only real purpose to which
tfuis political freedom could be put
is to attack bourgeois property.

Changes in the Sryerstructure

Two simutaneous and inter-
penetrating developments have re-
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sulted in enormous changes in the
character of this government ap-
paratus. The concentration of the
means of production, which finally
culminated in the development of
monopoly capitalism, has been ac-
companied by the corresponding
decrease of the fractioxt of the
population that constitutes the
bourgeoisie, with even smaller
numbers comprising the monopoly
bourgeoisie. Increasingly, there-
fore, democracy for the bourgeoi-
sie means democracy for the
monopoly bourg:eoisie, a demo-
cracy which is more suited to the
conference room than to the floor
of Congress. Simultaneously, the
enfranchisement of masses of peo-
ple, taking place in stages over the
history of the nation, has helped
develop the organized political e>r-

pression of the working class, the
Negro people, ete., a political ex-
pression which is felt most direct-
Iy in Congress. This, too, makes
Cdngress inereasingly unsuitable
for democracy for the bourgeoisie.
The historical process has, there-
fore, led to growing imbalance be-
tween the branches of government,
whose main features are the
strengthening of the exeeutive
branch and the weakening of Con-
gress.

State monopoly capitalism is the
historic merg:er of the processes

of coneentration of production and
strengthening of the executive
branch of government to the Point
that the executive branch serves
as the exclusive area for political
struggle (democracy) for the
monopoly bourgeoisie. That is, it
is in this area that monoPolY
basically struggles over the divi-
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sion of the loot from taxation.
It is important to emphasize

that divisions in the ruling class
do not end with the development
of state monopoly capitalism.
Marx argued that there exist
simultaneously economic bases for
the market (gompetition), unity
in the effort to keep the wages of
the workers down. These contra.
dictory aspqcts of the ruling class
manifest themselves in every facet
of public life and in all domestic
and foreign policies. Under state
monopoly capitalism, both sides of
this contradiction, unity and divi-
sion, intensify. Thus there is unity
on the question of soaking the
working class through taxation
and division as to which of the
giant monopolies gets the lion's
share of the loot. There is strug-
gle for control of the state appa-
ratus, in the form of the executive
branch, for just these reasons.

In attempting to understand the
character of the tra,nsformation
frorn monopoly capitalism to state
monopoly capitalism, it is impor-
tant to recognize that this trans-
formation is not simply an econ-
omic one, but one whieh involves
fundamental changes in the entire
superstructure of society. For this
reason, the trartsition to state
monopoly capitalism reflected not
only econornic crisis, but also gen-
eral political crisis. It was not
only the great depression of 1929,
but also the completion of the
first five.year plan in the Soviet
Union in 1932, that brought state
rnonopoly capitalism to Germany
as Nazism and state monopoly
capitalism to the U.S. as the New
Deal.
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Idaological, Buluadc of State
Monopolg Capitol,i,sm

The transition to state mono-
poly capitalism is, therefore, ac-
companied by a fundamental
change in the ideology that the
ruling class propagates in defense
of its system. The defense of cwp-
itql,i"sm is discarded and a massive
attempt is made to drqss up the
system as being "beyond capital-
ism and socialism." The notions of
"managerial revolutionr" t'plu-
ralism," and "welfare state" are
introduced. Anti - Communism
rather than pro-capitalism be-
comes the main ideological bul-
wark of state monopoly capitalism.

Ro,ughly speaking, the ideologi-
cal problem of state monopoly
capitalism is that the increased
role of the state in the economy
calls into question, in a new way,
the private ownership of the means
of production. It also raises, in a
new way, the responsibility of the
state for the welfare of the
masses. The ruling class is com-
pelled to undertake a massive and
unprecedented ideological cam-
paign in defense of state mono-
poly capitalism in order to pre-
serve the system. Under state mo-
nopoly capitalism, ideology-con-
sciousness-has become a material
force which plays a role in the
class struggle not subordinate to
direct economic self-interest. (One
need only point to the growth of
anti-imperialist consciousness in
the peace movement.)

Key to this ideological struggle
is the question of anti-Commu-
nism, the question of the character
of socialism where it exists. \Mhy,
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says the ruling class, should we
have socialism when the American
way provides not only a more
fruitful economy but infinitely
more political freedom than social-
ism does.

The Party has not grasped the
significance of this ideological
struggle as part of the anti-mono-
poly struggle, nor has it reeogniz-
ed the extent to which the ruling
class has mobilized the mass media
for the struggle.

The transformation of the state
apparatus from simply protecting
private property to exploiting the
masses requires the development
of institutions through which that
exploitation is carried out and re-
inforced. Such institutions develop
in every area of state monopoly
capitalism. There are joint enter-
prises between monopoly and gov-
ernment; regulatory agencies and
commissions; various authorities;
financial institutions; the inter-
locking of higher education, mono-
poly and government; the C.I.A.,
National Security Council, Penta-
gon complex, Space Agency, etc.;
labor arbitration and strikebreak-
ing boards.

In a separate category are the
institutions of the "welfare state"
such as unemployment insurance,
welfare, social security ete. The
existence of these institutions re.
present both real victories for the
working class and institutions of
control over the working class by
the monopoly state.

Because these are institutions
for exploitation and control, they
are bureaucratic and placed be-
yond the reach of the normnl de-
mocratic channels open to the
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masses (elections). Thus demo-
cracy in its traditional sense be-
comes increasingly hollow.

C hnllenging "M amag ement
Prerogatioes"

The mo,st elementary kinds of
trade union struggles are for
union recognition, higher wages,
fringe benefits and shorter hours.
Yet the realization of these de-
mands does not result in a perma-
nent rise in the Iiving conditions
of the workers or a perrnanent de-
crease in their rate of exploitation.
The capitalist ean still spead up
production, introduee new ma-
chinery, change job categories,
erode working conditions, move
his plant or use any one of a num-
ber of "management preroga-
tives." Until the workers begin to
invade these "preroEatives" their
victories will be temporary and
will begin to erode immediately
because the capitalist still holds
the whip hand. It is this invasion
and the resulting shift in the
power relationship between work-
ers and capitalists that constitutes
structural reform at the point of
production.

What is true about class strug-
gle at the point of production is
also true about class struggle
against the governmental and
quasi-governmental institutions of
exploitation and control that char-
acterize state monopoly capitalism.
Who controls the welfare system?
The universities? The police?
Who sits on transit authorities?
On public utility cornmissions?
On parole boards? But mostly,
how and by whom are these peo-
ple chosen? Whose interests do
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they represent? If railroads, utili-
ties, insurance companies, natural
resources, etc., are to be nation-
alized, will this nationalization
strengthen the monopoly state or
will it increase the independent
strength of the people?

The Iist is endless. In each case,
it is the question of "management
prerogatives." And the question
of management prerogatives is
the question of structural refo.rm.

It has been argued that the
idea of structural reform is a re-
formist one on the grounds that
it creates the illusion that the
working class and its allies can
steadily eneroach on the power of
the ruling class and achieve a
gradual transformation to social-
ism. This, no doubt, character-
izes some views of structural re-
form. But to throw out the idea
because of this is not unlike throw-
ing out the idea sf struggle for
higher wages because Kautsky ad-
vocated it.

The point about structural re-
form and concessions (such as
higher wages) is that while the
struggle for concessions does not
necessarily involve the question-
ing of the power structure of so-
ciety, the struggle for structural
reform does. And it is precisely
this that raises the question of the
relationship between conscious-
ness and revolution.

Communists have always main-
tained that it is in the crucible
of a revolutionary crisis that
mass revolutionary consciousness
develops, Under state monopoly
eapitalism, it is necessary to ar-
gue that mass revolutionary eon-
sciousness is one of the ingredi-
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ents necessary to the creation of a
revolutionary crisis. That is, as
the necessary response to the pro-
mulgation of one kind of mass
consciousness by the bourgeoisie
as a material foree holding the
society together, the revolution-
ary moYement must also regard
the development of mass revolu-
tionary consciousness through the
struggle for structural reform as
a material force for revolution.

The Anti,-Momopolg Coaliti,on

We have argued that the role of
the monopoly state as collective
exploiter, through taxation, forms
the economic basis of the anti-
monopoly coalition. How does this
compare to the picture of the anti-
monopoly coalition presented in
the Draft Program?

The draft identifies different
classes and strata of the popula-
tion (working class, Negro peo-
ple, intellectuals and professionals,
youth, etc.) and demonstrates that
they are each, in different ways,
the victims of monopoly. There-
fore these different classes and
strata can unite in struggle
against monopoly. To be sure,
there is no wall placed between
them. Thus, most black people
are workers, etc. The picture
given is one of parallel strearns
which may overflow into each
other. But parallel does imply
separate.

In other words, the anti-monop-
oly coalition is zof pictured as an
organic whole. In my opinion, thi3
is an adequate picture for mo-
nopoly capitalism, but not for
state monopoly capitalism. The
other side of the development of
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the monopoly state as exploiter is
the transformation of these paral-
lel streams into identifiable cur-
rents in an organic whole.

This means that an anti-monop-
oly program is no longer sim.ply
the sum of the programs of its
various components (labor de-
mands, Negro demands, youth de-
mands, etc.). The starting point
of an anti-monopoly program is
the struggle against the monopoly
state as the exploiter of the mass
of people. If such a program is
correctly formulated, the struggle
for its realization will not only
deal a formidable blow against
the monopoly state but will also
serve the self-interest of each of
the currents in the anti-monopoly
coalition and will enhance and
develop the organic unity of that
coalition.

The essence of such a program
is the struggle against the mili-
tary-industrial complex and, there-
fore, the struggle against U.S. im-
perialism. It is the struggle to
redirect miltary spending toward
re uilding the cities, qualitatively
improving education, health ser-
vices, etc., and thereby creating
millions of jobs. It is, therefore,
the economic side of the struggle
for black liberation as well as for
the benefit of the working class as
a whole. It is the struggle to
ease the burden of taxes on the
working class, to end the draft, to
break the ties between higher
education and the war machine, to
reverse the tide of violence in
American life, to end the CIA in-
fluence in the domestic life of the
nation. It is the struggle for
peaceful coexistence. It is the
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struggne for structural reform
as previously outlined.

I think that this kind of pro-
gram, presented in a way which
minces no words about its trans-
forming impact on society, will
generate mass support.

Bacism-Dioisio e W ea,pon

If state monopoly capitalism
creates the conditions for unprece-
dented unity among the masses,
it also raises unprecedented ob-
stacles to realizing that unity.
Historically, the American ruling
class has used racism as its great-
est weapon in dividing the work-
ing class. Its basic strategy has
been to try to convince white
workers that their interests are
being threatened by the Negro
people. Thus, the ruling class be-
comes "the enemy forgotten." Un-
der state monopoly capitalism this
weapon becomes even more dan-
gerous.

Traditionally, the three main
areas in whieh racism has been
propagated among white workers
as being in their own self-interest
are jobs, housing and education.
Under state monopoly capitalism,
these areas have been transformed
into acute crisis areas for the so-
ciety as a whole with, of course,
a special burden falling on black
people. The opportunities for ra-
cist demagogy bloom.

The problem of jobs is a result
of automation. There is a ne,u)
tendency toward an increasing
seetion of the working class whieh
is permanentlg unemployed or
marginally employed. This is dif-
ferent from a reserve army of un-
employed in that the reserve army
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has a changing composition. In
this situation, the opportunities
for dividing the working class
along racial lines increase enor-
mously.

Traditionally, the housing prob-
Iem was one of racist ideology
combined with the real estate
agents' hypocritical profiteering.
Under state monopoly capitalism,
the problem is intensified by ur-
ban renewal programs which de-
stroy the ghettos, cut down on
the sirpply of low-cost housing,
and create pressure for black peo-
ple to move into all-white neigh-
borhoods. The real estate agents
have a field day, and the ultra-
Right rejoices.

Education has been transformed
into a societal crisis area because
of the advanced technology of
state monopoly eapitalism. The
demand for unskilled and semi-
skilled workers has sharply de-
clined. Those who do not receive
an education enabling them to
handle the new technologically-
oriented jobs are doomed to re-
main on the periphery of the labor
market. Education is thus not
only a democratic demand, it is
an economic self-interest demand.
If the war eeonomy limits the re-
sources allotted to education, then
white people see their self-interest
in denying resources to black peo-
ple, and the ultra-Right gains.

The ruling-class strategy is al-
ways to divert attention away
from itself on these basic question,
and to turn the white masses
against black people. And so we
have the economic basis for ra-
cism, acutely intensified under
state monopoly capitalism.
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But state monopolg capitali,sm
haa not only intensifi,ed, these ari'
sis areas; it ltas deaeloped, &

uruiquely new basis for the con-
tirutati,on of raci,sm, naflLela, tafi-
ation.

In order to divert attention
away from the vast sums devoted
to military spending, the ruling
class has sought to fix the blame
for higher taxes on the welfare
and poverty program (which, in
fact, take less than 2 per cent of
the entire national budget while
military and related spending
takes over 70 per cent). It is, of
course, no accident that black peo-
ple receive a disproportionate
share of the benefits of these pro-
grams since they constitute a dis-
proportionate fraction of the
poor.

Conclusi,ons

Two conclusions flow from this:
1) Not only do taxes form a

new economic basis on which the
ruling class may propagate ra-
cism, taxes also form the frame-
work in which state monoPolY
capitalism places the questions of
jobs, housing and education.

2) Any economic and social re-
form program (for rebuilding the
cities, etc.) that raises the tax
burden of the masses instead of
attacking the military-industrial
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complex is self-defeating and dan-
gerous because it strengthens the
ultra-Right influence in the work-
ing class.

The Bayard Rustin "Freedom
Budget" is one such plan that
has entrapped our Party. Our
criticism of this plan has been
that it is opportunist and immoral
to project a plan which consciously
attaches itself to the war economy.
Yet, aside from this, we have char-
acterized the programs envisioned
as being positive. But the essen-
tial question is not whether the
program is, in sorne abstract waY,
positive; the question is: who
pays for it?

The Freedorn Budget, the Ken-
nedy plans, the McCarthy pro-
grams are all a design for the vic-
tory of racism and fascism in this
country.

The only kind of program that
can unite white and black and de-

feat the ultra.Right on a basis of
mutual self-interest is one which
is a frontal assault on state mo-
nopoly capitalism, one whieh iden-
tifies the enemy.

Finally, it is necessary to recog-
nize that while the basis of fight-
ing racism must be self-interest,
the racist system is held together
by a racist ideology that is deeply
embedded in American society. In
this arena, too, the ideological
strug:gle assumes new proportions.
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Self-Iletermination for the

Indian People

The Draft Program is not ade-
quate in getting hold of -racism
and the Indian people and their
struggles. The paragraph on page
III-31 is on the level of the posi-
tion taken by President Johnson
in his call for full rights for the
Indian people.

"Lenin and his party worked
ceaselessly to expose the fraud of
Lhe formal equa.l,ity of exploiter
and the exploited, of the coloniaJist
and the colonized.', This is from
The Worker of November 5, 1g67,
by John Pittman.

Our Program must go into the
historical imperialist development
in this country and the use of
raeism since the beginning to
divide red, black and white inden-
tured workers. It must run through
our program like a thread.

In The Coloni,al, Era (pp 80-81)
Herbert Aptheker states:

Of great importance in evaluating
the nature of capitalism which
acconlplished this conquest, is the
manner of the conquest: utter.ly
ruthless, hypocritical, and hnltal.
These characteristics of the system
adhere to it at all stages of its de-
velopment, from the nature of its
American Indian policy when it is
young to the nature of its imperialist
policy when it is aged.

This is what we must get hold
of and what we must tackle. As
late as 1952, William Z. Foster
wrote, referring to the 1880's:
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"For all their relatiaa serrsitivity
to the position of the white work-
ers, the Negroes, the immigrants
and other oppressed sections of the
population, the pioneer Marxists
did not however, become aware of
the significance of the struggle of
the Indian tribes.'f (Historg ol the
CPaSA, p. 35.)

The thread of struggle for self-
determination rurul through the
history of Indian-Americans.
When a few Indian youth speak of
Red Power the roots go deep into
their history in finding nourish-
ment for this demand. Just as
some Negro Ieaders today speak
of W. E. B. Du Bois as having
raised the same issue of identity
long before the level of struggle,
which is Black Power, arrived.
This struggle has gone on for 400
years.

The Indian people have been
sending spokesmen to bring their
grievances and their positions be-
fore the power structure of this
country for two hundred years.
They have fought in the courts
since at Ieast 1830 when the
"Cherokee Nation vs. Georgia,,
case tested the ability and the
willingness of the United States
to protect an Indian tribe in its
efforts at self-determination.

The treaties themselves were a
recognition of the tribes as na-
tions. Some tribes have no treaty,
yet they are the first Americans,
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whose land was invaded and who
were conquered-

We must consider the question
of self-determination, of their
right to determine whether to
amalgamate or secede at this point
in history. The book The New
Indtians quotes an old tribal leader:

The "best of all possible worlds"
for the Cherokee people would have
been for the Cherokee Nation to
have contin:ued up to the prosent,
for the Cherokee people to live as
an independent republic of Indians,
closely tied and friendly ,to the
United States, under the treaties-
as a modern Indian state of small
communities of kinfolk, taking part
in the present industrialized econ-
omy of the world, br:,t with a
Cherokee govera,rnent, and legal sys-
tem in the Cherokee language, with
lands held in common, and educa-
tional system in the ,Cherokee lan-
guag:e, and with industrial work as
an addition to farming and hunting.
However, we are willing to com-
promise and modify our aspirations
to aocommod'ate to the presence of
our white hrothers who now live
among us.

The Indan people are stating
they want to remain Indians, to
retain their identity. Institution-
alized racism has in effect denied
their humanity, denied their hu-
man history, denied their exist-
ence by demanding they become
white, Anglo-Saxon Christians.
Can we grasp how many of the
Indian people have retained their
roots, their heritage, their respeet
for the "long hairs," for their old
people, for what they are? Many
believe that their tribal life is so
rich, so culturecl, so human that
it could contribute to the cultural
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void of non-Indians, meaning
white America. The inhuman cul-
ture of America is based upon
capitalist exploitation, in seareh
of surplus value, and this dog-eat-
dog permeates everyone. The mo-
nopoly masters of the USA will
manufacturg buy and sell any-
thing to make a profit including
men, women, children, brains,
hate, love, drugs, horrifying de-
forming chemicals, weapons. The
only measure of the worth of man
is profit-money in the monopoly
capitalist and imperialist state of
the USA, "land of the free, home
of the brave."

This is the culture that is re-
jected by many Indian-Americans.
An Indian militant says: "The
culture I am talking about is not
something like a war bonnet and
a powwow danee put on for the
tourists. It's something that the
fndian has in the way the Indian
Iives. Not in the past, but as he
lives now. That exists in his being
an fndian." Another says: "You
might learn something from us.
How to be more human." There
is among some white Americans a
cult of culture worship that in
reality separates people from their
culture. To collect baskets and ad-
mire the arts of the Indian people
does not mean a person is ready
to struggle against racism. lVhite
Americans want to "help" Indian
people but not on Indian terms.
Our response in the Party is one
of paternalism rather than respeet
for their dignity.

We must plaee the relationship
of our history of racism against
the Intlian people and our racism
against black people and against
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the Vietnamese people. The Viet-
namese war is a continuation of
the whole racist war we have
waged against the Indian people.
Understanding this is part of un-
derstanding the Vietnam war. We
respond to what is happening to
Vietnamese children, yet the
Indian people have suffered from
the same policy of extermination
and destruction of their identity.

"Lenin and the Bolsheviks di-
rected their main and sharpest
blows against Russian racism and
chauvinism. This, they saw, was
the prime source of disunity, the
buttress of national oppression. It
was necessary to wage an un-
flagging struggle to combat the
chauvinism of the Russians and
their insensitivity to the needs,
ideas and sentiments of the former
oppressed nations and nationali-
ties." So John Pittman wrote in
The Worker of November 5, L967.

In the ,Soviet Union the Decla-
ration of the Rights of the Peoples
of Russia provided for special
rights as the path to real equality
and for the development of all
nationalities and ethnic groups. In
the Party's writings in this coun-
try we have taken a rigid view of
nations as something big and in-
dustrially self-sustaining. Foster,
wro e in the book Outline Political
History of the Ameri,cas, p. 582:
"fn a given country, in this re-
speet, all Indians would probably
have to be dealt with as one gen-
eral national group; for it would
be absurd to think of aceording
the right of full self-determina-
tion to each of the many tribes
that exist throughout the Western
Hemisphere."
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In contrast, an article in Sotsi,et

Lite (February, 1968) dealing
with the small ethnic groups and
nationalities in the U.S.S.R. shows
what great eare was exerted to al-
low the "full and free development"
of even the smallest national-
ities, such as the 800 Orochs and
700 Nganasans in Siberia. Thus,
even the smaller nationalities, like
"the 600 Tofalars who live in the
Sayan Mountains have their own
Soviet, use their own language
and fotrlow their own way of life."
The autonomous regions, "set up
for the largest of the small
nationalities," have their own
statutes "drawn up by elected
representatives of the people con-
cerned and ratified by the Supreme
Soviet of the union republic.
School instruction, legal proceed-
ings, the publication of laws, and
government administration are all
in the native language."

In the United States only the
Navajo's wield enough power and
strength to have radio and news-
papers consistently in their lan-
guage.

We must unite with the striv-
ings of those who had to deal with
our government's genocide for
200 years!

We must eorrect the history and
policy of genocide against the
Indian people. Today this refers
to the destruction of their iden-
tity as a people and is linked to
the struggles of people for their
identity all over the world.

To stop the policy of g'enoeide,

of racism, to develop steps to undo
the effects of the crimes against
the Indian people, to remove the
oppression of the Indian people!
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This struggle of theirs which be-
gan 475 years ago.

The working class and its
allies in this country cannot win
power without correcting what
was done to the Indian Americans.

Lenin, in 1916, wrote: "National
antipathies will not disappear so
quickly: the hatred-and perfectly
legitimate hatred-of an oppressed
nation for its oppressor will con-
tinue for a while; it will evapor-
ate only after the victory of so-
cialism and after the final estab-
lishment of completely democratic
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relations between nations. If we
desire to be faithful to socialism
we must educate the masses in
internationalism now, which is im-
possible in oppressing nations
without preaching freedorn of
secession for oppressed nations."
(Collected, Works, Volume XIX,
p. 299.)

Our program must reflect the
demands and the developing forms
for self-determinatio,n and iden-
tity of the various communities of
Indian-Americans.

MANY K.

foncentration on the Working ilass

The flrst point I want to argue
for in this paper is that the Party
should concentrate; and my sec-
ond point is that it should con-
centrate on the working class,
with sorne special emphasis.

To discuss concentration, I
think it is profitable to take a look
at what the Party was doing in
the 1920s and 1930s in this re-
spect. In the L920-L922 period
when the Trade Union Educa-
tional League (TUEL) was
founded and started to function,
according to William Z. Foster in
Hi,story of the Communi.st PartE
of the United, States, "the entire
trade union strength of the Work-
ers Party (Communist) was mo-
bilized in the TUEL. ." The
TUEL had a program which "as-
sailed the reactionary bureaucracy
(of the AFL) and proposed a fight-
ing policy, instead of class col-

laboratio r, amalgamation of the
craft unions into industrial un-
ions, organization of the unor-
ganized, independent political ac-
tion, affiliation to the Red Inter-
national of Labor Unions, recog-
nition of the Soviet Union, and
the abolition of capitalism and
the establishment of a workers'
republic."

In the period L922-1929 the
TUEL helped organize workers,
and conducted some major strikes,
and agitated on its program, de-
spite persecution of Communists
and members of the TUEL.

In Deeember, L929, the Trade
Union Unity League (TUUL) was
founded. The program followed
the general lines of the TUEL, the
main difference being that the
TUUL put its emphasis upon or-
g:anLization of the unorganized,
while the TUEL "placed the main
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stress upon work within the con-
servative trade unions.,' Foster
says that this ehange in labor
policy came about only with ,'very
considerable discussion," and that
the TUUL struggles helped pave
the way for the organizing drives
of the 1930s.

In 1930, 1931, and 1gBZ, the
Party's concentration was ex-
tended to the fight for the unem-
ployed and some tactics used then
will be discussed Iater. In the pe-
riod L933-1940, the Party was
deeply involved in the mass strug-
gles of the period, and according
to Foster "gave every-thing it had
. . . to the building of the CIO
at all stages and in the organiza-
tion of the building of the basic
industries for which it had fought
so long and militantly." And Saul
Alinsky, in his biography of John
L. Lewis, says on the role of the
Communists in building the CIO,
"Then, as is now commonly
known, the ,Cornmunists worked
indefatigably, with no job being
too menial or unimportant. They
Iiterally poured themselves com-
pletely into their assignments. The
Cornmunist Party gave its com-
plete support to the CIO. . . . The
fact is that the Communist Party
made a major contribution in the
organization of the unorganized
for the CIO."

Aside from the internal strug-
gles during the early years, and
aside from efforts to save Sacco
and Vanzetti and the Scottsboro
ease, the thread that runs through
our history in that entire period
(including the extremely difficult
1920-1929 period) is our concen-
tration on the struggle to organize
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workers. It is true that a catas-
trophic economic depression paved
the way for the greatest advances,
but the years of previous experi-
ence and concentration were price-
Iess in helping us to make the ma-
jor contributions we did and to
recruit tens of thousands of new
members.

As I look at where our mem-
bers are today, I see us every-
where and nowhere. Each Party
member who has the energy and
the will to engage in some strug-
gle has chosen that particular
area of the mass movements which
appeals to him, or which seems
most compelling at the moment.
The exception to this statement, so
far as Northern California is con-
cerned, is San Jose where the
County has recently adopted a con-
centration policy in an area mainly
working class in character, and
as we have heard in reports from
these comrades, some dividends
have already been forthcoming. I
suppose that elsewhere in the
country there are other such con-
centrations here and there with
which I am unfamiliar. However,
I think it can be stated as a gen-
eral case that each Party member
has been left to his own devices.
(I do not mean to imply that this
situation is the fault of individ-
ual members.)

For two reasons I think this sit-
uation can no longer be permitted
to exist. First, our size. We are
too small to permit this diversity.
Our only hope for influence and
for growth lies in concentration.
Second, with the many complex
problems in our country today, we
mu$t concentrate on that particu-
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lar area which can move the great-
est number of democratic forces
into action.

The Trad,e Urui,on Moaement

I agree generally with the char-
acterization of the trade uniot
movement contained in Pages III-
5 to III-8 in the Draft Program,
but disagree strongly with the
last paragraph which reads,
"Since every indication is that the
cost of attempted world domina-
tion will continue to rise, it may
be assumed that the squeeze will
be tightened. In that case re-
sistance will grow and the abil-
ity of Meany-type officials to cul-
tivate the illusion of a special
partnership that gives labor a
stake in the global expansion of
U.S. monopoly will dwindle fur-
ther. The fight tor a reoi,tal,ized,,
dunamic trad,e uwion moaement as
the worlcers' pri,m.arg weapon in
battle with thei,r clq,ss enemg will
guin in strength anil ui,gor." (E,m-
phasis added.)

This optimistic and wholly ab-
stract statement assumes that the
objective conditions will produce
a "revitalized" trade union move-
ment without participation by
Communists, without potritical con-
sciousness.

In What Is To Be Done?' I*nin
says:

We said that there could not yet
be Social-Democratic consciousness
among: the workers. This conscious-
ness could only be ;brought to them
from without. The history of all
countries shows that the working
c1ass, exclusively by its own effort,
is able to develop only trade-union
consciousness, i.e., it may itself real-
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ize the necessity for combining in
unions, to fight agains't the employ-
ers and to strive to compel the gov-
ernment to pass necessary labor leg-
islation, ete.

Today, and in the foreseeable
future, it is evident that trade un-
ion members are and will be con-
ducting strikes, and after each
strike is over, will continue busi-
ness as usual. No radical change
will take place with regard to the
two ruling-class ideologies which
have their grip on trade union
leaders and for the most part the
membership as well-namely, anti-
Communism and racism. I don't
think that either of these ideolo-
gies are discussed adequately in
the Report, and anti-Communism
is not discussed at all in the draft
section characterizing the trade
union movement.

These two ideologies have pre-
vented the trade union movement
frorn growing exeept where it is
relatively easy to pick up a new
shop. The last attempt to organ-
ize the South made in 1946, "Op-
eration Dixie," foundered on anti-
Communism (it was to be done
without the "Reds"), and on ra-
cism, because the CIO was unwill-
ing to challenge industry's segre-
gationist, racist policies in the
South.

Nearly every union has a policy
now which prohibits Communists
from holding office and many pro-
hibit them even from being mem-
bers of the union. Or, if this pol-
icy is not actually contained in the
Constitution, it is carried out in
other ways, such as the Right-
wing attacks made on a Fremont
General Motors worker last year
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when he ran for committeeman.
A 20-year man, a builder of the
union, he was defeated by red-
baiting and race-baiting (he is
white). Or take Roscoe's case-
expelled from a major craft union
because he is a Communist. I
would like to know what the basis
is for the statement in the Report
that "Communist exclusion poli-
cies are losing their venom." The
two recent instances cited above,
happening in hro major unions,
do not show such evidence, and
we live in an area where the AFL-
CIO is relatively liberal.

On the question of racism in
trade unions, it has been docu-
mented in so many ways I do not
think it necessary to go into de-
tails here. Suffice it to say, that
in the AFL oldJine unions, racism
starts with a refusal of jobs, par-
ticipation in apprenticeship pro-
grams, etc. In the old CIO un-
ions, which organized a million
black workers in the 30s, racism
is reflected in the type of job the
black man gets, no upgrading, nn
union officials, etc. It is all very
well to say that it is the employ-
ers who do the hiring and who can
break the racist pattern, but I
don't undertsand how as Commu-
nists we can expect the bosses to
change a policy which beneflts
them-unless ihey are forced to.
(See page III-21 of the Draft
Program, lines 4 and 5.) I think
that Iines 17-21 on page III-6
should state more forcefully the
responsibility of the unions in this
matter of racism and job discrimi-
nation. In the trade union move-
ment we have neuer assumed it
was the bosses' responsibility to
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upgrade or give good wages, but
rather it was the other way
around. It was assumed that it
was the uruio'ns' responsibility to
fight for these objectives.

It is a sad fact that the de-
scription of the trade union move-
ment given in the draft, with few
changes, could be taken from
Foster's description of the trade
union movement in 1920 and 1930.
The only change in the trade un-
ion movernent's political develop-
ment in this country (which lasted
only 10-L2 years) occurred when
the Communists were able to win
recognition and a place in the
struggle, and helped develop some
black-white unity, democracy and
class consciousness in the unions.

The advent of the cold war, the
Taft-Hartley Law, the drive of
the bosses to break the elass-con-
sciousness developed in the 30s,
and the history of the last 22
years, need not be repeated here.
But by and large the Party is not
a factor in the trade unions. Some
exception to this seems to occur
in Detroit-in certain locals, that
is.

It is true that in the past few
years there has been a resurgence
of economic struEgle in the trade
union movement - numerous
strikes, some rank-and-flle revolts,
and some new groups of workers
previously unorganized (nurses,
agricultural workers, teachers).
All these movements are an en-
couraging sign that workers are
not passive dolts, that they will
struggle against bosses who ex-
ploit them. In particular these
struggles are a welcome change
from the 5-year contracts of the
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1950s and we who observed that
period are heartened by todaY's
struggles.

The Working-Class
Concentration Report

I don't quarrel with any of the
proposals made by the concentra-
tion conference; I just don't think
that the proposals, or the report
as we have it, goes into depth on
what the nature of the problem
is, or offers any realistic sugges-
tions on how we are going to tackle
the enormous problems facing us
in the trade union movement, or
how the Left can join forces to
move the trade unions off home
base. It seems to me that the re-
port is once more exhorting the
trade union comrades to do a whole
number of things they are not
equipped to do, are too isolated
and too few in numbers to do. The
most heartening of the report's
comments is the paragraph start-
ing off with "Organize the Un-
organized" on page 2, in which it
is indicated so(ne moves are afoot
to pull together a national organ-
izing committee.

Some Thoughts on a
C oncentrati,on Pro gram

It seems to me that the basic
question facing the Party insofar
as the trade union movement is
concerned, is what forces will Push
the trade unions into new relation-
ships which will advance their in-
terests.

My estimate is that new forces,
some of which are already mov-
ing, some of which are looking
for alternatives to the rottenness

ft
of this society, are the forces
which will make the change in the
trade unions.

It is my conclusion that the
main emphaszs of a coneentration
policy on the working class should
be to organize the unorganized
employed workers and to organ-
ize just as seriously the unern-
ployed working class. It is this
organization of unorganized em'
ployed, and. unemplogeil workers
that is the dynamic factor which
can revitalize the entire trade un-
ion movement. Foster in his lfis-
torg ol the CPSUA describes the
influx of newly organized workers
into the trade unions, even before
the CIO was founded. "This in-
flux radically changed the situa-
tion in those organizations. It
broke down the official no'strike
policy, brought in a breath of de-
mocracy, weakened the bureau-
crats' control, and made it more
difficult to enforce the anti-Com-
munist clauses against the
Left. . . ."

A drive to organize the unor-
ganized working class in which
Communists play an active part
can create the condition for win-
ning the fight against anti-Com-
munist ideology in the trade union
movement. Likewise, this organi-
zation campaign in which black
and white workers are participat-
ing, can bring about true black-
white unity. It can be the key fac-
tor in the total struggle against
racism in the working class. The
fight for non-segregated unions
in the South' the fight for jobs
for the unemployed-black and
white-will be attacks on racist
ideology.
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In the February politica,l Af- This proposal that the party,s
fairs, Carl Bloice's article ended emphasis be on organizing the
this way (page 73): "The key to unorganized does not mean, of
Iaying the groundwork for future course, that the trade union mem-
united struggle is work among bers of the party be left to their
the lowest strata of the working own worries. The re-establish-
class, among the millions of farm ment of shop clubs, efforts to reach
workers, service workers, labor- the young, new workers in the
ers, and the semi-skilled and un- shop, the efforts to get young radi-
skilled in industry. This is where cal youth to go to work in or-
most black people are located and ganized shops, as well as unor-
where the most people-black and ganized shops, all this and as many
white - remain unorganized." new tactics as can be devised
And Claude Lightfoot says in his should be put into effect.
Blacle Power anil Liberation (nzse
48): .,We should ufro Ai*.or"-i[" Sorte Thoughts on Who Is
question of how to a"ueiop a ;"i;; To Do the Job

to organize the unorganized work- There are two sizable group-
ers in the service industries, both ings of people in our country to-in the South and in lhe North. day who are increasingly radical,It is my firm opinion that we can who are questioning and chal_
reverse some of the current trends Ienging the capitalist system.
toward disunity if such drives are These are the militant blacks and
organized among the poorest the radical white youth. Both
strata of the workers both black these groups are looking for the
and white. when we build unity answer to how they are-going to
between black and white workers change society. itris seems toin the 1930s, we didn't start with me to be a .,bonus,, beyond ourthe highlv-paid skilred workers wildest dreams. we in ihe party
in the craft unions. rn most cases are attempting to find that area
we had to fight them with other of struggle which can mean the
unions, including some all-Negro great difference in the future of
unions. Our starting point was this country. It seems to me that
the unemployed, Iater the inde- we must win these groups to join
pendent unions, and still later the the struggle within the working
birth of the CIO. . . ." class, and specifically to organizeI believe that a crusade along the uno,rganized_employed andlines discussed by Bloice and unemployed.
Lightfoot in which the cornmu- I know that this means we must
nist Party is active is the only conduct an ideological struggle
answer to our breaking out of within and outside of our party
our isolation, to recruiting thou- to convince these youth that the
sands of new members, and to working class is ihe onry sociar
re-establishing ourselves once force which can make the Lhanges
more in the movements of the we all want. I cannot take the
working class. time or space in this paper to ar-
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gue this point, but I believe that
this argument must be made. So
far we have not succeeded in win-
ning most youth of the 1960s to
our theory of the working class.

In suggesting that the militant
blacks and the radical white youth
are the ones "to do the job" of
organizing the unorganized, I do
not mean to say that, on their
own, they are going to organize
the South. But if the UAW, or
a combination of SCLIC and union
forces embark on a campaign for
the South, the young militants-
black and white-should be key
forces. The union pie cards did
not organize the CIO; it was radi-
cals, young and old, who did the
hard day-to-day work.

Insofar as the unemployed are
coneeraed, it seems to me that the
Party in many areas can take the
lead in organizing such move-
ments-or at least in initiating
them.

Some Thoughts On Tacti,cs

1. Organizing the Unemployed:
Local unemployed councils, Iinked
to a National Unemployed Council.
Unemployed to include those look-
ing for work and those who never
held a job.

Boyer and Morais, in their book
Labor's Untolil, Storg, talk about
the unemployed councils which
were Iargely Party-organized:
"Negroes hardest hit of any see-
tion of the population, were among
the most active in the Council,
lvhich fought militantly against
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every form of racist discrimina.
tion. Such was the Council's pow-
er that the AFL reversed its posi-
tion against unemployment insur-
ance. The fact of its eui.stence
preaemteil the nation from igmor-
i,ng or f orgetti,ng th,e 12,000,000 to
17,000,000 who were jobless bg
1933." (Emphasis added.) It is far
easier today to shove the unem-
ployed under the rug because
there are fewer of them, and be-
cause they are largely black and
of other minority nationalities.

Such unemployed councils should
demand seats on Central Labor
Councils. Unemployed Councils
could provide volunteer help to or-
ganize employed workers; to join
picket lines; to participate in
every way with their employed
brothers and sisters. I see this
tactic as a way of making a break-
through on racism.

2. Planned colonization of unor-
ganized shops-a job many young
people did in the 30s and 40s.

3. Black unions where they are
wanted and needed.

4. Independent labor unions
where circumstances may call for
them.

5. A new labor federation if
events point in that direction. I
don't think the AFL-CIO should
be considered as sacred as we have
long held it to be.

6. A 1964 SNOC-type operation
(on a more permanent basis)
where young people are mobilized
nationwide to organize the unor-
ganized in the South. Some might
be colonizers, solne organizers.



A Sketch of American Socialism

The program should describe
more graphically what soeialism
would mean for America, through
enlarging the flrst section of
Chapter IV. People want to know
how our program will affect their
lives. We should tell them, even
if, for reasons of space, it means
cutting earlier chapters describing
present-day capitalism. I would
begin with the first L5 lines of
Chapter IV, and then go on as fol-
Iows:

Ba,si,c Aims

The basic economic law of capi-
talism-its driving force-is the
striving of captalists for the high-
est profits through exploitation
of labor, oppression of minorities,
war and foreign conquests.

We Marxists call this a law,
an economic and social Iaw rather
than a legislative law, because it is
the mode of action which inevit-
ably arises out of private owner-
ship of the means of production.
It can be modified by people's re-
sistance and individual capitalist's
decisions, but it cannot be re-
pealed. Its man-destroying, and
in the nuclear age, potentially life-
destroying danger cannot be
eliminated finally witho,ut remov-
ing the system of capitalism.

The basic economic law of so-
cialism is the fullest satisfaction
of the people's requirements,
which are continnally increasing
and becoming more varied. These
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are met through steadily rising
production of goods and services,
increasing several times as fast as
under capitalism, through fur-
thering science and applying its
most advanced techniques for the
benefit of man.

Besides necessities and reason-
able luxuries, requirements In-
clude that which makes peoples'
lives interesting, creative, and sig-
nificant: culture, seience, travel
and exploration; work in which
men realize their talents, develop
their skills and personalities, and
contribute to worthy ends; partici-
pation in running society at all
levels.

We Marxists call this a law be-
cause it inevitably arises out of
social ownership of the means
of production. It can be modifie,rl
or distorted by errors in manage*
ment, by bureaucracy, by individ-
ual power seekers. But it cannot
be repealed so long as the funda-
mental socialist structure remains.
The history of socialist countries
shows that despite mistakes, de-
spite "the cult of personality,"
the general forward course under
this law continues, while socialist
society generates the forces which
correct mistakes and end dieta-
torial methods.

Socialist aims are achieved
through economic planning, which
coordinates society's material and
human resources so as to achieve
smooth and steady growth. Capi-
talist corporations draw up plans,
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without public knowledge or par-
ticipation, designed to maximize
their individual profits. They can-
not be realized fully, beeause they
conflict with one another and with
the needs of the people. Socialist
governments draw up plans de-
signed to meet beneficial goals.
When technicaliy accurate, they
are aehieved because they harmon-
ize the interests of all, because
there are no conflicts arising
from exploitation of workers and
destructive competition.

Econom'i,c Democracg

The phrase "economic democ-
racy" is often used but rarely
practiced. A socialist government
will make economic democracy
feasible in all phases of life. The
more the people participate in
running their own economy, the
more successful a socialist Amer-
ica will be.

Each enterprise will draw up
its own plan. The managers, en-
gineers, accountants, desk and
shop workers know their own po-
tential better than anybody else.

Central planning agencies will co-
ordinate and modify enterprise
plans so that the supply and re-
quirements of materials, labor,
and money are balanced.

Revitalized trade unions should
play a major role in planning, pro-
moting safety and health provi-
sions, guarding against speedup,
insuring clean, comfortable work-
places and on-the-job services,
good transportation, and adequate
training facilities. They will in-
sure a wage scale Providing a fair
balance between what workers
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produce and what they receive.
Beyond these extensions of tradi-
tional functions, the unions will
play a major direct role in plan-
ning and in all management func-
tions.

Public services-schools, utili-
ties, bus and subway lines, hospi-
tals and clinies-are increasingly
important in the modern world.
They are badly neglected as they
yield little or no direct profit to
the capitalists. Under socialism
the public services will expand
greatly, and will be broadened to
include, for example, vacation
places and mass housing. All
these will be integrated into na-
tional and local planning.

Under socialism the people will
have the opportunity to insure
successful operation of public ser-
vices. Under capitalism, school
boards, transit commissions, hos-
pital and college boards of trus-
tees, are almost always dominated
by capitalists, and used for their
class advantage. Bureaucrats ap-
pointed by them serve as a buffer
against the people. Under social-
ism the working people can take
over these administrative bodies
or set up new ones. They can
change personnel to the extent
necessary, and alter operating
methods to conform to the people's
needs.

Econom,ic Bi,ll of Ri.ghts

Socialist aims are in line with
progressive American and world
thought. Eighty years ago the
American writer Edward Bellamy,
in his book Looking Backward,
portrayed life in a future Ameri-
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can socialist society. This world-
famous work predicted accurately
major technical advances of the
present epoch.

Franklin Roosevelt set forth
goals which can be fully realized
only with socialism:

fn our day these econornic truths
have beeome accepted as self-evident
. . . a Bill of Rights . . . for all-
regandless of station, race or creed;

The right to a uscful and remu-
nerative job;

Thc right to earn enough to pro-
vide adequate food and clothing and
reereation;

The right of every farmer to r,aise
and sell his prod,ucts at a return
which will give him and his family
a decent living;

The right of every family to a
decent home;

The right to adequate medical
care and the opportunity to achieve
and enjoy good health;

Thc right to a good education.

Originally supported by Iabor
and the broad New Deal coalition,
this program was defeated by cap-
italist reaction, which split the
coalition and the labor movement
through anti-Communist propa-
ganda.

Socialist society will make this
Economic Bill of Rights, and
much more, a reality-quickly'and
thoroughly. American socialism
will have some characteristics in
common with all socialist societies,
and others arising from our par-
ticular background and capacities.

America will become a vast con-
struction site, as homes, schools,
hospitals, places of recreation, are
built according to a plan designed
to end shortages, replace substand-
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ard structures, and multiply fa-
cilities of all kinds.

Full employment will be achieved
almost immediately, ,by ending
overtime and reducing the work-
week without a cut in pay. It will
be maintained by planning pro-
duction on a rising level, consist-
ent with jobs for all. There will
be no danger of overproduction,
since society will increase people's
incomes in line with the risinE
output of consumer goods and ser-
vices.

Poverty will be ended speedily,
with the recovery of the vast re-
sources now wasted in war produc-
tion, advertising, the super-lux-
ury living of the rich, destruction
and restriction of farm output,
and idle capacity. With American
labor's high productivity, U.S. so-
cialism will i,mmed,iately be able to
provide a minimum income, at
L968 prices, of 910,000 for a fam-
ily of four. Most will receive
higher wag:es, according to the
quality and quantity of each per-
son's work.

Every worker will have the op-
tion of further training, with con-
venient facilities for after-work
schools, and financial assistanee
for taking time of from work for
study. Youth will have the right
and the means to pursue studies
and obtain corresponding profes-
sions or skilled technical employ-
ment according to their abilities.

Every person will have access
to unlimited medical and health
care without charge.

These rights will be realized as
rapidly as facilities can be built,
educational and medical personnel
trained.
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Standaril Objecti,ons

There are several standard ob-
jections to this picture of social-
ism. Assured of the basic neces-
sities, won't people express their
human nature by not working?
The question is a reasonable one,
but can be answered. The prin-
ciple of distribution under social-
ism is "from each according to his
abilitS to each according to his
production." It also embraces the
principle "he who does not work,
neither shall he eat." Socialism
has no use either for exploiters or
for parasites.

The benefits of society are for
those who are able and willing to
work, and for those who are un-
able to work because of disabili-
ties, being tied down with small
children, old age, etc.

Moreover, socialism provides in-
centives for working better, pro-
ducing more and superior quality
goods, for taking the time and ef-
fort to acquire an advanced skill
or profession. Socialism does not
equalize wag:es, but sets up a scale
according to occupation and effi-
ciency. Doubtless there will be
substantial changes from existing
patterns. For exarnple, wages of
some very hard, dangerous, dirty
jobs, now relatively low, will be
markedly increased, while as soon
as possible the jobs will be made
easier and safer through applica-
tion of more modern equipment.

If the workers themselves are
active in working out wage and
salary scales, and those are scien-
tifieally balanced, they will stimu-
late most workers to work with
more skill, better organization,
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and more widespread use of auto-
mation.

Under capitalism, these im-
provements are rightly feared by
the worker, since they threaten
his job. Under socialism, instead
of threatening his job, they offer
the chance to make it more inter-
esting and rewarding.

Socialism also provides moral in-
eentives. Where the fruits of
work benefit the producer and his
fellow-workers, where no man is
robbing others of their labor or
misusing it for destructive ends;
where society has goals adopted by
and believed in by the majority;
people will want to work for these
goals. Work will seem less and
less of a burden, more and more
as creative activity.

Another objection raised is that
socialism will not benefit the
masses, but only a ruling clique
of bureaucrats. Government and
corporate bureaucracies are among
the harmful features of capitalist
society. Every society needs ad-
ministrators, managers and clerks.
Under capitalism they generally
become part of the apparatus of
exploitation and repression. Un-
der socialism they can become ser-
viceable to the majority.

Under socialism, the prevention
of a burdensome and privileged
bureacracy depends on the activity
of the majority. People have the
power to set the terms of adminis-
trative work, to set salaries for
the personnel, to determine their
number and the nature of their
relationship with the publie. Amer-
ican working people have the
lrnorv-how to use that power ef-
fectively. fn existing socialist
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societies, bureaucratic abuses
have often been connected with
cultural backwardness, and are
diminishing as the material and
cultural levels of the people ad-
vance. If American workers en-
gage aetively in affairs and mod-
ernize the country's administrative
apparatus democratically, they will
be able to solve this problem.

Freedom

The rapid liquidation of nation-
al oppression and inequality is an
outstanding feature of socialism.
The accomplishments, in this re-
spect, of the Soviet Union, with
its hundreds of nationalities-
from primtive northern tribes to
peoples of advanced culture and
economy-seem miraculous to peo-
ple subject to the racist, chauvin-
ist ideologies and practices of ex-
ploitative societies. Within a few
decades the formerly enslaved and
oppressed peoples of Soviet Cen-
tral Asia advanced to essentially
complete material, cultural and po*
Iitical equality. Seeing this is a
major factor convincing the peo-
ples of Asia and Africa that so-
cialism is the only road to their
genuine liberation.

Every socialist country must
deal with the national question
in its own way. In the USSR,
where historically many nations
constituted the majority in par-
ticular areas and had their own
languages, fifteen separate union
republics rrere set up. Each had
equal riglrts and powers. Within
each all peoples enjoy complete
equality, and to the extent they
want it, integration. In Cuba,
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complete integration of white and
black people, and the ending of
essential inequalities, has within
a ferv years created a remarkable
brotherhood of the Cuban people,
a model for the entire Western
Hemisphere.

In the United States, the libera-
tion of the black people has been
delayed very long, and their op-
pression intensified in some re-
spects. The Negro people have
been foreed to ereate their own or-
gans of struggle, to assert their
own personality and objectives
within the struggle.

Socialism will be achieved only
through the unity of Negroes and
whites, together comprising the
majority of the working class. The
specific history of our country and
of the struggle against imperial-
ism will affect the forms of deal-
ing rvith the race question in so-
cialist America. But the goals
and essence of the socialist solu-
tion will be complete and prompt
equality for the Negro people in
all aspects of life.

The ineome differential will be
ended almost immediately, as spe-
cial equalization payments are
made to cornpensate partially for
generations of discrimination. Ne-
groes will have priority in the re-
distribution of surplus housing,
and in the allocation of new, good-
quality housing. In the South,
where the land was developed by
generations of black labor, Ne-
groes who wish to till the soil will
have the right to a good-sized
farm, at the expense of big racist
Iandlords and capitalist farmers.
In industry and government, black
people will have the right to their
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full share of jobs at all levels of
authority and responsibility.

The American Negro is not go-
ing to play a leading part in win-
ning people's power only to be put
off again with the familiar ex-
g11ss-"19f, qualified." Of course
there aren't enough technically
qualified Negroes. But there will
be, with experience, and on and
off-the-job training. In a social-
ist America, enterprises will train
Negroes for advanced jobs at full
pay for whatever period is neces-
sary. Society will be the gainer
from this training, by many times
its budgetary cost. Nor will this
be at the expense of any white
worker, scientist, or technician.
There will be more than enough
jobs to go around.

Much of the specific content of
these measures will have to be de-
termined on the primary initia-
tive of the Negro people them-
selves. Those rvho wish to live in
integrated black and white com-
munities will have the effeetive
right to do so. But if significant
sections wish to have their own
communities, with residential,
commercial, local industrial and
administrative facilities, they will
have the right to establish them
and will be given the necessary
financial and material support.

Similar principles will apply to
Spanish-speaking people and In-
dians. They will have every right
and facility to develop their cul-
ture and their own languages,
which will achieve a proper place
within the culture and education
of the whole country. They will
have the right to recover land
stolen from them over the genera-
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tions, with reasonable adjustments
in consideration of the irrever-
sible industrial-technical changes
that have taken place.

Priaate anil Publi,c Property

,Socialist America will nation-
alize, or turn over to cooperatives
of working people, all large-scale
productive property and real es-
tate. Socialism requires public
ownership of the major means of
production and abolition of ex-
ploitation of man by man. But it
does not require abolition of all
privately-owned means of produc-
tion, particularly that owned by
people who do their own work.

(Needless to say, personal prop-
erty - 

people's houses, automo-
biles, etc., will remain inviolable
under socialism. This bears men-
tioning only because of persistent
crude anti-socialist slander to the
contrary. The only exception will
be the lavish multiple estates,
yachts, etc., of the very rich which
exceed reasonable consumption
standards and can serve social
purposes.)

In highly mechanized American
agriculture, there will be a signi-
ficant place for the family-sized
farmer, who will prosper under
socialism, relieved of the pressure
of monopoly buyers and sellers,
and of government production re-
strictions. Help will be given to
those who wish to organize farm
cooperatives. Many factory farms
will be converted into state enter-
prises. Farm laborers on these
public farms will be provided with
gooil housing, schootrs, health fa-
cilities. They will have unions
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and their wages will be raised to
a level in the range of non-farm
workers. Those who wish will
be enabled to obtain land of their
own or to work cooperatively.

Several million small enter-
prises in trade, serviee and indus-
try contribute to the convenience
of living and the smoothness of
industrial production, as economic
activity has evolved in the United
States. Many continue to perform
a useful function under socialism.
In the event of a peaceful transi-
tion to socialism, in which small
property owners do not take a
militantly hostile position, the fol-
lowing might evolve:

Small establishments in trade
and service, such as gas stations
and stores would be left under pri-
vate ownership. Their proprietors
will be relieved of the slave-driv-
ing pressures of the big oil com-
panies which sell the franchises,
of discriminatory pricing policies
of food suppliers, etc. They will
be permitted to turn their proper-
ties oyer to public ownership, and
continue as managers at regular
salaries and working hours, in
place of the inhuman hours many
small proprietors now work.

Some types of establishments,
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such as barber shops, job machine
shops, would be suitable for con-
version into cooperatives on the
initiative of the workers. Finan-
cial assistance and technical aid
would be given to cooperatives,
as a socialist form of enterprise.

Several millicn workers and em-
ployees are small stockholders in
the giant corporations. Most
likely, a socialist government
would not wish to appropriate
their savings, any more than those
of small and moderate savings de-
positors. A socialist government
might pay off in full all stock
and bond holdings up to a certain
Iimit, and at a declining rate up to
an upper cutoff point. Small ren-
tal real estate owners might be
paid off in the same way.

The privileged aristocratic life
of the multimillionaires would
have to end. Their extra homes,
their lavish yachts, their vast
country estates would be converted
to publie use, made available for
the enjoyment and health of the
working people. But there would
be no desire to reduce punitively
the living standards of those mod-
erately well-off middle-class per-
sons who are rvilling to work for
a socialist society.

Politics and Elections

The Left shares a collective ex-
perience of a presidential elec-
tion campaisn in 1964 where it
Iost its ability to speak to the
needs and grievances of the people

DON HAMERQTNST

from a position of independence.
Now, at a more critical historical
juncture, there is a possibility
that the same mistake"s will be
repeated with even more disas-
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trous consequences. On the one
hand, the symptoms of sect men-
tality are present in a prolifera-
tion of groups which proclaim
their revolutionary character, but
don't organize anyone for any
struggle. On the other hand,
an increasing flow of Left people
is headed into traditional forms
of parliamentary polities.

To avoid these dangers, the elec-
toral situation must be understood
in terms of the real politics of the
country. The vote for McCarthy
in the primaries, the entrance of
Kennedy into the campaign, and
the subsequent withdrawal of
Johnson should not lead the Left
to act as if the urgency had gone

out of the situation-as if the
crisis were over or had been nar-
rowed to the issue of race. That
would amount to a confusion of
the flexibility of the system as a
whole with a temporary appear-
ance of flexibility in the parlia-
mentary framework. The revita-
Iization of "liberalism" in the
election campaign is a measure of
the magnitude of the problems
facing the system, not a measure
of the degree to which they have
been solved.

Buckground of Cri,si,s

The war in Vietnam and the de-
velopments associated with it have
exposed the fact that essential
aspeets of U.S. capitalism are in
deep trouble. The stability of
the American empire is being un'
dermined. Preservation of the
essence of capitalism through re-
liance on state corporatist tech-
niques *- fhrough militarization
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and bureaucratization of the eeon-
omy-is more difficult. The ca-
pacity of the system to use the
weapons of racism and anti-Com-
munism to contain the internal
class struggle has been greatly
curtailed.

But this does not mean that
the war has been a policy blunder;
the wrong war in the wrong place
at the wrong time. The Left
should not accept the Fulbright
argument that U.S. involvement
in Yietnam has been based on a
gross overestimation of its inter-
ests in Southeast Asia. In fact,
the importance of a victory for
U.S. imperialism in Vietnam has
been understated in the official ex-
planations of the war.

The war takes place as the ma-
terial conditions of life in non-so-
eialist Africa, Asia, and Latin
America are worsening in abso-
lute terms. This process is made
more dramatic in comparison with
the development of such socialist
states as Cuba, North Korea, and
North Yietnam. As a consequence,
ideas about economic development
within the framework of the capi-
talist world market, and about
various "third road" schemes,
have lost the persuasiveness that
they possessed in the late fifties
and early sixties.

This, in tum, has changed the
requirements for the maintenance
of imperialism. Neo-colonialism

-the maintenance of essential im-
perialist control without overt po-
litical domination-has Iost much
of its flexibility. The United
States, the outstanding practi-
tioner of neo-colonialism, has been
forced to rely more on military
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and paramilitary techniques, and
to regard as too risky all except
compradorial military regimes in
the former colonial territories.

But increasing reliance on force,
or the threat of force, creates
its own problems. The more the
U.S. invests militarily and politi-
cally in Vietnam without victory,
the more plausible become the ar-
guments that popular revolution-
ary movements are invincible if
they pursue the eorrect policies;
and the less efficacious will be fu-
ture, more limited, uses of U.S.
military power. A U.S. failure in
Vietnam would mark the limits on
its ability to crush anti-imperial-
ist revolutionary movements in the
third world, and would provide
a number of important object les-
sons to such movements around
the world.

These are uot the only costs in-
volved in losing the war in Yiet-
nam.

Since World War II, political
stability in this country has de-
pended upon maintaining a rate of
economic growth sufficient to per-
mit the deferral of the accumu-
lated social costs of capitalist de-
velopment. This has been par-
tially accomplished through the
merger of the dominant sections
of capital with the apparatus of
government, and the exereise by
this merged entity of increasing
control over all aspects of social
existence, At one and the same
time, this provided the potential
to absorb or pre-empt popular
insurgent movements with selec-
tive concessions antl the social
base to repress the Left in these
movements with the ideological
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weapons of raeism, jingoism, and
anti-Communism.

But this is an inherently un-
stable equilibrium. On the one
hand, while domestic issues might
be deferred, their causes still re-
main. On the other hand, a postu-
lated external enemy loses credi-
bility unless it appears to consti-
tute a real threat.

By the beginning of this dec-
ade, the problems were growing.
A new movement for social re-
form was gathering momentum

-the civil rights movement. It
implied a different set of national
priorities than those on which
the stability of capitalism rested

-the priorities of a domestic re-
construction as opposed to those
of an "American Century."

The nuclear stalemate with the
Soviet Union made it politically
unrealistic to expand infinitely
the production of weapons, func-
tional only to a war that couldn't
be won. The consequent leveling
off of military spending rtras a
major factor in the economic
stagnation of the latter fifties.
?hus a countervailing popular
movement was developing, while
the resources to absorb it with
selective concessions were dimin-
ishing and the anti-Communist
rhetoric to beat it down was los-
ing its force.

fn retrospect the response of
the system is clear. Economic
growth was stimulated with a mas-
sive increase in military spend-
ing, justified by a revitalized
Communist enemy symbolized by
the national liberation movement
in the third world, not the Soviet
Army in central Europe. However,
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still more was required to main-
tain the equilibrium. The Com-
munist threat had to become un-
deniable to convince people that
they would be jeopardizing the
country if they pressed for re-
dress of their grievances. The
level of military spending had con-
stantly to escalate to prevent a re-
version to the patterns of stag-
nation of the latter fifties. In
short, to perpetuate itself, insti-
tutionalized militarism and anti-
Communism led with inexorable
logic to a real war against a real
Communist enemy. That 'the war
happened in Vietnam was no ac-
cident, but if it had not happened
there, the pressure would have
been overwhelming for it to hap-
pen elsewhere.

Impli,cations of Wor

In the first years of the war it
did create some new resources.
Wartime "prosperity" made pos-
sible a substantial tax cut and
major increases in government
non-defense spending: medicare,
war on poverty, model cities, etc.
But from the solution of three
years ago the war has turned into
the cause of the reappearance of
the same dilemma in a much
sharper form. From a way to meet
social pressures within the frame-
work of capitalism, the war has
turned into an obstacle to the con-
tainment of these pressures. From
an effort to maintain the credibil-
ity of anti-Communism it has be-
come a force impelling more and
more people to identify their in-
terests with a victory for the
Communists in Vietnam.
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Though the consequences of los-
ing the war in Yietnam are a
major curtailment of the ability
of U.S. imperialism to maintain
the American empire and domes-
tic economic and social stability.
Recent political changes show that
the system is being forced to con-
sider ways to extricate itself from
Vietnam under conditions in which
it would be comic to talk about
victory, and not believable, even,
to talk of stalemate. That is, the
costs involved in continuing the
war must be of comparable mag-
nitude to those involved in losing
it.

What are the costs involved in
continuing?

The war has contained unpleas-
ant paradoxes for the ruling class.
It was a step to maintain U.S.
imperialist positions that has sue-
ceeded in weakening these posi-
tions. It was a step to maintain
"prosperity" that has caused a
decline in real wages. It was a
step to create national unity-
"consensus"-that has led to un-
precedented national disunity. The
continuation of the war inspires
popular movements which strain
the elasticity of the system by
undercutting the implicit consen-
sus on values, priorities and
methods, the false consciousness
which is the functional substi-
tute for a mass social base for
private property; the false con-
sciousness on which the stability
of U.S. capitalism rests.

As the war continues, the youth,
the blacks and the Spanish-speak-
ing, and the intelligentsia are in-
creasingly alienated from the po-
Iitical process. Economic and gen-
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eral class issues just now reaching
the level of political articulation
are causing increasing ferment
within the entire working class.
In present circumstances, these
centrifugal processes threaten to
rupture the institutional frame-
work. In particular, they threat-
en the central political integrative
mechanism in the society, the
Democratic party.

Since the first term of Roose-
velt, the Democratie party has
been the primary instrumentality
for making selective concessions
to popular movements. Its out-
standing virtue from the point of
view of the ruling class was that
it distributed the concessions in a
form that obscured the realities
of power in the society,

Real power in the party has al-
ways been held by a section of big
capital, recently the military-in-
dustrial complex sector, and op-
erative control has been exer-
cised by their agents, the urban
bosses and the Dixiecrats. But
its importance to the system lies
in its social base-an electo,ral
coalition of organized labor, the
racial minorities and the intelli-
gentsia. Mass insurgent move-
ments are channeled into the
Democratic party and sifted
through the electoral machinery
until their constituencies are so
fragmented that they pose no
threat to the system.

Continuation of the war means
the disruption of this social base.
The alienation of the intelligent-
sia, the frustration of the racial
minorities, and the increasing re-
belliousness of the workers will
find no credible response from the
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Democratic party so long as the
war continues. To put the same
situation in different terms: con-
tinuation of the war creates the
danger that the social base of the
Democratic party will become a
mass constituency for a real Left.

The NLF Tet offensive, the gold
crisis, and then the events around
the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King brought home the
gravity of the situation to the
ruling class. Ideas that a quiek
military victory might be won
while Johnson pacified the elec-
torate with "peace offensives"
were ended. Hopes that the war
could be won without imposing
an austerity campaign that would
end for good all talk a,bout "both
guns and butter," and that black
grievances could be put of, were
smashed.

Response of the Sgstem

It would be wrong to suggest
that the ruling class has a unified
and coherent approach to its di-
lemma. Deep tactical splits in the
class have developed from a grow-
ing awareness of the urgency of
the situation not yet based on a
common understanding of what is
at stake. The upheavals in the
electoral situation are both mani-
festations of the pressures which
the crisis has created and re-
sponses to these pressures from
different seetions of the ruling
class with perceptions of the crisis.

So, for e*ample, McCarthy's
campaign both grew out of the
alienation of the intelligentsia and
is an attempt to contain it within
the two-party framework, con-
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cretely, within the Democratic
party. His campaign must re-
main responsive to these eonstitu-
encies to fulfill this function.
Kennedy plays a similar role in
terms of the black and brown con-
stituencies. This is not some con-

scious conspiracy of the ruling
class: nor are the differences and
antagonisms between the McCar-
thy and Kennedy campaigns any
less real because they share corn-

mon functions. The Point is that
the Left should relate to their
campaign from an understanding
of their roles in a political erisis,
not as either messiahs or demons,

and these roles share common fea-
tures.

As long as the KennedY elec-

toral campaign had to be focused
in opposition to the policies of the
Dernocratic Johnson Administra-
tion, it contained an internal logic
which threatened the stabilitY of
the system. Since the Problems
facing the country were becoming
more serio'us, McKennedY was be-

ing forced to raise issues in a

way which threatened to further
fragment and polarize the base of
the Democratic PartY. It was
forced to take stands on which it
could not deliver. If this Process
had continued to a logical outcome,
people, disillusioned with "liberal-
ism," would have flooded into Left-
led political activity. It was this
potential that led to McKennedY,
and it was its persistence which
forced the withdrawal of Johnson
from the campaign.

The withdrawal of Johnson gave

the system the possibility of gain-
ing some additional time to handle
its immediate problems. Johnson
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pursues policies designed to make
imperialism come out ahead in
Vietnam, and to hold the line at
home. The candidates, particu-
larly McKennedy, campaign on the
visions of what they will do, if
elected. With Johnson in the
campaign, it was a referendum on
basic priorities and directions of
U.S. capitalism which are growing
increasingly vulnerable. With
him out, all of the traditional
limitations on the U.S. electoral
process are magnified. War and
austerity, racism and poverty are
no longer issues in the way that
they were. People remain con-
fused about how to exPress their
needs and grievances, about whorn
to regard as the enemy, and about
how to mobilize for real change

Since the withdrawal, McKen-
nedy no longer has to build a base
among strata disaffected with the
regular political channels to dem-
onstrate that the risks involved
in nominating Johnson are too
great. Now its function will be
to maintain the unity of the PartY
and to maintain the diffuse and
disorganized allegiance of the
alienated strata without getting
dangerously overcommitted.

TemporarE Cri.si,s

U.S. capitalism is subject to a

set of contradictions which it maY
not transcend, but to which it maY

adapt, given the time. It is the
shorb-term resiliencY of the sys-
tem that is in question. Atavistic
attitudes in the ruling class, in-
ertia in the political institutions,
the politicized alienation of the
youth and racial minorities, the
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focus of popular demands on is-
sues of power, all put real limits
on the elasticity of the political
structure. But these limits will
not last forever. It is urgent that
the Left develop a strategy to
eapitalize on the opportunities,
because they will not exist indefi-
nitely. A defeat in Vietnam
would mean a permanent reduc-
tion in the maneuverability of U.S.
imperialism, but the Left must
pull itself together or we will
not benefit as we should from the
victory of the world movement.
In fact, we may find ourselves in
bad trouble.

Left Strategg

The strategy of the Left must
be based on the real contradictions
facing capitalism, not on the vary-
ing perceptions of these contra-
dictions held in different sections
of the ruling class. The system
has always had the motives and
the capacity to respond to popu-
Iar pressure with a combination
of concessions and repressions,
but at this time both tactics are
exercised within definite limits
which prevent MeKennedy, or any
other candidate, from meeting the
demands which millions of peo-
ple regard as legitimate. This is
apparent from a survey of the out-
standing issues:

It would be a mistake to assume
that the war is over. It will not
be ended easily-too much is at
stake. De-escalation has been in
the popular consciousness, not in
the scale of military operations,
and the Korean War negotiations,
during which the U.S. forces at-
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tempted to gain a military vic-
tory, are a precedent that should
not be forgotten, particularly
since the diplomatic position of
the U.S. is extremely weak.

There is no chance of a major
modernizing move in the ghettos
in the immediate future. Removal
of the eronomic and social sourees
of black demands is not within
the capacity of the system at this
time-if it will ever be. Not even
palliatives are being seriously
considered by the ruling class,
since the evidence is overwhelm-
ing that token measures would
be counterproductive.

The situation is the same for
general economic issues. Even if
the motivations were present, the
objective potential for making real
concessions does not exist at this
time. We will experience the op-
posite of the economic policies of
the first part of the Vietnam war.
Instead of an increase in govern-
ment welfare spending, we will
have a cut. Instead of a tax cut,
we will have a tax increase. Such
policies will inevitably cut still
further into real income for the
majority of people in the coun-
try.

Finally, repression will remain
as a popular issue. :The existence
of urgent needs to which there
are no safe solutions makes likely
attempts to repress the elements
of popular movements which
threaten to gain a mass following
for a "revolutionary way out of
the crisis."

The Left has the opportunity
to provide leadership in all of
these areas; to crystallize de-
mands, build organizational mo-
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mentum behind them, relate them
to each other so that they imply
i comprehensive alternative direc-
tion for the country, and focus
them on the weak spots of capital-
ist hegemony in a way that can
demonstrate that there is no ne-
cessity that things be as they are
under capitalism and that social-
ism is a tangible alternative.

There is a prevalent fear that
the Left is unable to lead a mass
movement at this time. We would
only begin and McKennedy would
t'co-opt" our program. But, as has
been said, McKennedy cannot
transcend the political situation
in the country, and this is what
it would have to do to absorb the
constituency of the Left. Though
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McKennedy cannot provide a pro-
gram to meet the outstanding
needs of the people, the Left may
fail to do so, too, because of
sterile posturing and internal de-
bate.

The poles of this debate at pres-
ent are those who argue for a
mobilization behind-or to the
side-of McKennedy, to maintain
the t'relevance of the Left"; and
those who try to build a wall of
rhetoric between "revolutionaries"
and reformers to maintain the
"identity of the Left." The real
problem is to create a relevant
identity for the Left. If we don't
make big steps in this direction
now, we will have to begin later
in more difficult circumstanceg.

(Continuad from page 38)

sion by force was replaced by corruption; the sword, as the ffrst social
level, by gold."

Fully mature capitalism, such as that which blesses our land, has

reffned both corruption and force as instruments of oppression; Mace
at home and napahn abroad. And at home and abroad-wherever the
influence appears-unbridled,, systematic and colossal corruption, as

marked other doomed systems from the Roman empire at its end to
the Czar's Empire at its end.

May 17, 1968



Iliffers 0n Teachers' Strike Analysis

This discussion article is in
response to "The New york
Teacher Walkout', in the January
issue.

As a teacher and member of
the United Federation of Teachers,
it is very difficult for me to aceept
some of the article,s generalities.
And some of the generalities
must be dealt with in depth if
significant gains are to be made in
the future. The impression given
is one of an organized progressive
rank-and-file movement within the
union forcing " . . the social-
democratic Ieadership to broaden
the struggle." Similarly the strike
is categorized as truly an ,,his-
toric battle" which .,scored many
gains." On the other hand, the
militant black and Puerto Rican
leaders who attempted to keep
the schools open for their child-
ren are critieized. It is stated
that, "fnstead of using their
organized strength against the
main enemy, exposing at the same
time the reactionary positions
within labor, and finding areas of
agreement with the rank and file,
they allowed themselves to be used
by the Board of Education in its
attempt to smash the union.,,

\{hile it is true that in playing
this role the blaek and puerto
Rican communities objectively
worked against their own best
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interests, it is important to under-
stand that even had they desired
to find allies within the union,
there is in actuality no orga-
nized rank-and-file movement with
which they might have met in
common struggle.

While "many gains', were
scored, in-depth analyses conclude
that little was achieved by the
strike to help the children in the
classroom. If progressive teachers
do not examine concrefly and
minutely the role the union has
played on the question of racism
we will not be able to come to
grips with the basic questions:
What needs to be done? And how
do we gather strength to achieve
our goals?

For how many years have white
racist unions been used by the
ruling class to the detriment of
the black people in this country?
From its very formation in 198g,
the United Federation of Teach-
ers has been insensitive to the
needs of the black and puerto
Rican children. It has paid no
more than lip service to the goals
of the civil rights movement. It
failed to lead and educate the
many young' militant teachers
entering the prof,ession as to the
necessity of linking the struggle
for higher salaries and better
working conditions with the fight
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for quality, integrated education.
No meaningful atternpts were
made to build a community-par-
ent-labor alliance in the fight for
better schools. When every civil
rights organization participated
in a city-wide boycott of the
schools, where was the UFT? Has
the curriculum changed signifi-
cantly or the use of racist text-
books stopped, as a result of UFT
action ?

fn short, what has the UFT
done to aid the black and Puerto
Rican children in our deteriorat-
ing school system?

To meet the rising tensions in
the ghetto communities and the
frustration of teachers because
of their inability to teach in the
impoverished schools, the UFT
Delegate Assembly in March 196?
passed a racist proposal to give
teachers the power to remove dis-
ruptive children from the schools.
This proposal, aimed at blacks and
Puerto Ricans, outraged these
communities and rightly so.

To say, as the article did, that
this proposal was "advanced by
reactionary elements within the
UFT" and that "the rank and
file was able to make significant
changes . . so that in its final

form .its racist provisions
were removedr" couldn't be fur-
ther from the truth. Wish it
were so.

The facts tell another story.
The 196? March Delegate As-
sembly of the union was attended
by more than 700 delegates. Many
of these teachers are the most
progressive and militant in the
union. It was this Delegate As-
sembly which, by overwhelming
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majorities passed resolutions dis-
senting from the George Meany,
AFLCIO position on Vietnarn and
urged the U.S. Government to
stop the bombing of North and
South Vietnam.

The same delegates, on the
same day, overwhelmingly passed
the racist proposal on the dis-
ruptive child.

Can these teachers be classified
as "reactionary"? No. Are they
influenced by our white racist
society and the frustration of
their teaching experiences? Yes.
If the more progressive and mil-
itant white teachers so readily
accepted a racist proposal, imag-
ine the strong feelings which
exist among the majority of the
more conservative white teachers.

To put the matter straight, it
was not the "rank and file" which
was responsible for removing the
racist provisions from the dis-
ruptive child proposal. The pres-
sures from the black and Puerto
Rican communities forced the
UFT to modify its proposals.

The lack of significant rank-
and-file opposition to the racist
policies of, the union leadership
has helped create the anti-labor
attitudes which exist among many
in the black and Puerto Rican
communities. Some of the most
militant black teachers have quit
the Union. In a speech to a group
of predominantly white teachers,
a leader of the Afro-American
Teachers Association stated :

I'm not going to pay $60 a year to
a racist union. You fight racism in
the UT'T and then come and talk to
us ahout joining the union and
fiehtins Shanker together.
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Progressive teachers need not
agree with this approach to the
union; but an understanding of
the long years of built up griev-
ances and frustrations is essential
if we are to come to grips with the
basic question: How are white
progressives and radicals going to
respond to this challenge? Are
the thousands of white teachers
in the UFT who are against the
war in Vietnam going to recog-
nize that the fight for peace in
Vietnam and the struggle for
freedom at home are two sides
of the same coin ? Are radical
teachers ready to take bold inita-
tives in the formation of a pro-
gressive rank-and-file caueus with.
in the UFT ? Are white, teachers
ready to form alliances with the
parents and community grcups
which are desperately trying to
save their children from "Death
at an Early Age"?

How many teacher are ready to
protest every time Shanker tells
the public that the parents in the
ghetto communities are "dere-
Iictsr" t'vigilantes.," t'criminals,"
and that as a teacher in a ghetto
school he taught math to these
children, who are full of "hatred",
in the following manner:

If it takes four ounces of poison
to kill a person, how many ounces
would it take to kill your mother,
your father, your brother, and your
sister? . . . It, was the only way I
could get them to learn. . . They
loved it. (New York Times Maga-
zine.)

We must recognize and under-
stand the role which racism has
played in the UFT in order to
unite progressive white teachers
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in common struggle with militant
black teachers, many of whom
are alienated from the UFT. Pro-
gressive white unionists must
conduct all forms of struggle
against racism in the UFT if
they are to expect to win black
teaehers and parents over to the
cause of unionism. Only when the
UFT begins to see its self-inte-
rests to be one and the same with
the people of the ghetto commu-
ities will a steeled parent-teacher-
community alliance emerge.

Many teachers in the UFT see
the black and Puerto Rican peo-
ple's fight f,or community control
of the schools as a direct threat
to their professional status. The
Ieadership of the union has played
on the fears of the teachers by
rnisrepresenting the conditions
which exist in the experimental
"dernonstration projects" such as
I.S. 201 and by portraying the
militant black people, who are
fighting for community control,
as enemies of the teachers. As a
result of its opposition to com-
munity control of schools, the
union has allied itself with super-
visors and the Board of, Educa-
tion.

White progressive teachers in
the UFT must begin to wage an
intensive campaign against the
present direction of the union. We
must show the majority of the
white teachers that the real enemy
of professionalism is not the par-
ents, but rather the financial in-
terests and their hirelings on the
Board of Education. It is the
Board of Education which is re-
sponsible for the ills of our school
system. Only if the parents take
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control of the schools, will teach-
ers be able to take part in the
educational process as true pro-
fessionals. The parents desire the
best possible education for their
children. Teachers who desire to
achieve the same goal will be
weleomed by the parents. Thus, it
must be demonstrated through all
forms of struggle that the teach-
ers and union's self-interest is the
same as those of the parents in
the ghetto communities.

The union's contract expires in
September, 1969. Negotiations for
a new contract will begin in the
fall of 1968. In order to win signi-
ficant improvements in working
cond,itions, welfare, and salary
gains, the union must begin to
build alliances with parent groups.
The Board of Education will use
every gimmick to further divide
parents and teachers. Progressive
teachers can play a vital role by
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educating fellow teachers as to
their real self-interests and by
initiating actions which will put
pressure on the leadership of the
union to take a more progressive
path.

In forging alliances with parent
organizations, progressive groups
can make significant steps toward
breaking down some of the anti-
teacher, anti-white feelings which
exist arnong many of the parents
in the ghetto communities. It is
essential that white progressive
teachers prove to the parents by
deed, not words, that they are
willing to struggle alongside the
parents, in their schools among
fellow teachers, in their union,
and in the communities in the fight
for better schools. In the final
analysis, only in a united black
and white movement of teachers
and parents will it be possible to
significantly improve the schools.

The Author Heplies

The letter from a New York
Teacher raises some fundamental
questions. There is no doubt, that
the fight against racism is key
not only for the teachers' union,
but for all unions. fn fact, mem-
bers of organized labor must take
the lead in the fight against ra-
cism, if any meaningful unity of
black and white is to be aehieved
in our country. From this stand-
point, the letter is correet in
stressing the urgency of close co-
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operation between the teachers
and the parents in the community
to bring about a major improve-
ment in the quality of education
in the city. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the letter obscures rather
than clarifies these issues by im-
plying oue-sidedness where it does
not exist, and/or quoting out of
context. One example will suffice.
The full paragraph dealing with
the reaction of black militants
reads:
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But what i.s really at issue here
is that signifieant numbers of Ne-
gro and Puerto Rican people have
lost confidence in the trade union
movement as a whole. The reasons
for this attitude can be readily un-
derstood. Time and time again the
labor bureaucraey has sotrd out the
struggle for equal rights. Racism
has significant effect in the labor
movement, as it has in most of
American society. Yet, despite this,
the activities within the UFT indi-
caite that there is a growing aware-
ness on this key question among sec-
tions of the rank and file, The role
of progressive, Left and Communist
forres in the labor movement is, how-
ever, crucial. It is the responsibil-
ity of advanced white trade unionists
to fiSht for unity <yf labor with all
minority groups-unity on the basis
of equality. Unions, like the UFT,
canont expect to win future strikes
without coming to agreement with
the people, especially in the Negro
and Puerto Rican communrities,
around common demands. At the
sarne time, however, one cannot re-
main silent on the approach adopted
by militants to the UFT walkout.
Instead of using their organized
strength against the main enemy, ex-
posing at the same time the reac-
tionary positions witrhin lahor, and
finding the areas of agreement for
united struggle with the rank and
file, they allowed themselves to be
used by the Board of Education in
its attempt to smash the union.

In reading the letter one gets
the impression of very negative
attitudes to the union and the
strike. This comes in the face of
some of the most significant peace
struggles and victories gained by
the rank and file within the trade
union movement.

As far as the walkout was con-
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cerned, the UFT leadership in-
cluded as a central demand the
guaranteeing of the More Effec-
tive Schools program and other
pilot projeets that a.re supposed
to improve education for the poor.
Of course, the union's position
contained many fundamental
weaknesses. The Shanker leader-
ship used the MES demands as a
smokescreen. The Negro and
Puerto Rican communities were
not involved or consulted. But this
strike struggle objectively had a
profound effect on the rank and
file. Most rank and filers truly
believed that they were fighting
for better schools. Does this not
serve as a basis for developing
struggles on a higher level? Gus
Hall deals with the approach of
Communists in the trade union
movement in the following man-
ner:

With the greater attention that
we will now g:ive ;to this field of
work, the question of what is our
starting point, what is our attitude
becomes an ever more important
question. It is important because
our Party has also been influenced
by some middle class attitudes to-
wards the working class and ttre
trade unions. What is necessary in
our attitude is the element of class
partisanship, a pride in the achieve-
ments of our class, a sense of mod-
esty and appreciation of the diffi-
cult problems confronting it.

If we start from the false prem-
ise that, b,y and large, all trade trn-
ion leaders are corrupt and sell-out
artists, then it would follow that we
are for replacing all of them.

[f we accept the false concept
that the working class has not and
does not play any role, that it is fat
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and not interested in anybhing ibut

its pay oheck; if we think that the
vrorking class has played no role in
the struggle for civil rig rts, peace,

or that it plays no role in the elec-
toral movemgnf,5-ws will be out on
our ear, labeled as false critics.

We are going to build on what Ia-
bot has achieued,. Where workers
have taken part as individuals, or
as members of other organizations,
we are going to work to convince
them that it is necessarY to act in
an organized way through their un-
ions.

We are not out to take over the
trade unions on any level. We must
become-and I want to ernPhasize

"Sssslns"-lnembers, the best org:an-
izers, the lbest fighters, the best labor
educators-yes, the best explainers,
especially of political questions, of
any in the trade union movement.
(Labor, Key Force, p. 19.)

It is not the task of progressive
teachers to stand on the sidelines
and point out what is wrong with
a union. It is necessary to engage
actively in helping to overcome
weaknesses that exist, but in a
constructive manner, with the aim
of strengthening the union.

A New York Teacher asks:
"For how many years have white
racist unions been used by the
ruling class to the detriment of
black people in this countrY?"

Is the UFT a "racist union?"
If it were, it would be the dutY
of all decent-minded peoPle in the
city to fight against it with every-
thing they have. This is not a
question of semantics, but an im-
portant strategic and tactical
question. Can trade unions be dis-
missed as racist? The answer is
clearly, no. Racism has deeP
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roots in white American thought
and practice. Yet, we know, that
many within the trade unions are
committed, though surely not
enough, to the struggle against
racism. The term racist should
be clearly applied to the class
enemy, to its conscious allies, and
to those who have been so com-
pletely corrupted that there is no
chance of winning them over.
While racism also pervades the
teachers' union, the majority of
teachers can be won for a deter-
mined struggle against it.

The "disruptive child" issue was
originally raised by reactionary
elements within the union. It was
erpli,citly racist. At the Delegate
Assembly meeting its explicit ra-
cist character was eliminated, al-
though not its racist overtones.
Delegates who voted for peace, it
is true, did not see clearlY the im-
plications of the "disruptive child"
issue. However, in all fairness, it
should be stated that after the long
and forceful debate on the Viet-
nam issue, many delegates did not
remain, unaware of the nature of
the discussions to follow. Thus,
some of the most committed, were
not present to join in the battle.

Of course, teachers will have
to find the ways of confronting

-and sorne tearhers are in the
process of doing so-the mislead-
ership of Shanker involving the
rights of Negro and Puerto Rican
parents, teachers and children.

This takes us to the Point raised
that there is no organizecl, Pro-
gressive rank-and-file movement
in the UFT. This is true. But
despite its absence a struggle is
being conducted within the un-
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ion. As a newly organized un-
ion, with many younger people
entering its ranks, the UFT has
been a union in ferment. Rank
and filers have taken many mili-
tant initiatives, in particular
around theissue of peace and trade
union guarantees. It is out of these
struggles that rank-and-file moye-
ments will arise and develop.

The need for demoeratic, rank-
and-file movements is crucial in
this coming period. W'e are past
the point of saying that they
should be developed-they can be
built in most unions. But in say-
ing this, it is necessary to under-
stand, that such movements will
be built in many different ways,
through flexible and varied ap-
proaches. They will not arise spon-
taneously. Narrow opposition
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groups, and there are a number
within the UFT at the present,
are self-isolating and objectively
strengthen the present leadership
by placing obstacles in the de-
velopment of grass-roots chal-
lenges on issueg of peace, deeen-
tralization and quality education.

Progressive and Leftward-mov-
ing teachers must be in the fore-
front of championing the unity
of Negro and white teachers in
fighting for better conditions and
the improvement of education.
But, above all, white teachers must
take the initiative in fighting ra-
cism and related issues, as crucial
for the very existence of the un-
ion. The answer is not separa-
tism-but unity of black and
white in a common struggle for
common interests.

PAI'L E.

Anti-Ilraft Activity and the Hesistance

Draft resistance is fast becom-
ing the focal point for militant
action against the war in Vietnam
by youth today. Indeed, there are
many good reasons why this has
happened. Our nation's youth are
being directly affected by the Se-
lective Service System. And it
is this system which recruits the
young people to fight in our gov-
ernment's imperialistic adventures
overseas. It is also a system
which embodies the discriminatory
practiees of our society, e.g., the
disproportionate amount of black
youth fighting in Vietnam.

However, in the light of recent
developments within the anti-draft
and resistanee movements, it is
necessary to review some of the
tactics that have been used and
to define the role which Mamists
should play within these move-
ments.

One of the most important re-
cent developments in the resist-
ance movement was the Stop the
Draft Week of December 4, 1967.
During that week thousands of
demonstrators assembled at the
Whitehall Induction Center in
Manhattan and used mobile tac-
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ties in dealing with the 5,000 cops
that had been assigned to prevent
the demonstrators from disrupting
the normal activities of the een-
ter. The stated aim of the dem-
onstrators was to "Close Down
Whitehalli' and prevent the sched-
uled induction of youth.

The demonstrators, of course,
failed to close the center. When
they found that objective
thwarted, chaos erupted. The
demonstrators regrouped and ar.
gued endlessly as to what course
should then be taken. When it
was finally decided to mareh, there
was even argument about where
to march. All in all, it was one
of the most anarchistic demon-
strations that has ever been held.

This is not to say that there
were not accomplishments. The
fact that thousands of youth could
be motivated to take part in a
demonstration of this nature was
an accomplishment in itself. And
the blatant examples of police bru-
tality were captured explicitly by
newsmen, and acknowledged on
television and in the press.

However, the unpreparedness of
the demonstrators for alternate
plans when it became obvious that
they couldn't close the induction
center, was astounding. It seems
that either they were caught up
in believing their own rhetoric
about closing down Whitehall or
were extremely naive in their com-
prehension as to the ability of
the ruling class to defend its in-
terests.

The entire idea of stopping in-
duction by closing the center was
extremely provocational to the po-
Iice and enabled them to ration-
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alize their extreme brutality. This
kind of resistance action is pre-
mature; the movement hasn't the
po\iler to engage in open warfare
with the guardians of the ruling
class. And if "Close Down White-
hall" was just a propaganda slo-
gan, the leaders of the demonstra-
tion should have seen to it that
the demonstrators knew this, and
should have prepared them for
alternative plans.

Another demonstration at which
mobile tactics were used was at
the New York Hilton against Sec-
retary of State Rusk on Novem-
ber 14, 1967. Thousands of dem-
onstrators gathered there and
tried to approaeh areas that were
restricted by the police. When the
police retaliated, the demonstra-
tors retreated to side streets.
I[hen things ca]med down, they
again approached restricted areas,
This pattern repeated itself until
the police continued to chase dem-
onstrators through the side streets
in an effort to disperse them. The
result was the bloeking of traffic
on several major thoroughfares
as demonstrators poured into any
available street.

This kind of chaos engendered
fear and anger in the people who
were caught in traffic by demon-
strators. At times it must have
looked to them like a riot. An
action of this sort does not gain
support from the masses; it in-
stead drives them into the hands
of our politicans who continually
call for "law and orderr" and
gives popular support to the bru-
tality of the police.

In his discussion article "Draft
Resistance Movement" (Poli,ti'cal
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Affairs, April, 1968) Paul Fried-
man acknowledges that there are
those on the Marxist Left who
intend to view the resistance as
antagonistic to the working class.
He rightly points out that "it is
not militancy that may alienate
some workers" but rather "the
nature of the issue around which
the action is developed." He dis-
misses the argument against re-
sistance actions because of work-
ers' alienation by reminding us
that "all indications are that the
working class is more opposed to
the war in Vietnam now, than at
any previous time." He therefore
concludes that "to oppose militant
actions would be a step toward
abandoning the fight to win work-
ers for active participation in the
peace movement."

I think this is a mistake. In
order to understand the reaction
of workers to resistance demon-
strations we have to first evaluate
the nature of their opposition to
the war. I do not believe that
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their opposition is so strong and
so advanced along elass-eonscious
Iines as to lead them to accept the
kind of chaos in the streets that
resulted from these demonstra-
tions. Indeed, the ready support
of these workers for candidates
like Kennedy and McCarthy testi-
fies to the fact that most are
looking for a reconciliation with
our government and not a revolu-
tionary attempt to replace it.

I think that as Marxists we
should continue and intensify our
work on the electoral level. We
should continue to support anti-
draft activities such as draft-
card turn-ins, peaceful demon-
strations, and civil disobedience
actio,ns. A greater stress should
be laid on educational work with-
in the movement. Above all we
should adopt tactics which will
continue to gain support from
workers for the peace movement
and not alienate them from the
center of the struggle.

The Hole of the [hurch
In the April issue, Dirk J.

Struik in his review of Marn a/rld
the Western Woilil, makes refer-
ence to "countries where state and
church are less connected or en-
tirely separated." The fact is that
in no capitalist country is there
complete separation of church and
state, including the U.S.A. All
churches are part of the ruling
class because they all have finan-
cial interests involved. In the
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U.S.A. all the churches own large
real estate holdings and are large
investors in the stock market. The
Vatican owns millions of property
all over the world and the Pope has
been descriu'ed as the worldns
Iargest stoakholder. A laymen's
campaign is now being conducted
inside the Catholic Church to force
the hierarchy to make public full
financial reports.

Or:. the other hand, a contradic-
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tion exists in Catholic theology.
Official Catholic teaching main-
tains that the church supports no
economic systems. This was stated
at the last Vatican Council. In
the socialist countries, where true
separation of ehurch and state
exists millions of practicing Catho-
lics live and support the Marxist
governments without fear of being
exeommunicated.

Dr. Struik makes a good point
when he writes: "Marxists have
found that concentration on mili-
tant atheism can only have a divi-
sive effect on the movement toward
social progress." However, the ex-
ample he gives: "We fight barbar-
Ism better by attacking Cardinal
Spellman on his instigation of
McCarthyism and his support of

the war in Vietnam than on his
belief in the Trinity," is not the
best one. As this writer can
testify from personal experience,
oniy the class struggle can educate
a worker about the evils of reli-
gion. Books an atheism have little
effect. During the building of the
C.I.O., with its mass strikes, was
the best ime when the Communist
Pariy recruited Catholic workers.

It is regrettable that in the
book reviewed and in Struik's
comments, the topic of "Can you
be a Catholie and a Communist
at the sarne time?" is not explored.
The Italian Communist Party, the
iargest in Europe, situated in the
home of the Pope, has shown you
can,

Dear Reader:

We are faced once again with the problem of meeting our
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sustain the magazine.
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as much as you can spare. If you cannot contribute personally,
please take the time to raise a small sum from among your friends
or co-workers. We need funds urgently and whatever you can
send will be greatly appreciated.

Take advantage of the $5.00 sub price between now and Sep-
tember to renew your subscription. Let others know about the
$5.00 sub price and help to secure one ad&tional subscription.

-The Editors
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